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The Living Word

7

HE search led back across the
Atlantic, into the manor-houses of

canvases.
Unparalleled designers and
craftsmen furnished their interiors.

England, the chateaux of France, and
the castles of Italy.' Here they came
to light—the aristocrats of furniture —

This era of luxury produced Chippen¬
dale, Sheraton, and other masters of the

the true originals of the period-furniture
styles.

And

Mr. Edison’s designers

adapted seventeen of these masterpieces

English, French and

Italian

schools.

It brought the cabinet-maker’s art to its
most exquisite development.
It was

for the modern American home.

aptly named “The
Furniture.”

Period Furniture is a heritage of the

Two centuries later came a momen¬
tous development in music.

16th, 17th, and 18th Centuries. The
Georges reigned in England, and the
Louis ruled in France.
Fine living was the ideal of the day.
M en of artistic genius were lionized by
fair ladies, and made wealthy through
the lavish patronage of kings. The arts
prospered like flowers under June’s
smiling sun.
Architects conjured up
monumental palaces. Landscape artists
set them

in

fairy grounds.

Painters

illumined their walls with imperishable

CTf)€

Golden Age

of

comparison, that the New Edison ReCreates an artist’s performance exactly
as the artist himself gives it. More than
4,000 such tests were given, with over
fifty vocalists and instrumentalists. More
than four million people heard them. No
one was able to tell the living perform¬
ance from its Re-Creation by the New
Edison.

7

HE FAMILY that has an ear for
the finer things in music is the fam¬

ily that has an eye for the finer things in
DISON, the thinker, conceived
the vision of an America, whose
every home would be blessed with
great music — through a phonograph of
Supreme Realism.
Edison, the in¬
ventor, gave three millions of his money
and seven years of his time to an ex¬
haustive research — out of which the
New Edison was finally evolved.
Then commenced those startling tests
by which

he

proved, through

N E W EDISON

direct

furniture.

Mr.

Edison

decided

that

Edison Cabinets should be patterned
after the most exquisite furniture known.
And so the search led back across the
Atlantic,

into

the

manor- houses

of

England, the chateaux of France, and
the castles of Italy.
Mr. Edison’s de¬
signers made every Edison Cabinet

a

period cabinet out of the Golden Age of
Furniture.
Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,Orange, N.J.

ihe Phonograph with a soul

Rosenkranz, possibly the greatest of the Hegelian Phi¬
losophers, once wrote:
“The living word is the most powerful agent of instruc¬
tion.” From this, however, we should not infer that the printed
word and other agencies employed in teaching may not be of the
greatest value. A great deal depends upon who utters the
living word.
We have known many pianists, many great
virtuosi, who have been men of consummate genius at the key¬
board but who have had minds utterly incompatible with those
peculiar requirements which make up a good teacher. How¬
ever, there are men who are great performers and who also
have the gifts which make them wonderful teachers. Such a
person represents the highest form of teacher. A few words,
a few directions, a few illustrations from such a teacher in the
flesh, are worth more than volumes of printed lessons.
The difficulty is that such people are so extremely rare
that only a very few people, in a great country like tins, can
have the advantage of studying with them. Very close behind
them, however, is a veritable army of splendidly trained teach¬
ers who by “the living word” can convey musical education to
thousands of pupils in a most excellent manner. Let us sup¬
pose that it is impossible to get a really well-trained teacher—
what is the student with limited means to do ?
Everyone knows that some of the finest musicians of all
time have virtually been self-trained.
They have had only
occasional words of advice from masters met by chance and
the instruction that they have received from concerts or from
good musical books. Thousands have written us that they owe
the best part of their musical inspiration and success to The
Etude, and among such friends are many who have been
through the best American and European schools of music.
This is most gratifying to us, as we are working constantly
to present to our readers as much instructive material for
students at all stages as possible. We have never pretended,
however, that The Etude could compete with the “living
word” from the lips of an able teacher, a word electrified by
his personality and force.
It is indisputable, however, that the student with per¬
sistence, understanding and imagination can gain wonderfully
from printed instructions. Take, for instance, the lesson in
this issue on Grieg’s Norwegian Bridal Procession, prepared
by Mr. Percy Grainger, himself a master of high attainments.
Mr. Grainger has made an entirely new edition of the little
masterpiece by his friend and teacher, Edvard Grieg. As a
virtuoso-pianist, Mr. Grainger has seen possibilities in expand¬
ing the work along consistent and artistic lines. More than
this, Mr. Grainger gives an analysis of the work which his
brilliant mentality, his poetic vision and his original habit of
thought make so vital that one feels the “living word,” al¬
though Mr. Grainger is personally absent. He has prepared
this printed lesson for over two hundred thousand readers of
The Etude, who will benefit from it. Follow his directions
carefully and you will have an understanding of this piece which
few teachers could give.
The Etude is grateful to Mr.
Grainger for this fine contribution to the musical educational
literature of the day.
This brings us to the subject of Correspondence Instruc¬
tion. The Etude has never taken issue with the Correspond¬
ence Schools on any point where it has been proven to us that
their advantages might serve the public as a whole. Under

VOL. XXXVIII, No. 11

certain conditions certain subjects may be taught by mail with
success. The opinion of the profession is that it is not feasible
to teach such subjects as the violin, voice, etc., where the tone
illustrations of the master are absolutely essential for the pupil
to hear in person. We also want our readers to know that
it is very rarely their fortune to have their papers seen by
any of the famous men whose services have been retained to
prepare the original courses. While the papers may be ex¬
amined and answered by teachers trained to do that work in
great volume, the master, whose name appears in the advertis¬
ing, is often far removed from the offices of the correspondence
school. Nevertheless we do know of many cases of teachers
and students who have received what they deem ample satis¬
faction from correspondence courses in theory, piano, piano¬
teaching. Properly conducted upon an honest basis, without
extravagant claims or exorbitant prices, such schools may do
a fine work for good in our country. They are not “the living
word,” but are a good substitute.
They are far better in many ways than courses that peddle
the names of great virtuoso-teachers, by persistent mercenary
methods, for prices ranging from $100 upwards, leaving the
purchaser to discover a few years hence that he might have
done far better by purchasing a few well-selected self-help
books in music and subscribing for The Etude at a mere frac¬
tion of the cost.
-_.

The Merry Music Makers
Franz von Suppe died one hundred years ago.
Very
few people are fully acquainted with the great volume of
delightful comic opera music that he wrote. The Poet and
Peasant Overture is, of course, played “everywhere” by great
numbers of piano duetists ; but this was only one of von Suppe’s
very tuneful works. Of course, a great deal that he did now
seems trite in comparison with the works of many of the more
serious masters, but it is given to few men to turn out as many
refreshingly original melodies as did von Suppe, Lecocq, Genee,
Offenbach, Audran, Delibes, Sullivan, Lehar, Herbert, de Koven
and others. The conception of the merry tunes that character¬
ize these works is quite as much a matter of genius as the making
of a great symphony. In fact, there are many symphonies with
less melodic inspiration than can be found in one act of von
Suppe’s The Beautiful Galatea.

Left-Hand Solos
Curiously enough the war is said to have slightly raised
the interest in left-hand piano solos, because of the fact that
so many, many men lost an arm in battle. This is particularly
the case in England, and articles have been appearing in
English journals upon this interesting phase of pianoforte
practice. One of the unfortunates who is making the best of
it, a musician named George Coulter, writing in the Musical
Herald, calls attention to the fact that when one has lost an •
arm or a leg, the remaining limb becomes more vigorous and
more facile. Indeed, as in the case of the famous Hungarian
Count Zichy, who had only one arm, it is possible for many of
these players to perform certain amazingly difficult works in
such a way that if heard from a distance their playing sounds
exactly like two-hand playing.
The same writer makes the following observations:
“The ways and means of acquiring this ability spontane¬
ously to create harmonies I do not undertake to show, but it is
surprising how rapidly the power will grow, prompted by the
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earnest wish, and, of course, persistent experiment at the key¬
board. A good ear is manifestly the first and chief essential.
“One or two of the devices used in one-hand piano-playing
may be named: (1) To ensure distinctness in the melodic parts
it is best that the accompaniment should not sound with the
melody as in hymn-tunes, but immediately afterwards, this
particularly when the melody is in the bass. The accompany¬
ing notes should be played either harmonically or melodically,
while the principal melody notes are sustained throughout by
whatever fingers can he given easiest to that part; or (2) the
melody may be played in octaves or chords in the bass, sus¬
tained with the pedal, the harmonies following in the treble; or
(3) some melodies may be played in octaves with the harmonies
falling within the octaves. In slower music chords exceeding
the octave can be played arpeggiando. For my own part, I
have found inexhaustible pleasure in constructing endless little
pieces of the gavotte and minuet style, all conveniently disposed
so as to come easily within the limits of one hand, and over and
over again I have put a strain on the credulity of amiable
people, who heard me below stairs.”
There can be no doubt that the study of left-hand solos is
of the very greatest advantage to all students, particularly
from the third grade on. It is a wonderful medium for giving
independence and freedom. Next time you hear the recital of a
very great artist, notice that the right hand is not merely lead¬
ing the left hand, but that the hands are virtually playing a
duet, each member being equally strong and capable. Even in
the records of a great pianist, such as the record of the G Minor
Prelude by Rachmaninoff, played bv the master himself, one can
readily hear the independence of the left hand.

The Undoing of Musical Vienna
The Etude is in receipt of a pathetic appeal from Herr
Paul Pichicr, editor of the Musikpadagogische Zeitschrift of
Vienna. The famous “Musikstadt” has suffered more than any
other of the European music centers. Music took hundreds and
hundreds of Americans to Vienna, and teachers there reaped
rich rewards from their fees.
Now, from the tone of Herr
1 I’ichier’s letter, there are grave apprehensions among certain
groups of teachers in Vienna regarding the restoration of the
musical entente which meant so much to the musical capital in
years gone by.
They want to build the bridge again, and
want us to know that they are in the position of humble peti¬
tioners. Humiliation, to a proud spirit, is a bitter punishment.
Of course, the world owes a debt of artistic gratitude to
the city that fostered Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, Bruckner,
Beethoven, Brahms, Wolf, Czerny, I.eschctizky and Mahler. It
is true that Schubert and Mozart received scant material
rewards from the Viennese—but they certainly got a stimulus
from the intensely musical life of the city. Men like Emil Sauer.
Moritz Rosenthal and Herr Pichicr, to whom Leschetizky left
his library, are teaching in Vienna, and Americans surely can
do nothing but wish them prosperity and happiness after the
miserable disasters which their Government helped to bring
upon them. Americans will si ill go to Vienna, but we can
safely predict that they will not go in the swarms of former
years.
Vienna is grateful to America for what we have been
enabled to do to keep the little children from death by starva¬
tion. There is no joy greater than that of helping suffering
humanity. There is nothing bigger in life than making your
Vnemies your friends. Broadly speaking, there has never been
any war between the artists of the contending countries.
Artists are not war makers. The Viennese must know that
America has no thought of revenge if students do not again
pour in by the hundreds. It is merely because during the last
ten years our own musical development offers so much to stu¬
dents that there is nothing on the other side of the Atlantic
which we are willing to concede is superior. Nevertheless the
atmosphere of Beethoven. Mozart, Schubert and Brahms is
such that, music lovers unnumbered will always make pilgrim¬
ages to the city of the Danube, and many will go as students.

Government Scotches “Song Poem

Fraud

^

For years The Etude 1ms fought, “hammer and tongs,
through publicity, to prevent its readers from being defrauded
by what is now known as the “song poem swindle.
1 he i eason
for this has been that, through our own daily mail, "e have been
amazed at the number of good folks who were buncoed by it.
Now the Government which has suppressed many of the Lauds
has just issued a new and important fraud order against a par¬
ticularly active fraud conducted on a surprising scale by a man
who, if our information is right., is only twenty-three years ot
age! The Writer, a concise and excellent little journal for prac¬
tical literary workers, devotes the better part of an entire issue
to this fraud order.
As an illustration of the extent of the workings of this
instance of “frenzied composition” it is only necessary to say
that the daily incoming mail of the man against whom the fraud
order was issued was TOO pieces. Barnum’s record was one
sucker a second,” if we quote his immortal estimate correctly,
and in these days of Ponzi and others the average is being
maintained. This particular offender worked on composers
through no less than sixteen different channels. That is, lie
would have a “company” in one place with a staff of one typist
in the office, and similar companies or agents scattered around
so that if the sucker did not. bite at office number one he was
angled for with slightly different bait- from another office.
There were fictitious magazines, spurious music publishing
companies, fake literary bureaus and associations. FRAUD.
FRAUD, FRAUD, all* the way through. Here is a typical
fraud “Song Poem” advertisement:
Song Poems Wanted—Millions have been made
in songs by song poem writers. We will publish your
song poem, providing a beautiful musical setting and
put it on the market for sale. Write at once for par¬
ticulars. J. C. D., Washington.
The sucker nibbles and is sent an alluring but mystifying
contract which, if he reads correctly, will oblige him to pay
$40 for having his work published. The company then keeps
within the letter of the law by publishing the work in such
cheap form that the entire cost can hardly exceed $15. As for
the sales that the author is planning to use as the basis of his
fortune—well, they simply never come. The writer has, as a
sop to his vanity, a hundred or so badly printed copies of an
impossible composition which stands as much chance of a sale
as a picture of Hindenburg would in Verdun.
There is no reason why The Etude should go out of its
way to “explode” over this fraud, except that our own corre¬
spondence, coming from all parts of the country, has shown us
that the victims are usually unfortunates who arc confiding
and unsophisticated in matters of this kind. Therefore, if you,
kind reader, hear of any one about to be victimized by this
fraud, refer them to this editorial arid ask them to remember.
I. The proportion of songs of the leading publishers of the
country (who have staffs of experts to pick them out) that, ever
pass the first legitimate edition is really very low. Only once
in a long, long time does a song appear which has anv chance
for permanent success. The idea that millions of dollars can be
systematically earned by novices, with song poems, is a cruel
bait employed solely by men whose customers arc and must be
“suckers.”
II. That the words of the song are by no means the deter¬
mining factor in its success. There are countless instances of
the same poem being set by different composers (some as many
as thirty times), with one outstanding setting that succeeds. It
is the music that counts, ninety-nine times out of a hundred and
not the poem.
JUI,0" have a musical composition' which vou deem
worthy of publication send it to three or four of the leading:
American publishers—if they reject it. better forget it
Under
no circumstances ever pay for having it published, unless vou
have plenty of money and can afford to speculate upon' its
success.
The United States Postal Department has done much to
suppress such frauds, but others are lire to crop up.

From Liszt to Leschetizky
Forty Years with Great Pianists
By the Distinguished Pianist-Composer

COMMENDATORE EUGENIO DI PIRANI
Clara Schumann, Sir Julius Benedict, Theodore Kullak, Xaver Schancenka, Otto Neitzel, Moritz
Moszkowski, Sherwood, John Orth, Anton Rubinstein, Hans von Billow, Franz
Liszt, Carl Reinecke, Theodore Leschetizky, Paderewski,
Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler.
These reminiscences are only impressions of a per¬
sonal acquaintance, sometimes of an intimate friendship
with the best-known pianists of our time. Fugitive
sketches as they are they do not presume to give an
exhaustive artistic appreciation. They are also not sys¬
tematic; just as they occur to my memory. Some of
these heroes of the keyboard have passed away; others
are living and prosperous ; all more or less have left an
indelible name in art. In my extensive travels I came
into personal contact with all of them, therefore these
memories are not made up from dead books, but from
palpitating life pages.
Clara Schumann
I shall begin far back with those whom I was lucky
enough to know in their last years; for instance, Clara
Schumann, who has a double importance not Only on
account of her own value, but also having been the
loving and beloved wife of Robert Schumann. I heard
her in Berlin at the “Singakademie” play with Joachim,
the famous violinist, Beethoven’s Kreutser Sonata. She
was not an emotional player, but she was very graceful
with a purling, rolling, wonderful correct technic. I
do not need to add that her interpretation of Beethoven’s
master work was according to the loftiest classical
traditions. I was introduced to her at Frankfort-onthe-Main, where she was teaching at the Hoch’s Con¬
servatory. The salary she drew was not munificent,
indeed, for this reason she lived in rather staitened
circumstances. I told her that my cherished hope was
to get from her some points on the interpretation of
her immortal husband’s compositions. She willingly
consented and I played for her the Schumann’s Con¬
certo. She stopped me several times, specially on ac¬
count of some phrases which I interpreted in tempo
rubato. She assured me that Schumann, although he
appreciated the rubato in Chopins compositions, did not
approve of it in his own music. “He was,” she said,
“a friend of ‘keeping time,’ except in places where he
gave explicit indications to the contrary. He even used
to say: ‘Blessed be those who play in time!’” I had
thought always that the more capricious the interpreta¬
tion of his works the more it would be in the true
Schumann spirit.
I noticed from the faded, shabby furniture of her
flat that Clara Schumann was not enjoying the ease to
which her own and Robert Schumann’s position in the
artistic world should have entitled her. Publishers made
a fortune with Schumann’s works, and l.is wife, in her
last years, had to depend for her existence on the
generosity of some music-loving friends, who even had
to make a collection to alleviate her deplorable condi¬
tion. Also her appearance was suggestive of suffering.
One could read in her face the disappointment, the dis¬
illusion, at being bereft forever of her admired, adored
husband, at being left alone in the world, seeing others
reap the profits of the .great art of her Robert, while
she, his wife, had to struggle incessantly for existence.
Her hair was, of course, perfectly white—she was then
in her seventieth year—and her manner tired and
weary.
Sir Julius Benedict
To another pianist of the old school. Sir Julius
Benedict, I was introduced in London in the year 1884.
He was then 80 years old and had recently married a
pupil of his. He had invited me to a matinee in his
home, in which Marcella Sembrich sang, accompanied
by Sir Julius. After the music Sir Julius fetched
his newly-born baby and holding him in his arms he
introduced him to his guests. Naturally every one
complimented the “youthful” and proud father, who was
literally "beaming with joy. Mrs. Benedict seemed not

to approve of this public exhibition. It was a brilliant
gathering, everybody of consequence in the London
music world being present. Benedict was at this time
a dictator in English music life. He had great influ¬
ence, especially in organizing private concerts. Wealthy
families paid him large sums to get up concerts by
renowned artists. In this way the shrewd Sir Julius
made nice profits for himself and acquired a great
power even with the most celebrated artists who
catered to his patronage. The happiness of Sir Julius,
was, however, of short duration, as he died the fol. lowing year. He was, as a pianist, a pupil of Hummel,
and a pupil in composition of C. M. von Weber.
Theodore Kullak
My connection with Theodore Kullak was most inti¬
mate, as I was for ten years professor of the advanced
piano classes at the Academy of Music, of which he
was the director. In the beginning of my instruction
to be sure the students found some difficulty in under¬
standing my broken German, but this very thing, this
foreign touch, was considered rather interesting. My
way of expressing myself caused unrestrained mirth in
the class. Of course, I joined in the hilarity, specially
with my female scholars, some of whom were decidedly
pretty and attractive. Certainly my dignity as a teacher
was often put to a severe test. I was then very young,
and among the youthful ladies who attended my classes
there were some especially enthusiastic over my art.
This success did not blind me to the fact that I still
had much to learn in order to attain a higher rank in
the artistic field. Theodore Kullak himself spurred me
to greater deeds. He was indeed a continuous inspira¬
tion to me. Although his nervous condition did not
allow him to appear in public, yet he was one of the
greatest pianists of any time. With his fleshy, supple,
well-trained fingers he was able to conjure out of the
piano a singing tone of rare beauty and also powerful
orchestral effects. His scales, arpeggios, double notes,
octaves, were of faultless purity and his interpretation
full of poesy and dramatic power. He mastered the
entire classical repertoire.
A Famous Master Class
There soon grew up between us a cordial intimacy and
he often invited me to play before his master class, which
included Xaver Scharwenka, Otto Neitzel, Moritz
Moszkowski, and the Americans, Sherwood and John
Orth, all of whom have made enviable names in art,
although in different directions.
Xaver Scharwenka is a remarkable pianist of rather
robust touch and also a distinguished composer. He is
now living in Berlin. Otto Neitzel besides being a skill¬
ful pianist has a more literary turn. He has published
several books on opera, and he was also for a time music
critic of the Cologne Gazette.
Moszkowski is known as a successful composer of
charming piano pieces. Sherwood, too, was a gifted
pianist and pedagogue. It was a great loss for the art
of music in America that he passed away so soon. John
Orth is still engaged as a teacher of high repute in
Boston. Theodore Kullak himself commanded the ad¬
miration of his greatest colleagues, like Rubinstein,
Billow, etc., and when they were in Berlin they never
failed to call on Kullak. They used then to perform
for their mutual benefit. What a pity that this great
artist was vexed by an uncontrollable stage fright. He
commenced like a Jupiter tonans, but soon he lost control
of himself, a kind of vertigo seized his brain and he
became almost paralyzed. This, however, did not impair
in the least his inimitable and inspiring teaching.
He sat at a second piano and was always ready to

show the pupil how to play a passage, a phrase, a melody
in the most perfect, poetic way. Sometimes, when we
started to play a composition, I surreptitiously would stop
playing and leave Kullak to go on alone.
He
then would give an example of the highest virtuosity
and it .was only upon the enthusiastic applause of the
whole class that he became aware of the splendid per¬
formance he had given. It was one of the rare occasions
one could hear the great artist in all his glory.
I mentioned Rubinstein and Billow and, as I knew both
personally I shall give some details of both.
Anton Rubinstein
At the hospitable house of Mr. Petersen, the owner of
the world renowned Becker piano factory, I became
acquainted with Anton Rubinstein. Then and there he
invited me to visit him. He was always ready to assist
young and gifted artists in every way. He was very
taciturn and appeared as though lost in thought. He
would let minutes pass without uttering a single word,
and only now and then he hummed over a musical phrase
and in the air or on the table he carried on fantastic
exercises with his fleshy muscular fingers as though he
were yearning for a piano. At my request he showed
me at the piano the way he interpreted the Presto agitato
in Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata. It struck me how
violently and suddenly he accented the chord at the end
of the first theme. It was thundering—awe inspiring—
like a flash of lightning. Everyone who has heard Rubin¬
stein knows what tremendous amount of tone he could
draw out of the piano. I purposely abstain frorq giving
an appreciation of his unforgetable public performances.
The status of Rubinstein as a pianist is gigantic, phenome¬
nal. It belongs to history and is recorded in indelible
letters in its pages—“records that defy the tooth of
Hans von Biilow
My personal acquaintance with Hans Von Biilow fol¬
lowed an article I had published in the Gassetta Musicale
di Milano. I wrote about Biilow as a man and as an
artist and observed among other things that he did not
prove very courteous to those who came into touch with
him. Some days later I received from him a card on
which he had written under his name the words: “not
very courteous because very ill.” I must confess that
this explanation caused me to deeply regret my publica¬
tion and I hastened to call on him and express to him
my sympathy. Indeed, that was not a mere excuse.
Biilow was by no means of strong constitution, and only
his remarkable will power enabled him to endure unusual
exertions. At the close of the year 1893 his sickness
assumed such an alarming violence that the doctors sent
him to Egypt as a last resort, but there he grew worse
and died in 1894. After his death I had a further corres¬
pondence with his widow, Marie Von Biilow, concerning
the sufferings of her husband and she informed me that
the autopsy had plainly shown what devastation his illness
had brought about in his person and what unspeakable
pains he was obliged to endure during the latter years of
his life; pains, that, because if his iron energy, could not
deter him from performing heroic deeds, such, for in¬
stance, as the direction of the Philharmonic concerts in
Berlin. What a pity that only his valuable editions of
the classics have remained as a tangible proof of his
manifold activity both as a pianist and as a teacher.
Biilow surpassed all his fellow artists in the purity of
style and at the same time inspired interpretation of the
great masters. Through wonderful phrasing and shad¬
ing he offered an analysis well nigh a vivisection of«the
work of art, in which one could easily distinguish the
themes, their development, the whole architectonic struc¬
ture. It was also instructive for the mature artist to
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bfliV°i him' 14.Ca? be said that even in the concert
hall Bulow remained a great pedagogue, from whom
everyone could learn the art of bringing to light the
deepest hidden treasures of a composition. It will also
be very difficult to surpass Bulow as an orchestra leader
His thorough scholarship, coupled with an unconquer¬
able firmness, gave him such an authority over the perfonners that they were soon flaming with a sacred fire
and were ready to follow him everywhere. It was not
only the general poetic idea of- the work which von
Bulow sought to unfold, but' he also endeavored to bring
out the smallest details in the greatest possible perfec¬
tion. Not a single ornament, not a trill, not a legato sign,
a musical comma, that did not receive his full attention.
It is hardly necessary to say that the rehearsals were
exhausting for him as well as for the players, for he was
relentless m correcting, improving, reviewing till the
work stood perfect. Not the slightest mistake escaped
heSartXtrC

y mUS’Cal ear‘

He directed everything by

Franz Liszt
I had the good fortune of being introduced to
tranz Liszt by Sgambati in Rome. The very first im¬
pression was of an imposing and striking personality, but
at the same time of a friendly and benevolent disC l
^semblance to his daughter, Cosima
Wagner, whom I had known before him, was striking.
I he huge warts on his face also attracted my attention.
His feminine admirers had for each of these warts some
pet name Of course, Liszt could hardly be blamed
or the fact that a lot of silly women made fools of
themselves over him. The way he showed interest in
my modest doings revealed his altruistic and noble feelmgs. He held in high honor both art and artists. One
can declare that his uplifting magnetic influence made
itself perceptible as soon as one came in touch with
film One could then understand how he helped friends
pupils and all who shared his views toward enlarging
their horizon and elevating their artistic aims The en¬
thusiasm with which he fought for all that is great the
disinterestedness with which he disposed of all his gifts
and of all he possessed, to foster the cause of other less
fortunate musicians are unique in the history of art
What Liszt always accented in his conversation was that
in the midst of the universal progress of mankind the
art of music could not remain at a standstill. “Every¬
thing in the world,’; he said, “is subject to uninterrupted
and continuous evolution. Why should music alone
escape that law?” About “program music” of which
Liszt was one of the most strenuous champions, he
maintained that the program is the Ariadne’s thread
which shows the way through the labyrinth of musical
composition and that artists themselves are coming to
the conviction that it is to their own interest to furnish
their auditors with a guide that they may be relieved of
the embarrassment of guessing what the composer wished
. to say. The program is the more desirable if the com¬
poser has created his work under well-defined concep¬
tions. These were on the whole the main points of the
unforgetable conversation I had with Liszt.
Carl Reinecke
Among the deceased pianists who had a great influ¬
ence on musical life, especially in Germany, Carl Rei¬
necke ought not to be forgotten. I made his ac¬
quaintance m Leipsic, where he was conducting the
Gewandhaus Concerts” and teaching at the Conserva¬
tory. He was very courteous and. honey-mouthed. Being,
by reason of his important position, in continuous touch

with the most prominent musicians, he had become a
man of the world and he understood how to flatter human
vanity. He was very diplomatic in giving his opinion
on other musicians so that it was difficult to find out
whether he was in favor of a musician or against him.
The fact is that in his heart he was a decided classicist,
and he hated Wagner and all his followers. He was a
specialist in Mozart, whose piano works he interpreted
delightfully indeed. His melodious singing touch and
his flawless technic enabled him to present a perfect
rendition of this master. When Carl Reinecke paid me
a visit in Heidelberg, where I was living for a number
of years, I accompanied him on his excursions through
the picturesque valley of the Neckar and often grew tired
long before he felt any fatigue. He was an indefati¬
gable walker and although apparently of weak frame, all
skin and bones, he was wiry and musclar.

Leschetizky, Paderewski, Zeisler
Another prominent figure in the pianistic world was
Theodore Leschetizky, the great pianist and pedagogue.
, Undersized, with a short gray beard framing a tiny red¬
dish face, he suggested rather the humble Russian peas¬
ant than the great artist. After a short while one found
out, under the unassuming presence, the master mind, the
iron will. I made his personal acquaintance in Vienna
at his country home in the “Villan Colonie,” of Wahring, where he also gave lessons to the numerous pupils
who came from all parts of the world to enjoy his in¬
struction. No other pianist could have surpassed him in
the evenness of scales, arpeggios and similar corner¬
stones of piano playing. He was a born teacher, al¬
though very severe, even harsh in his lessons. He had
many American pupils and as he did not speak English
a lady assistant acted as his interpreter. As once one of
these American pupils did not put enough feeling into her
interpretation, Leschetizky lost his patience and shouted
in German: “I wager, if I would puncture you with a
needle sour milk instead of blood would pour out of
you!” The pupil asked the interpreter: “What did he
say?” And the latter diplomatically: "He said only that
you must go on.”
We spoke about technical questions and Leschetizky
requested me to play for him my Concert Etudes and
gave me afterwards his photograph with the following
autograph: “To Eugenio Pirani as a friendly souvenir
and with many thanks for the superlative rendition of
his excellent concert etudes.” He was especially inter¬
ested in my fingering of thirds and sixths scales, which
is different from that he used.
He thought with Elliot that the beauty of a lovely
woman is like music and according to that creed he
was until his last days an ardent admirer of the fair
sex. After having divorced his first wife, Annette Essipoff, also a pianist of note, he married and divorced, one
after the other, several of his pupils. Being always sur¬
rounded by a bevy of young, nice girls he was jocu¬
larly called “the sultan, amidst his harem.” To appreci¬
ate his importance as an instructor one needs only to
mention two of his pupils: Paderewski and Fannie
Bloomfield Zeisler.
It would be superfluous to speak at length about the
former, who, because of his political activity, has been
so much in the public eye. Of Fannie Bloomfield Zeis¬
ler I need only to remark that she is hot only one of the
foremost pianists of our time, but also a highly intelli¬
gent and broadly informed woman with whom one can
discuss other things besides music.

The Unmusical Fugue

Chart for Remembering Key Signatures

I find that there are many pupils who arc unable to
name the key signatures correctly. The following little
chart has been most helpful in my work in that par¬
ticular. My plan is to copy the chart in the pupil’s
scale book, having her repeat each key and signature
as I write. As we finish the pupils invariably ex¬
claim: “Wljy, I never saw it that way before!” 1 also
make it plain that the relative minor keys bear the
same signature.
SHARPS
C =no sharps or flats
G =F*
D =F# CS
A =FS CS GS
E =FS CS GS D;
B =FS CS GS DS AS
FS=FS CS GS DS AS ES
CS=FS CS GS DS AS ES
BS

FLATS
F =Bb
Bb=Bb Eb
Eb—Bb Eb Ab
Ab=Bb Eb Ab Db
Db=Bb Eb Ab Ds Gb
Gb=Bb Eb Ab Db G-i Cb
Cb=Bb Eb Ab Db Co Cb
Fb

Learn to Avoid Making Commands
By Sylvia H. Bliss
Inhibitions and inabilities are more often mental
than physical. “Crescendo, crescendo,” the teacher idmonishes, but in vain. Only a sudden leap to lou.l; ss
ensues. ‘Bring out the melody,” is the command, but
the pupil knows no melody to separate from the an mpaniment. “This must be played faster.” There
illows a spasm of haste, then stumbling and the original
tempo.
The commands are impotent for the reason that t y
do not confer ideas. The hearing of a long, grade d
crescendo played by a great orchestra is more pot. at
than an hour of explanation. Crescendo must exist in
the mind before the fingers produce it. Melody ma t
sing itself in the brain before it sings from beneath the
fingers. Mental action must be accelerated before the
fingers quicken their pace.
I may speak not only from observation but from per¬
sonal experience as well. If I hear a composition play. !
at a tempo which exceeds my ability to execute, iny alii!
ity is thereby increased. And other obstacles may b,
thus overcome. The Etude in A Flat, by Chopinthe harp etude,” had long lain outside my interest and
fluent technical command. Only the other day I heard
it beautifully played by a young conservatory gradu
ate; immediately the composition became alluring and
within my technical resources.
In a more profound and intimate way than we
soTs dhe”med 'S thC Sa>ing trUC’

AS 3 man thinketh

Just a Suggestion
By C. A. Browne
A ZSlV!Udent’ ,With,but ,imited time for practice,

o(« —3
When a new piece is undertaken, a blank sheet of
paper is fastened to it, with a letter
n
ranHa si in ic
,
tetter clip. On this memoranda slip is jotted down every idea that presents itself
for overcoming the individual difficulties, as they rear

By E ward Fletcher
If there is any one form of musical composition under
the sun that will cause the dilletante to yawn rather audi-'
bly, and long for something w*ith “straight melody,” it
is the time-honored fugue.
How often have we heard the remark upon leaving a
concert hall, where some noted pianist has- begun with
Bach and ended with Liszt, "Oh! Hike most of the stuff
he played all right, but the first thing was drier than
Such a remark may come from a person of good
general education—nay, even from one of natural mu¬
sical feeling and intelligence—but never from one who
has an earnest desire to get acquainted with this genial
oldl giant of counterpoint, whose outward demeanor
seems at first so cold ar.d forbidding. Even the task of
getting acquainted is a hard one. and the teacher must
prescribe it at first in small, carefully graded doses,

until the pupil has become thoroughly initiated into the
Bach style, since Bach is a sfyl.e in himself, from which
all other musical styles emanate.
The fugue is primarily an intellectual composition
written according to a set formula, in two, three, four’
and sometimes five or six parts, and this is just what
makes it uninteresting or “unmusical” if you will have it
so, to the uninitiated, for the great mass of musically un¬
cultivated cannot concentrate upon more than one melody
at a time, so that when the complaint is made that a
polyphonic composition “has no tune” the fact of the
case is, the piece has so many tunes, that the listener
cannot take them all in; and the desire for “straight
melody is nothing more than a demand for a melodv
m one part, with the other parts carrying on an accom¬
paniment, which, if played by itself, would spell “mo¬
notony.”
1
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By Mrs. R. R. Forman

"To.rle ■‘
And inasmuch as we can

a,!ld g0od mus

found some nations that have^God- W it ^
read of any that had no music”
d’ b
1 have n
means—God!”3"8 harm0ny' ha™on-v means love, lo

Practical Exercises in Modern Phrasing
By OSCAR BERINGER
Professor of Pianoforte Playing at The Royal Academy of Music, London

[Editor's Note; Professor BeringeVs rich
experience in the art of teaching pianoforte play¬
ing led him to the highest positions both in Ger¬
many and in England. He is a pupil of Plaidy,
Moscheles, Reinecke, Tausig, Erlich and Weitzmann. In 1871 he became Professor of Piano¬

forte Playing in the School of Higher Piano
Playing in Berlin. He removed to London in
1871 and established a similar school there. In
1885 he became Professor of Pianoforte Playing
in the Royal Academy of Music. He is the
author of many works on Technic. Probably his

Phrasing, in its broadest sense, may be defined as
“time and accent in music.”
Iti practice it means the division of a musical com¬
position into its component parts, into measures, sen¬
tences, periods and sections. Phrasing therefore in¬
cludes meter, rhythm and form.
Metre is the division into equal measures, called
bars.
Rhythm is the combination of bars into phrases.
Form is the combination of phrases into periods and
sections, which form a movement.
In performance these divisions can only be made'
clear by accentuation, either dynamic or agogic. As
the listener is entirely dependent on his hearing, this
fact ought to be constantly impressed upon the pupil.
I am sure many a performance sounds mechanical be¬
cause a pupil, seeing divisions in print, imagines that
he is also reproducing them in his performance, when
he is in reality doing nothing of the kind. The mind
may be willing, but the flesh is weak, and fingers do
not respond to imagination, but require an effort of
will to induce the muscles to produce the necessary
emphasis.
We can now hardly imagine music that is separable
from regular time division, such as the bar represents,
yet until about the middle of the sixteenth century
such an equal division of time in music was unknown—
and even until the latter end of the eighteenth century
composers were not over-particular'in this respect. For
instance, the well-known study in C from the Gradus
Ad Parnassum of Clementi is (in modern editions) in
common time, four quarter-notes in a measure, while
the original was in twelve-four, three measures in one.
Some ultra modern composers are again attempting
to do away with equal division into measures. I have
lately received compositions from Italy in which bar
lines were entirely abolished, and the key signatures
also. The absence of the latter made it compulsory to
put accidentals before almost every other note. You
can imagine what a pleasure it was to- decipher such
compositions!
An Unfortunate Craze

I have often heard pupils play shockingly out of time who
yet were able to dance in perfect time. The fault in such
cases must be attributed to bad teaching. The best way in
which to make pupils realize rhythm is to insist that they
analyze each bar to themselves, taking each beat separately.
Make the pupil think for himself. Do not allow him to be¬
come a mere copying machine. In regard to time and phras¬
ing this is especially important.

I am afraid some of our young English composers
are bitten by this craze. Although they have not done
away with bar lines, yet one often finds different time
signatures erratically distributed throughout a move¬
ment. I think Billow’s epigram, “In the beginning
there was rhythm,” is perfectly justified. When this
beginning first occurred we do not know, but that it
is an inborn feeling in us can be proved by noticing
the fact that the most unmusical, person, when passing
a military band playing a stirring march, finds it dif¬
ficult not to keep step in time with the music.
No, I maintain that music .without rhythm, unless
accompanied by words, as in recitative, is meaningless.
All music, at least all I shall deal with, since I do not
intend to consider abnormal eccentricities, is divided into
equal portions which we term measures or bars. They are
divided by strokes which we call bar lines. Each division
can be again divided into less equal portions, called beats.
This even division is named Metre. Each of these measures
occupies the same space of time irrespective of the number
of notes it contains, or whether it consists of notes or
rests. If you realise this, you will understand that playing
in time, especially for beginners, is not such an easy matter
as it appears. It is therefore wrong to condemn pupils as
unrhythmical before the nature of time is explained to them.

Counting out loud is also of use, taking care the
pupil plays to the counting, and does not count to the
playing. As a last resource, the metronome may be
found useful. The listener must be made conscious
of the metrical divisions by the accentuation of cer¬
tain notes in each bar.
The number of beats in a bar determines the ac¬
centuation. It is usual, when speaking of the number
of beats contained in a bar, to say that a movement is
in such-and-such a time. Unfortunately, the word
“time ” in musical phraseology is misleading, as it is
used in two senses: In connection with rhythm, and
also in connection with speed. In the latter sense
the word “pace” would be more appropriate to indicate
the speed.
We will now use "time” in the ryhthmical sense.
There are only two species of time—duple and triple.
Duple has two heats in a bar, triple three. Five-quarter
time is a combination of double and .triple. The first
heat in each bar in both these times should be ac¬
centuated. We can, however, lengthen both species of
time by multiplication. In duple time we can have
four or eight beats in a bar; in triple time, six, nine or
twelve.
Compound Time
For lengthened duple time we use the expres¬
sion common time. The lengthened triple time is called
compound, because each beat is represented, not by
simple, but by dotted notes containing three units.
These times are indicated by fractions at the begin¬
ning of a movement, such as %, % %, %, etc., the upper
figure telling the quantity, and the lower the quality
of the beats. These lengthened bars have one chief
accent on the first beat and a lesser ^accent on the
multiple sections. For instance, in % time the principal
accent falls on the first beat, the secondary one on the
third. In % time the principal accent falls on the first
beat, the secondary on the fourth; % time, the prin¬
cipal on the first, the secondary on the fourth and
seventh. These are the rules, but there are many ex¬
ceptions. Certain dance forms in simple time require
more than one accent. Mazurka, for instance, requires
a very appreciable accent on the third beat as well. On
the first again in syncopation the accent is anticipated.
The note being tied cannot be sounded, consequently
the previous usually unaccented note to which it is
tied receives the accent. The following examples from
Mozart’s Sonatas will exemplify this:
Examples—

most famous pupil is Miss Katharine Goodson.
It might be noted here that while in America
musical lexicographers limit the use of the word
“bar” to the perpendicular line across the staff,
in England “bar” is used in good form for the
word measure.]

mmi.
flan

In my opinion it
thoroughly accustomed t(
ing in a larger sense can be thought of. These’ metrical
accents must be taught from the very beginning, both in
technical exercises and etudes, as well as in pieces. How
vital this metrical accentuation is, is proven by our modern
conductors, although they have emancipated themselves from
being mere time-beating machines, yet not one of them would
attempt to conduct an orchestra without marking each bar
by a decided downbeat of his baton.
We now come to the larger divisions in music, namely,
phrases, periods and sections. This includes the connection
and disconnection of notes, as well as of accentuation. Some
authors have likened musical phrasing to punctuation In
language and in fact both have much in common. Franklin
Taylor, in his Primer of Pianoforte Playing says : “Phras¬
ing may be said to bear the same relation to musical per¬
formance that correct accentuation and punctuation bear to
speaking or reading aloud. It is the means by which the
composition is rendered intelligible to the listener ; and just
as wrong emphasis or false punctuation will make nonsense
of a written sentence, so a musical composition may be
rendered uninteresting and meaningless by false phrasing.”
We can go a step further in the comparison. The end of
a sentence is marked by a full stop, the intermediate divi¬
sions by colons or commas. Unfortunately, w-e have no such
definite signs in music.
Musical sentences have to be divided according to their
harmonic progressions. Cadences (closes) determine
these divisions. There are three kinds of cadences:
1. Perfect: the dominant harmony followed by tonic;
this is final in effect, and may therefore be compared
to a full stop.
2. The imperfect: tonic followed by dominant, in ef¬
fect like a semi-colon.
3. The interrupted: dominant followed by any other
chord, not the tonic. This is the least final in effect,
and is therefore more like a comma. On paper we are
very badly off in regard to phrasing marks. Of late
years the slur has been used to show the beginning and
end of a phrase. Formerly it was used solely as a legato
mark. The use of the slur for two purposes has caused
endless confusion. For instance, older composers were
in the habit of marking every bar with a separate slur,
although no break between the bars was intended. In the
original edition of Beethoven’s earlier works you con¬
stantly find this marking. In his later works he largely
omitted it. In my examination work I have frequently
come across candidates who have been taught to misread
this purely legato mark as a phrasing mark. These poor,
misguided—but very conscientious—little souls most re¬
ligiously lifted the hand at the end of each bar, which
produced the most ludicrous effect. As a matter of fact,
those slurs were not required at all, as all passages not
bearing any marks are intended to be played legato.
Sterndale Bennett tried to remedy this confusion by
marking phrases with a straight line and by using the
curved line solely as a legato mark. But, unfortunately,
this innovation of his was not generally adopted, and is
now quite obsolete.
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The Use of the Slur
We will no w take sc
which the slur is really
necessary.
The most important of these i i when the slur is
plied over a group of two notes, ; i in the following:
Example—

Want of Definite Signs
t of definite signs in music makes it often a matjculation to fix the beginning and end of a
*•*- —
•— —.1 ' comparing modern
an older work which has bet n edited by different
, will be found to differ ofte i very materially in
sing5 marks.
lUiii-B-B. But
urn a lew
few jcuicb
rules may be
b of belp.
. „—. • r number of phrases consist of four bars, al¬
though they may be longer or shorter at the composer’s will.
It is best in the first instance to test every phrase by
this four-bar standard. After analyzing such four bars it
will generally be found possible to determine the actual
length of a phrase, the cadential harmonic progression deter¬
mining the end of a phrase. Simple movements, such as
dances, marches, etc., are nearly always in four-bar phrases.
Larger works vary more in this respect, in order to avoid

’

By T. L. Rickaby

Two
ESE

ffff ffff MM
Mozart Concerto in D
The shir is also useful as a phrasing mark in groups
consisting of more than two notes, if they begin on an
unaccented part of a bar. In this case, one is almost
always safe in accepting the slur as a phrasing mark.
The following is. an example:
Example—

The slur is naturally necessary as a legato mark i
passages alternating between staccato and legato, as i
the following.
Example—
Schumann Sonati

I think the specimens I have selected will give a very
fair idea of the way in which the slur is useful to indi¬
cate phrasing.
Staccato marks are also employed for this purpose,
but they can only mean one thing—that the note or notes
to which they are applied are to be short in duration.
There is one exception in which the dot is applied for
a different purpose. Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms and
others use it to indicate -i 1lesser accent
-than
implies, as in the following:
Examples—
Beethoven Soi

.ko.fe Allegro
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Don t be Fooled by Applause
HENRY T. FINCK

Tonal Perception

f*^ji*Allegro

-

Players and singers attach altogether too much im¬
portance to applause as an index of what the public likes
and wants to hear. Can I prove this assertion ? Easiest
thing in the world.
Everybody knows that, next to Caruso, no operatic
artist of our time is so popular and draws such large
audiences as Geraldine Farrar. And Geraldine Farrar’s
most popular role is that of the unhappy heroine of
Madame Butterfly. Whenever she appears in this opera
the Metropolitan is crowded to the ceiling. She could
travel and sing this part daily throughout the season to
overflowing audiences. The only thing equal to it that I
have known is Emma Calve’s vogue in Carmen. During
the past season at the Metropolitan Butterfly was sung
eight times, a figure reached by only one other opera, the
sensational Blue Bird novelty.

In all groups consisting of notes of equal value, and
also in groups where the first note is longer than the
second, the accent falls on the first note, the second being
much softer and shorter, losing half its value.
This rule holds good even when the first note falls on
an unaccentuated part of the bar, as in the following:
Example—

ip

NOVEMBER 1920

By the Distinguished New York Critic

To ensure artistic phrasing three things are required:
musicianship, sound judgment and experience. In conclu¬
sion, 1 give a few examples, exemplifying the difference in
the length of phrases.

Sometimes composers are not careful in their notation.
A notable example of this is the following:
Example—

THE ETUDE

Beethoven Sonata,.Op. 108’
tto.15 Assaii vivace

The principle of tonal perception lies at the founda¬
tion of all real music study and permanent artistic at¬
tainment. Some are gifted in this direction naturally
—that is, they can repeat correctly any progression tin -,
hear played or sung. They instinctively know when
tones go up or down, and how far. Others are tone
deaf, one sound being just the same as another to them.
Somewhere between these two extremes lies the great
majority of music pupils who possess the germ of tonal
perception to such an extent that it can, in many cases,
be brought to a creditable degree of perfection. They
must be taught that all musical sounds, like colors,
contain the germs of untold possibilities. The uniniti¬
ated see nothing on the painter’s palletc except the few
daubs of different colors. The painter himself sees in
them the means of producing a great art work_when
those same colors are combined according to the dictates
of good taste, judgment and skill. In the same wav,
tones are something more than merely the effect of
striking a key or drawing a bow across a string The
composer realizes that in those tones lies the possibility
of artistic and beautiful creation—not so tangible per¬
haps as the picture, but no less real and beautiful
To develop this tonal perception constitutes one of
the teachers greatest problems, for with all pupils
even those apparently tone deaf, some effort to awaken
it must be made. First they must endeavor to learn
the musical quality of single intervals—that is whether
they are pleasant or the reverse-and later to recognize
them by their sound. Music dictation follows, using
at first short phrases of notes of equal length, grad
ually increasing the difficulty by the use of longer
phrases and notes of different time values, eventually
proceeding to the writing of chords and chord proSepT°but' th
the plan

T5-' thCre 3re many intermediate
^ * SOrt °f general
of

j ist sa-.sj

when they hear it, but to learn to hear the effect of

ThePwh nT Th0Ut tHe he'P °f any instrument,
mieb B 1h f who,has never attempted this may get
much help from the many available books, but experi¬
ence is the best teacher. As a means o devel^ng
tonal perception, nothing is so effective as singing and

VSfSEiSS rrinto

merely vitalizing the various ton“
’£?£
sible to develop the inner conception of tones from
ceh HPlan°iB ne-

The Tonic S°l Fa systems -ex
“mental principles
of it may be learned quickly and easily by anyone.

Success Without Applause
Have you ever heard and seen Mme. Farrar as ChioChio-San, the Japanese girl who after some happy days
of married life, mourns her faithless American lover and
finally commits suicide? If not I am sorry for you.
Few things so moving have ever been seen on the stage.
Yet I recall few operas in which there is usually so little
applause as after the several acts of Madame Butterfly.
Nor is New York singular in this matter. In other cities
there is the same eager desire to see Mme. Farrar as
Chio-Chio-San. In Atlanta, for instance, during the
visit of the Metropolitan Opera Company last May, But¬
terfly drew the largest audience of the week, although
Caruso appeared three times in three of his best parts.
Yet read what the correspondent of Musical America
wrote concerning the Butterfly performance:
“The great audience itself was something of a puzzle
in its attitude toward the remarkable work of Miss Far¬
rar in her greatest operatic role. The audience was
moved, deeply moved. Yet it was chary of its applause;
and the really magnificent portrayal of Miss Farrar
seemed, on the surface, not to receive its meed of ap¬
probation. She was given a creditable number of cur¬
tain calls; but there was lacking the unmistakable smash
and- ring of a true ovation, even after the second act,
when her acting alone, with never a note sung, should
have swayed the audience from its chairs.”
“The audience was moved, deeply moved/’ yet it did
not applaud! What does that mean? It means that there
are other ways of expressing grateful emotion than clap¬
ping the hands together. Geraldine herself told me once
that whenever she heard the half-stifled sniffles of emo¬
tion during her impersonation of the unhappy Japanese
girl-wife, she knew that she was doing herself and her
part justice.
When Richard Wagner produced his Parsifal he felt
that the semi-religious first and third acts were of a
nature that made applause after them almost as much out
of place and as annoying as it would be in church. In
New York his wishes have always been respected.
When, after a few years of no Parsifal, owing to the
war, this sublime work was restored to the Metropolitan’s
repertory, not a hand was raised by the crowded audience
after those two acts; but after the worldly second act
all the pent-up enthusiasm found vent in the usual way.
I remember that my father, who was musically very
sensitive, objected to any kind of applause after good
music. Once he wrote an article, suggesting, sarcasti¬
cally, that if there must be applause, it might be furnished
by specially constructed machines. That, no doubt, would
please the managers and performers alike, as it would be
cheaper than a clacque.
An Honest Critic Jumped On
Every day audiences everywhere allow themselves to
be fooled by these paid hand-clappers and shouters of
“bravos.” A certain famous Italian tenor (now, pre¬
sumably, in a better world) had a bodyguard of half a
dozen clacquers, whom he always took along on tour.
They were carefully instructed as to where to clap their
hands, and usually the hearers joined them, even when
they had not been particularly stirred. And, of course, in
the newspapers next day one read that, after this and

that number, there were outbursts of applause. So the
newspaper readers were fooled, too!
Experienced professional critics cannot be fooled. No
matter how adroitly the clacquers are scattered, they
betray themselves to tiained ears. To a conscientious
critic this kind of “personally conducted” applause is
annoying as well as embarrassing. If he mentions the
“loud, prolonged and frequent applause” which is in¬
stigated by the paid professional applauders, he helps
to deceive his readers as to the merit and popularity of
certain singers who hire clacquers or let their managers
do it for them. And if he does not mention it, he is
likely to be accused of being prejudiced and not report¬
ing “facts.”
The poorest performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Sym¬
phony I ever heard was followed by a perfect tornado
of applause. The house had been stuffed with friends
of the conductor, who thus showed their gratitude for
free tickets. Knowing this, I did not consider it my
duty to refer to the “enthusiasm” of the audience but
simply spoke of the wretched performance. The fol¬
lowing day a relative of the conductor wrote to the
editor-in-chief of the Evening Post, accusing me of
being prejudiced, because I had said nothing about the
enthusiastic audience, and contrasting me with a certain
morning paper’s critic who had fully described the
audience’s demonstrative applause. I made my chief
laugh when I showed him this morning critic’s article.
Written by an intimate friend of the conductor, it did
indeed tell about the noisy audience but did not say one
word about the performance! By telling the truth, but
not the whole truth, this critic had deliberately misled
his readers as to that performance, while I, who gave
the right impression, was jumped upon!
It Pays to Advertise
It has been said that any patent medicine or food, no
matter how worthless or even harmful it may be, can
be made a success If the firm offering it has $100,000
to spend in advertising it. By frequent advertising they
compel every druggist or grocer, to keep their nostrum
or cereal in stock—and the thing’s done.
A clever manager or agent can similarly boom a
mediocre singer or player into unmerited but very profit¬
able prominence. I have seldom been so indignant as I
was one evening when a certain singer, who had a dia¬
bolically clever manager, was rushed into a sensational
success in. the making of which the public really had as
little to do as it has in the choice of a presidential candi¬
date. The first thing the manager did was to create an
artificial scarcity of tickets for the debut, by giving
away most of them to applausive deadheads. The rest
of them were in the hands of speculators.
What Fools These Mortals Be!
Now you know—as well as that diabolically clever
manager knew—as Shakespeare knew—what fools these
mortals be. As soon as they find the tickets for an
entertainment are “all gone,” they open their purse and
pay any fancy price asked by speculators. Fabulous
sums were paid them on this occasion, and the story
about these, nicely garnished of course, got into the
papers all over the country. Can you imagine a more
magnificent advertisement?
On the evening of the performance there was a care¬
fully planned “mob scene” at the entrance of the theater
—a crowd struggling frantically, to all appearance, for
places in the standing room. That got into the papers
too, as a matter of course, and so did the fact that
after this singer had sung her first number (very badly)
the audience applauded like a barrel ful of lunatics.
After the first curtain, the applause became a riot of
enthusiasm. Several musical persons came to ask me,
“What does it mean? She sings badly.” “Mean?”
I answered. “It means she has a diabolically clever
manager—two in fact.”
After all, no great harm is done by such exploits,
although one hates to see mediocrity triumph in such
fashion while real merit remains unrecognized and
unrewarded. But there are ways in which misleading

applause is responsible for much mischief and many
tragedies—blasted lives and misery untold. I refer to
the girls and boys who leave their home towns to study
music, buoyed up by false hopes inspired by the ap¬
plause of foolish or ignorant friends.
The late Rafael Joseffy was not only one of the
greatest pianists of his day, but he was noted for his
wit and sarcasm. To the pupils in his class at the
National Conservatory he used to say, with a sly twinkle
in his eyes: “I am the greatest pianist in Tarrytown.”
After he had moved to New York my wife, who was in
his class, said to him: “So you are no longer the
greatest pianist in Tarrytown?” Quick as a flash came
his answer: “No, but I am now one of the greatest
on East Seventeenth Street !”
Hundreds—nay, thousands—of the music students
who come to New York might lead happy lives if they
were content to be “the greatest pianist” or singer in
their home town. They leave it, fooled by the applause
and flattery of friends, and soon their dream of a world
success becomes a nightmare of disappointment and dis¬
may.
Of course, it is useless to warn these young folks.
Each of them thinks he or she is an exception. They
do not realize that Schopenhauer was right when he
wrote that “the common crowd usually includes one
more than every one imagines.” The editor of The
Etude recently quoted the pertinent “Un asino sempre
trova un altr’asino che lo amira”—in English, “an ass
always finds another ass who admires him.”
My chief object, however, in writing this article is
not to expose sham successes on the stage, or to warn
young players and singers to take the applause of
friends with a grain of chloride of sodium, but to help
singers improve their recitals. They need a whole lot
of improving.
Song recitals are not what they used to be. In the
preface to my Songs and Song Writers, the first edition
of which appeared in 1900, I wrote joyously about the
increasing number of song recitals and the fact that the
vocalist had begun to sing real “art songs” instead of
the elaborate operatic or concert arias that used to be
deemed necessary. At that time Lehmann, Nordica,
Sembrioh, Schumann-Heink and other great ones were
delighting us with the mastersongs of the great com¬
posers.
More Recitals than Ever
To-day there are more song recitals than ever, but I
seldom write joyously about them. The singers have
discarded not only operatic and concert arias but the
mastersongs too. Anything more trashy than the aver¬
age recital program of the day I cannot imagine. More
than once in my writings I have compared the realm of
song to a brookbed in which there are thousands of
pebbles and dozens of large diamonds, rubies, emeralds,
sapphires. The precious stones are as free to all as
the pebbles, but the singers studiously ignore them.
What is it that makes most singers dislike and avoid
mastersongs? The great song writer Robert Franz,
whose lyrics are among the neglected diamonds, once
‘ wrote to W. F. Apthorp, the Boston critic, a letter in
which he referred to the "boundless vanity of profes¬
sional singers. These gentry,” he added, “never care
for the thing itself, but only for their own personal
success.” As the eminent critic and historian Ambros
remarked: “Concert singers hunt through the volumes
of songs seeking for those ending with loud high notes
which, like the old Roman vos plaudite, are an appeal
for applause.
Another famous critic, Dr. Hanslick, made fun of
these final loud high notes by declaring that they pro¬
voke hand-clapping as inevitably as the application of
an onion to the eyes provokes tears. Of course, it js
ever so much easier to provoke “tears” this way than
by singing artistically and emotionally, and that is why
most singers make trashy programs.
They make a huge mistake in supposing that the
applause following explosive final notes will ensure
them large audiences in the future. The artists who are
sure of big audiences usually are, on the contrary,
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singers and players who avoid clap-trap of that sort.
These artists get the approval of high-class musicians,
without which no great reputation is made. Jean de
Reszke, the most famous and popular tenor of his time,
used to amuse his friends—myself included—by lying
on his back in his‘room and roaring out a high C. In
public he avoided that “onion” effect “because,” as he
once said to me, “if I begin that sort of thing I shall
always be expected to indulge in it. I prefer to make
my successes in more artistic ways.”
Don’t be fooled by the applause following a cheap
but effective song, into believing that the audience pre¬
fers that song to better things. It was written 'with
the special object of securing applause, and therefore
gets it; but the audience may be sufficiently refined to
enjoy better things much more, even though they do not’
provoke so much applause. It all depends on how
these better songs are done. At a New York recital
given last winter by the fascinating Greek-Brazilian
soprano, Vera Janacopulos, there was much applause
for some of the inferior numbers on the program, yet it
was mere patter compared with the outburst of enthu¬

siasm which followed a splendidly emotional rendering
of Schumann’s mastersong Ich grolle nicht.
Lucy Gates, whose lovely voice gives me more pleas¬
ure than that of any other living soprano excepting,
perhaps, Rosa Raisa, told me last year her experience
wjth the songs of Edward MacDowell on her concert
tour. She had noticed that only the lighter and some¬
what superficial songs of our foremost American com¬
poser usually were sure of abundant applause. But she
did not let this applause fool her. She felt sure that
the greater songs of MacDowell would be even more
applauded if they were sung in a way which fully re¬
vealed their subtle musical, poetic and emotional quali¬
ties. She put her whole mind and artistic experience to
this task, and the result was that in most towns these
deeper songs of MacDowell got more applause than
anything else she had on her programs.
If other singers followed her splendid example, how
our recital programs would suffer a sea change into
something rich and strange! No longer cheap pebbles
for the daily pabulum of audiences—but diamonds,
rubies, emeralds and sapphires! Let us pray for the
conversion of these singers.

How Can I Study the Art of Instrumentation?
By Arthur Bird
[Editor's Note.—Tsehaikowski was a pessimist, and music
teaching was not the only thing that he disliked. His black
outlook upon music is shared by far too many people who
have small patience with detail work and because they do
not happen to like it, feel that no one else has a right to
like it. The editor of The Etude had a splendid time

teaching for twenty years. The Joy of seeing progressive
young folks add to their accomplishments daily is one that
only the enthusiastic teacher can understand. It is for
tins reason that we make this comment upon Tschaikowski’s
remark quoted at the end of Mr. Bird’s fine article.]

Hector Berlioz, the founder of modern instrumenta¬
tion, begins his well-known book, Traite de l’Instrumen¬
tation, by dividing the orchestra into, what he calls, three
great powers, namely—strings, wind, percussion. Before
going into details he makes the following observations:
“The art of instrumentation consists in the use of these
several instruments and in their application, be it to give
to the melody, harmony or rhythm a peculiar or special
coloring, or be it to produce effects, sui generis (of their
kind), independent of the three great powers. Consid¬
ered from the poetical side this art is as impossible to
teach as is the art to discover heavenly melodies, create
a succession of beautiful chords or invent original strong
rhythmic forms. Having thoroughly learned the charac¬
ter, compass, technical possibilities and impossibilities of
every instrument, the effects produced by them alone, and
in combination with others, can best be understood and
followed by diligent study and repeated hearing of the
classical masters, particularly the Beethoven symphonies.”
Berlioz closes the chapter thus : “The object of this book
is firstly to show the compass, to explain certain me¬
chanical characteristics of the instruments and further¬
more—last, not least—to demonstrate the nature of the
sound, peculiar character, faculty of expression, of each
of them; things which have, until now, been sadly
neglected. Any attempt to go further would lead one
onto grounds of creative inspiration, which grounds
genius alone, God’s elect, may set foot upon.”
The question is—how can one learn the art of in¬
strumentation? The answer is—the theoretical part can
be learned just as quickly and thoroughly in New York
City, in Timbuctoo or anywhere else. Not so the prac¬
tical part. Of this it may safely be said that without hav¬
ing constant opportunities of hearing a full orchestra no
human being ever did or can learn the practical part of
instrumentation, even should he outlive Methuselah, and
though his head be crammed full of dissertations on the
talkative and elegant flute, the authoritative and nasal
hautboy, the seductive and mellow clarinet, the suggestive .
and meek, but humorously inclined bassoons, to say
nothing of the complicated brass and strings of a
modern orchestra.

subject. Many musical people and not seldom musicians
themselves are sadly handicapped by an unreliable, per¬
plexing ear. Not a few of these, although they may
have ample opportunities to train or practice them, are
incapable of distinguishing or recognizing the various
instruments of an orchestra during a moderate forte.
This musical defect may be inborn. It is, however,
probably the result of total indifference, thoughtlessness
and perhaps indolence. He who is not blessed with a
true and reliable ear should never take up music as a
profession, for although he might become a shining light
in many another, in the musical he would only enlarge
the crowd of mediocrity, in which everyone is a number,
not a person.

Study the Nature of the Instrument
One can read about dogs barking, the cats mewing,
about the outbursts of pain, joy or resistance of other
animals, but if one has never heard these emanations, it
would be impossible to have the slightest idea how they
sound, much less attempt to imitate them with any suc¬
cess. To begin with, the student must thoroughly study
the nature of every instrument. This is a simple matter
of memory. Then he must acquaint himself with the
timbre, the quality of sound of each one, which he can
do only by hearing them alone or combined. This is
solely a matter of hearing, and the more sensitive the
ear, the better, surer and quicker he will master the

Time to Learn
It takes time to learn the art of instrumentation and,
although more or less a question of talent, it is a positive
fact that—the better the ear, the nearer the art. One of
the best ways and perhaps the very best to learn the
practical part and likewise the application of both the
theoretical and practical, is to take lessons of a wellinformed conductor, who by virtue of his position is
capable of explaining the complicated machinery, reveal¬
ing and unveiling the secrets and mysteries of a full
orchestra. By so doing he not only has a practical man
as a teacher, but has (what is most important) an orches¬
tra constantly at hand to confirm that which he may
have just had at a lesson. His constant and inseparable
companion should ever be a pocket score of at least one
of Beethoven’s symphonies, each one of which has ever
been, is and ever will lie a standard work of reference, an
inimitable masterpiece of art and a multitude of divine
inspirations both in the conception and in the art of
instrumentation.
To answer the question—is it advisable or practical to
study instrumentation with a renowned composer or bril¬
liant master of the art? I cannot do better than repeat
what I wrote, in a letter to The Etude some years ago,
on Hector Berlioz. It was as- follows: Several times I
had the great fortune and pleasure of meeting Tschaikowski privately. On one of these occasions I purposely
proposed the subject of instrumentation. This I did
firstly to find out whether it would be possible to study
it with him, and secondly to hear the ideas of such a
master of the art. He understood instantly my object
and answered with a smile: “Thank God -I am so situated
that I am not obliged to give lessons, and who would if
he could possibly avoid it ? Furthermore, it is a great mis¬
take to believe that celebrated composers and successful
orchestral writers ought to be good teachers. On the
contrary, they are, almost without an exception, miserable
ones, for they have no patience to teach the theoretical
or the practical parts, and their art of instrumentation
as well as their divine inspirations have been revealed
to them, and these priceless gifts are neither transferable
nor teachable.”
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Preparedness the Secret of Speed
i

By Otto Fischer
Preparedness, in a military sense, means to be ready
to meet any danger which MAY arise; in piano play¬
ing it means to know what is coming and to get ready
for it. Right here lies the difference between slow and
fast, between the halting and the agile player. The
former thinks only of the present—one note at a time—
and when he has played that note he begins to think
about the next one. The fluent and rapid player thinks
several notes at a time, forging ahead with brain and
fingers alert for what is about to come.
Group Thinking
In the matter of pianistic “preparedness” two ele¬
ments are necessary: (1) Group thinking, and (2)
group or position preparation. Group thinking means
mentally combining a number of single notes into one
idea—scale, arpeggio, chord, etc. For instance, the ex¬
ample from Czerny given below to the novice repre¬
sents sixteen separate notes, but to the musician merely
three positions of the chord of C, and the first posi¬
tion repeated an octave higher. If you have turned
pages for a rapid reader, you will have seen an ext cl¬
ient illustration of group thinking, for you will lave
noticed that he is able to take in one or two measures
at a glance, and you can safely turn the page at the
beginning of the last measure.
Croup Position
Group or position preparation means the placing of
the fingers over the notes about to be played as s .on
as this is practicable. Leschetizky, in scale playing, lad
his pupils hurry the thumb under the hand as soon as
it had played the note assigned to it and place it o . r
the key it was to play next. The clumsy finger was
therefore always ready, and a smooth and rapid pass¬
ing under was assured.
I have found it a good plan with students who have
little sense of speed, and whose fingers do not readily
adapt themselves to the positions of the notes about to
be played, to have them play "positions;” that is, to
place the fingers ovqr as many notes about to lie play, d
as can conveniently be reached, and then to play all
these notes as a chord. For example:

In the above Czerny study each group of four notes
represents a different hand position. The slow pupil
P'cks out one note at a time, not realizing that th ■
four notes should be thought of as the four parts of
one general idea, similar to the four syllables of one
word. Even if, when playing the fourth note of each
group, his hand assumes for a moment the group posi¬
tion and he recognizes this position, this remembrance
disappears as soon as he begins the next group. The
Strmrthen
1T'P positions must therefore lie
Thk mi l y 6 ar [ty to
positions.
either? ^ acC°mphshe(l hy gating them rapidly,
eflher in their original form or in the form of chords,
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Some Modern Ways of Reaching the Goal Through New Artistic Means
First of a Series of Three Highly Instructive Articles by the Very
Successful New American Virtuoso
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AURORE LA CROIX
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[Editor’s Note:—Miss La Croix is an American pianist in every sense. She was born at Southbridge, Mass., and was a pupil of Carl Baermann and B. J. Lang. After winning various prize
contests she gained recognition which secured her engagements as solo pianist with many of the larger orchestras, winning splendid recognition at her New York concerts.]
What Every Pianist Must Have
The finished performance of a musical work is the
result of many hours of different study.
There is that mental study for the purpose of under¬
standing the meaning of the work, constantly developing
the broad lines, the details, and the details within details.
Then comes the practice which makes the conception
a habit.
To learn the notes of -a piece of music and then de¬
pend upon the inspiration of the moment to make it
expressive is a method which a very little artistic ex¬
perience proves a failure. A .professional artist cannot
always be inspired. Life in railroad trains and the
many vicissitudes of “careering” do not make for in¬
spiration. Therefore, it is essential that after conceiv¬
ing very clearly and authoritatively an interpretation,
the artist use the most efficient means to make it so
much a matter of habit that nothing can disturb or
mar it. When this is the case, inspiration serves to
enhance the beauty of the performance; whereas, to the
discriminating listener inspiration often makes of a
careless performance something which approaches bur¬
lesque.
In the matter of interpretation great catholicity is
permissible. If an artist chooses to refine Brahms until
he sounds like Chopin, the listener who admires the
characteristic ruggedness of the former may be quite
outraged; but if the artist’s conception is the result of
sincere conviction and its performance a thing of
beauty, we question whether that performance can be
said to have no value. It probably has, for if it is
sincere, it is bound to appeal to those who have no
preconceived notions; and no message, of truth is lost.
On the other hand, a studied, sought-out individuality
in interpretation is false and has no place in artistic
standards. But, on the whole, there should be as many
interpretations to a piece of music as there are per¬
formers. Certain rules of good taste and balance must
prevail, but they apply to minor details, and not to the
broad general conception of the work, which should be

the fourth, the weakest link. In the lightest kind of
pure finger playing the arch must be firm and the play¬
ing of chords and octaves employs the same simple prin¬
ciple with simultaneous action of two or more fingers.
Developing Tone
When perfect equality of finger strength is obtained
we come to the great. life force of piano playing—
weight. A vocal teacher takes the tiniest thread of a
pianissimo tone, hardly more than a hum, a resonance,
and seeks to guide it on the breath. Proper guidance
along this line produces a tone which, if not forced,
“floats on the breath,” is never muscular, and outwears
falsely produced tones. So, in piano playing, the fingers
are the threads; the weight, the breath. Weight must
not be applied disproportionately to the strength of the
fingers, for then the playing becomes strained and mus¬
cular, and real harm results.
The application of weight is a matter of sensation
and is diffi&lt to describe. Try different ideas. Imagine
yourself falling quite forward full weight. Your arms
are limp as rags and heavy. That is dead relaxation,
a dangerous idea, but the starting point of the principle
of weight. Let your arm weight at its full in that way
rest on one finger, and you get the sensation of pro¬
ducing tone by weight. If your finger is not strong it
will cave in at the first joint as surely as an arch sup¬
port will break under too much weight. And just as
twd supports are stronger than one, so we can put more
power into octaves than into single notes. But this dead
weight is almost never used. It is the great source of
supply from which we draw as need requires. A better
term is “live” weight. While never tense and stiff, one
cannot play and be “deadly” relaxed.
All artists using the weight principle feel the same
concerning it, but it is so subtle a thing to describe that
often identical ideas are expressed in quite opposite
ways. A pupil should have the careful guidance of a
teacher in these matters.

In the matter of mechanics there is not so
much catholicity. Certain movements produce
certain results; certain others, other results.
In interpretation we deal with the spiritual,
which is infinite; in mechanics, with the phys¬
ical or finite, and, therefore, we find that ap¬
proaching the key one way does one sort of
thing, another quite a different one.
The Keystone of Hand Technic
To begin at the foundation of the matter, let
us look at the hand and its arch, the keystone.
It should be as firm and solid as the arch of
a bridge. As the proof of the infallibility of
.this rule try to call to mind any great pianist
before the public to-day who has not a rounded
arch. A notable case is Joseph Lhevinne,
whose technical superiority none will dispute.
His hand looks as if it could hold the weight
of the piano without breaking. It gives one a
thrill of power to see such a hand. The palm
is strong with muscle, and in such a palm one
grasps one's musical destiny. A flat, loose
hand, holds nothing and is quite impotent.
Next come the fingers, the supports of the
arch over which must pass pounds of energy;
and just as a chain is-no stronger than its
weakest link, so your bridge will collapse if
every support is not of equal strength. So that
in building up the strength of the fingers one
should never force the tone. Each finger in
the playing of five-finger exercises should rise
easily, and with as little motion as possible, and
drop as nearly perpendicularly from the first
joint as practicable back onto the key. No
finger should strive to play more loudly than
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Having developed our machine, namely, the strong
palm of the hand, the individual strength of the fingers,
we are ready to apply this life force, the weight from
the nerve centers. And here we begin to touch upon
aesthetics. The arm is the conductor and must be kept
free. In developing freedom and weight application one
should somewhat exaggerate the following position—
upper arm well away from sides of body and elbow
higher than the wrist. Down the arm flows the weight.
If the wrist is.high it has to flow up hill and the flow
is naturally hindered. Stiffness always results from a
high wrist. BEWARE! The wrist should be almost
level with the hand, fingers well curved. The practice
of above position will at first cause fatigue, which is
as it should be. Be sure to sit high enough.
With the perfect development of, the machine de¬
scribed above nothing stands in our way to good piano
playing. If added thereunto we have musical talent, it
will be beautiful playing. Genius will make it great
playing. With health, magnetic powers and persever¬
ance we can win recognition for our gifts and accom¬
plishments. The time needed to win recognition de¬
pends less on our individual merits than on our ability
to make friends, and the inexhaustibility of the finan¬
cial backing we may have. But the latter fact is purely
mundane, and should not be confused with artistic ideals.
Extraordinary genius seldom dies wholly unrecognized
in this age when even mediocrity is being given its
opportunity, to the confusion and discomfort of a vic¬
timized public, to say nothing of the much-abused critic.
The Intelligent Use of the Pianistic Equipment
Let us now view our pianistic equipment of strong
arch; strong, independent, facile fingers; and free arm."
What a wealth of resource! With the help of the
pedals, the pianoforte becomes an instrument of wellnigh limitless possibilities.
The arch musfi at all times be firm; the arm always
free; the wrist never high. The firm arch gives se¬
curity and quality to the most delicate tone; the free
arm and wrist allow of a perfect flow of
weight.
So sensitive is the pianoforte that it responds
in a most literal fashion to the pianist’s attack.
So true is this that no motion is lost. A man¬
nerism is not only offensive and foolish, but
harmful; for you can do nothing with your
hands and arms that does not materially affect
your tone. It would be very interesting to
measure the exact amount of effort and mo¬
tion needed to produce beautiful music on the
pianoforte and then have a slow “motion pic¬
ture” made of most pianists as they play. All
pianists have more or less unnecessary motion.
Economy of motion is an important point in
the attainment of ideal pianoforte playing; but
with economy of motion, do not be parsimoni¬
ous ; for that leads to stiffness and dryness.
The ideal is to know just when to use your
finger and when arm, and in what degree;
and, of course, as this intelligent application
becomes more and more a part of one’s self,
it becomes a spontaneous expression of one’s
inner thoughts.
This is not a method or fetish, but a plain,
common-sense handling of a much-abused in¬
strument ; a handling whose raison-d’etre is
explainable in simple terms of physical science.
One does not always use all of one’s re¬
sources at one time. Let us view, first, the
fingers. A pure finger quality is used in Al¬
berti accompaniments, in accompanying pas¬
sages, in much modern music, and in light
scale passages. In delicate trills, the fingers
do the work unaided by arm Vnovement. For
delicious laughter and sunshine in your music
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try a staccato produced by pure fingers, a wiping of the key.
In the playing of a melody, a slight arm movement
helps- for the conducting of weight. The stressful
tones are accompanied by the greater arm movements.
A drawing down of the arm for the beginning of a
phrase with a-rising outward movement from the elbow
for the end produces just the quality needed, if each
tone has equal weight. If too little weight is applied
to the end of the phrase it gives the effect of a singer
whose breath supply is exhausted before her phrase is
finished. In the playing of ■ a scale passage where a
crescendo is desired, arm movement should be used in
proportion to the amount of volume needed. In the
turning of a scale or ornamental passage a rounding
arm movement is needed to give the required color.
Listen to a Galli-Curci record, and you will note that
in a coloratura passage where the highest point comes
and there is a turn before descending, the singer
"covers” her tone, thereby giving an exquisite nuance
without which the passage would sound angular.
Copy that effect in piano coloratura, and note that
the turn of the arm achieves the required result. In
the playing of big chords, broad arm movements and
a liberal use of free arm is necessary in order that the
tremendous weight employed may be directed down
with full power. In non-legato, heavy, short arm move¬
ments inward, are employed. In octave and brilliant,
loud passage work, as in the Op. 25, No'. 11, Study of
Chopin, a continual shaking of the arm from the
shoulder is necessary. Likewise in repeated notes, a
dropping with the same finger accompanied by arm
movement produces a more even effect than the changing
of fingers, for the arm movement can be identical and
automatic, whereas the fingers, having their different
characteristics, vary the quality, despite all our efforts
at equality. This dropping movement is most effective
in accompaniments where the same chord is repeated as

This will look badly, but it is merely transitional, a
means to an end. When rigidity is overcome, economy
of motion must be considered.
The proper use of the arms as conductors for weight,
combined with a well-developed hand, makes for what
should be called an “expressive technic” as distinguished
from an “aggressive technic.” The former never ob¬
trudes itself as mechanical facility, but serves the artist
as a means of expression. The latter is the kind of
technic which makes the hearer say, “he has. wonderful
technic, but he doesn’t play with feeling.” As a matter
of fact, he has not a wonderful technic at all, but a
very bad one, which he should unlearn, if he wishes to
become a great artist. The .expression technic is so
closely allied to aesthetics that it is hard to define where
the one ends and the other begins.

Musical Misnomers

The Lessons We Dread
Let the arm drop from the shoulder with sufficient
weight to depress the keys, and let them rise as if the
keys pushed the fingers up, never losing contact with the
key.
Different Motion in the Same Hand
In many instances two different kinds of motion are
employed in one hand. A perfect legato, with weight
for a melody, in the upper fingers, can be combined
with a pure finger legato or staccato accompaniment in
the inner fingers. In an Alberti accompaniment the
fundamental can be given an arm quality with the fifth
finger while the thumb and third or thumb and fourth
play a pure, even, finger legato.
This sounds much, like the drawing of the bow of a
’cello, in a string quartette, for the organ-point, with
the second violin playing the even, unobtrusive, but
subtly satisfying and permeative background of accom¬
paniment. In chords, as the B in the chord beginning
the G major Beethoven concerto, one note may be played
with more weight than the others, being the melody note.
Though Leschetizky may have over-emphasized the
importance of preparation, .there is little question that
it is a most important point. In the playing of skipping
octaves and chords and single notes they must be “pre¬
pared” mentally before being struck, and the hand
should be directly over them before playing. Other¬
wise they will sound scrambled and harsh in tone.
Most chords should be taken close to the keys, with
strong muscular contraction in upper arm, and immedi¬
ate relaxation following. If attacked from on high,
great care must be taken that the hand be prepared
and well rounded, and that it does not collapse, for
then a slappy tone results and the general performance
becomes shallow and superficial.
Many shades of color are procurable by. application
of weight, not only in the amount applied, but also in
the degree of rapidity with which the tone is ap¬
proached. For brilliance and dramatic effect a rapid
blow, and for depth and sonority a more concentrated,
slowly applied force. For a very pointed, “dolce” tone,
the hand must be particularly hard and the weight con¬
centrated.
Nearly all accents should be taken with weight, pro¬
duced by more or less arm movement, rather than by
increased finger action. Beginnings of phrases must al¬
ways have the arm movement.
Exaggerated Arm Movement
Where a pupil has been so unfortunate as to be taught
to play with high fingers only, and a rigid arm, per¬
haps painstakingly acquired by practicing with a bdok
held between the arm and side of the body, he should
exaggerate to a considerable degree arm movement.

By Herbert William Reed
Every teacher, unless she be located in Utopia—a
locality which I have never been able to discover—
usually has one or more pupils whose lessons she dreads.
The season is not long started before one learns which
are the pleasant lesson periods, and which are the pain¬
ful ones. One realizes also, that if a disagreeable les¬
son period comes early in the morning, the remainder
of the day may be spoiled. The teacher is put through
such a nerve-racking ordeal that she is out of sorts for
the lessons following. Curb ourselves as we may, we
usually find that a dread of the lesson begets a dislike
for the pupil, a state of mind incompatable with the
teaching of music.
There are but two ways of meeting these unfortunate
occasions. One, of course, and much the more trying,
is for the teacher to exert all her will and her nerve
power, and make these lessons pleasant ones. The other
way, and quite an easy one, is to dismiss the pupil. The
former method makes one a better teacher. It may re¬
dound to the pupil’s benefit also, developing character
and often disclosing a latent talent of which one never
dreamed. It does good in both directions, for it is a
discipline both for the teacher and the pupil.
Some students will invariably play or sing well, in
spite of the teacher and hjs methods, be they good or
bad. It is an easy matter to get along with such pupils,
and the teacher has little trouble in planning their work.
They are always pleased with whatever is assigned
them, and take pains to make their lessons a pleasure
to the teacher. For them it is plain and easy sailing.
But they never serve to develop the teacher himself.
Dreaded lessons and dreaded pupils are the means by
which the teacher is “tried as by fire,” and perfected.
All depends upon the steadfastness and the ingenuity of
the instructor, and the earnestness with which he can
combat such obstacles. Is the pupil stubborn? Then
find the means to conquer. Has she no interest ? Then
study how to create the lacking element. Is she dull?
Then evolve methods by which she will comprehend.
Whatever be the ailment, it is the teacher’s opportunity
and duty to discover the remedy.
The successful teacher is the one who finds ways out
of all such difficulties. He boldly attacks these emer¬
gency cases. He delights in doing the difficult things.
It is his privilege to bring order out of chaos, and
pleasure out of pain. May this be our earnest endeavor
and our constant ideal 'in all our teaching.
Dismiss the dreaded pupil only as a last resort. Most
pupils can be gotten around, and most anxious lesson
periods overcome. Let us not easily be discouraged. If
one way fails, try another.
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By Alfredo Trinchieri
Don’t schedule your practice too late in the day. So
often we feel there are so many things which must be
done that we give them precedence in our morning program.
Now our practice is one thing from which the results
depend largely on our mood. If we would accomplish
the most in it, we must be mentally active, physically
buoyant and emotionally elastic. All these qualities are
at their best in the early hours of the day, when all
our members and faculties are refreshed by sleep.
Take advantage of these conditions. Do your practice
when you are at your best, when you are mo-t imagina¬
tive. Those things which just must be done are mostly
mechanical or routine duties requiring no imagination and
will be accomplished just as skilfully and satisfactorily at
a later hour.

By John Y. Blount It often happens in music that words that mean one
thing in the beginning are distorted in after years to
mean quite different things. Among these, for instance,
is the word Scherzo which, in Italian, means a “joke,”
and, naturally, quite a light and humorous movement.
Some composers, on the other hand, have written scher¬
zos which are anything but jokes, and anyone who has
attempted the Chopin scherzos can testify. The Schuman scherzos are, in some instances, far from being
gay and merry. The terms una corda and tre corde, used
to depress and elevate the soft pedal have little signifi¬
cance for the upright piano in which the soft pedal ef¬
fect is made by moving the hammers nearer the strings
instead of moving them laterally so that they will strike
only'one string (una corda) instead of three strings
{tre corde) as in the action of the grand pkmo.
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Early Hours for Practice

A Mere Thought from a Mere Musician
By Ward Avery
Recently an article appeared in The Etcip
- ititled
“Why, Oh, Why?”—meaning ‘ Why is it that :
aver¬
age professional musician can almost never h.
iduced
to perform, even in an informal way for friend , unless
he is paid?”
I am willing to grant that it would be praisew thy and '
generous and missionary-like to play every tit
some
one asked you (and I scarcely ever refuse), i t what
about the other side of the question? Most t
i< ians
make their living by “music,” and after workii
it the
job all day, how nice it is to have a hostess >
in her
most pleasing tones:
“Now, Mr. A, we are all just dying to hear \ n play,
and you really must not disappoint us.”
After a particularly hard day spent in bush
how
would you like to have some one ask you to ; nd an
hour counting up line after lin<
some one else? And as for the lyceutn folks; if they
played before and after the concert, where w. id their
strength be? They do need every ounce of pep t
pos¬
sess for their work and the strenuous travclim
Most
of my days this winter have been spent guidii; lingers
to the right keys, and if it doesn't soon become ! ',■ piece
work in a factory—try it, and I’m sure that .iter a
week of it you wouldn’t want to spend very mu
time
at the delightful art after school hours.
Music is a powerful master on draining nerv force,
and he who ts continually at it-unless he takes
.mod
care of himself as Grayson does of our President is go¬
ing to discover that he has nerves, and then sonn more!
I dread going places sometimes because I know I'll be
asked to play—so the alternative is: stay at horn
JSm Note;—The Editor alwavs tnnk an
iSd I*
ness aaiong.
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!
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Passing On the Credit
By C. Hilton Turvey
deacHhese thro * l° .Po.rporf’ the fam°us singing master,
h“a™ i
tiel Un:S’ for the sI°w
practice of
t comes fo r, 2* deve,opm™‘ of the voice. But when
which command f a,r exercise of a ncxt-door teacher,
JuSice to say '-ThisI! *°
H°W few °f » *»vc the
which I find useful.” “
of Mr‘ Sing-Song’s,
givYeehimhythe0tcreditf for

3 g0od one; why not

pupil than do Mr. Stog-W^wl0" !10t .rathe.r Io.se the
exercise of hie mi-8 s°nS the mjustice of using an
hjn ccaf ..
ceny.
*
e nor iess than petty lar-

fcr spirit

>*»«“Sy ‘f “““ »? *

to gain yo^mmus^]a^!lIy0uT^d fail in your first effort
have in after years LJhm,Sands wh° ha'’e failed
cessful pianists, singers comwf"10"8 thc most suc‘
let your failures bXr yoTT** • ,CtC” but d° not
ander,” had the right idj ‘‘'WEf np'deS; in his “Alcx‘
old griefs.”
*dca’ Waste not fresh tears over

•if

Some Tricky Musical Signs, Ties, Slurs
and Accidentals

;

By

Are you sure you understand the difference between
ties and slurs, so that you can always tell whether to
repeat a note, or only to sustain it? If you are, you
are wiser than most musicians, including the writer.
Let us study these things a while.
In a later paragraph we shall study the shape and
appearance of ties, for they sometimes look queer, but
we must first determine the distinction between ties
and slurs. The primary difference is, of course, that
tied notes must be the same in pitch. All our remarks
shall, therefore, consider only notes of the same pitch.
Only two consecutive notes can be tied with one tie.
If a sustained tone requires more than two notes to
notate it, there must be. more than one tie. Therefore
the notes of Fig. 1 are not tied, but all three must be
struck; those of Fig. 2 are tied, and will be merely
sustained.

When two notes of the same
curved marks it is not so easy to
not the composer intended them
tell which measures of Figs. 3 to
which not?

pitch are enclosed in
determine whether or
to be tied. Can you
13 are to be tied, and

It will be noticed that there are dots and dashes asso¬
ciated with the curved marks in measures 4 to 12, but
not in Figs. 3 and 13. When the curve stands entirely
alone, as in 3 and 13, the notes are unquestionably tied.
If there is either dot or dash (pressure mark) over the
first note (as in Figs. 4 and 5) the notes are not tied,
but should be repeated. It is preferable, and more
usual, to place these marks over both notes, as in Figs.
6 and 7. Remember that any of these four markings
will always call for the repetition of the tone, and the
curves are not ties at all.
Very often the marking is only over the last note.
This form of printing is very troublesome, for in some
cases it calls for repeated tones, and in others for sus¬
tained tones. Mr. Elson, in his very readable book,
Mistakes and Disputed Points in Music, states that
some authorities distinguish as to whether the dot is
above or below the end of the curve; that when above,
as-in Figs. 8 and 9, the notes are tied; while Figs. 10
and 11, in which the marks appear below the end of the
curve, are intended to call for repeated tones. He does
not mention form 12, in which the dot appears after
the end of the curve, but on a level with it. Mr. Elson
adds that he doubts if engravers are careful about this
distinction. He might have added “whether all com¬
posers know of it, and use it in their manuscripts.”
Mr. Elson’s authority, is sufficient to have warranted
more • positive assertions, but he has chosen to avoid
the dogmatic in this book, at least in all cases which
are'at all matters of his personal judgment or inter¬
pretation.
Careless Editing
I just gave a lesson from a piece of music in which
two pages contain a syncopated, repeated-tone figure
in the accompaniment. The copy bears the imprint of
one of our finest American publishing houses, yet the
engraver has used Figs. 8, 10 and 12 indiscriminately.
We can only conclude, then, that Figs. 8 to 12 are all
ambiguous, and should therefore be avoided both by
composers and engravers. If the composer wishes to
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the upper notes are, but the two lower ones should be
repeated. In Fig. 15 there are three ties, and the entire
chord is tied. The form in Fig. 16 is very common,
and demands that the entire chord be repeated with as
little break as possible. One must always be on the
lookout for Fig. 17, in which only the outer notes are
tied, the inner ones being of different pitch. The mov¬
ing tone may be in any voice, or in any two voices.
Fig. 14 may also tie other than the top voice, as sug¬
gested by Figs. 18, 19 and 20, although these forms are
rarely needed.
The following table may assist in making all this
clear:
TIE
Never chords (with one tie)
■*
Never more than two notes
Both of same pitch and without staccato, or pressure
marks over the first note. •

Chords, or single notes
Many, or only two notes.
Different pitch, or
Both of same pitch, with staccato, or pressure marks
over the first note.
#
(Staccato, or pressure,marks oyer .both notes would
of course have them over the first note.)
Staccato, or pressure marks over; the second note only,
forms an ambiguous marking, and should therefore be
avoided.
Rules for Pitch
Tied notes must be the same in pitch, but they need
not be notated on the same staff degree, or even on
the same staff. Thus the two F’s in Fig. 21 are tied,
although on different staffs. Notice the shape of the
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tie the two notes but to shorten the duration of the
second, which is the supposed effect of Figs. 8 and 9,
he might more safely write ties without staccato marks,
and divide the time-value of the second note into a
shorter note, and a rest, as in Fig. 13. If he wish a re¬
peated tone, with as little break as possible between the
two notes (the supposed effect of Figs. 4 to 7), it would
be better to use either form 6 or 7, as these two are
free from ambiguity.
When a student finds any of the forms of Figs. 8 to
12 in his music, he should endeavor to determine the
purpose of the composer, a thing yvhieh is not always
easy of accomplishment. Sometimes you can find, else¬
where in the piece, a similar figure which is so written
as to be positive. While this may not be proof positive,
it is still acceptable evidence. Sometimes the general
principles of notation will assist. Thus, if the p.ece
contains many dotted quarters, and the doubtful pas¬
sage contains a quarter apparently tied to an eighth, it
is highly probable that the tone should be repeated, for
otherwise why would the composer have taken the
trouble to write it differently from the rest of the piece?
Sometimes there will be a persistently recurring rhythm
which will decide the case. But at times one must rely
entirely on the ear and play what lie thinks sounds best.
Entire chords cannot be tied with one tie, but each
pair of notes requires a separate tie, The chords of
Fig. 14 are not tied:

wk
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This double curve is rather frequent in organ com¬
positions, although found in all classes of music. It is
usually an enigma to the student. It illustrates the fapt
that ties are not all of the same shape. This is
shown also by Fig. 22, in which the 8va sign causes both
notes to indicate the same pitch. Fig. 23 is enharmonic
notation of the same pitch. That is, C# is the same as
Db and again the notes are tied, although ort different
degrees of the staff. These three also show another
characteristic, that ties are not at all a matter of the
eye, but must often be reasoned out. Thus all three are
notated on different staff degrees, all look different to the
eye, yet our intellect tells us that they are nevertheless
of the same pitch.
Some students imagine that ties are always under
the notes, and slurs over them, or vice versa. Unbe¬
lievable ignorance? Yes, but derived from actual
answers of students being examined. Of course, any
of these marks may appear either above or below their
notes, at the convenience of the engraver.
Misunderstood Signs
There is much misunderstanding among students
concerning accidentals. They grasp the idea that every
accidental applies until the next bar-line (although
they may forget to observe it), but do not understand1
the application of the printed signs. Fig. 24 is a very
condensed illustration of the matter. It is not intend¬
ed to be music, or to sound well. It contains seven

C’s, on two i staffs. The key-signature is one flat, and
the first note is middle C, notated on the line below the
upper staff, and preceded by a sharp. It is therefore
CJ. Note 2 is also C, but not the same line of the
staff. Notice, I did not say “the same pitch”, or “the
same letter.” Accidentals are entirely a question of
the eye on the printed staff, and not of anything else,
so note 2 is C natural, for it is on the fourth space,
and the sharp printed as accidental is on the line below
the staff. Note 3 is sharped, because it is on the same
leger line as note 1, and appears before the bar. 4 is
in the next measure, but is considered sharped, for the
curved line, under these- circumstances, is invariably
intended as a tie (unless printed as in Figs. 4 to 12),
and as carrying the accidental over into the next
measure. 5 is also sharp, for these ties may extend
through any number of measures. But 6 is natural,
because it is not tied, and there has been no accidental
printed in this measure.
This question of the tied accidental is the only
difficulty in this subject, and it is simple enough if we
but consider' the tied note as a long sustained tone,
which can not change in pitch after the key is struck.
While instances are found exactly like Fig. 24, note
6, (and these are most frequent in the strictest types
of music), it is better, possibly, to indicate the cor¬
rect interpretation in each case, as described in a later
paragraph. Tone 7 is middle C, as was tone 1; both
are in the first measure, but J is on the upper staff,
and 7 on the lower, hence 7 is C natural. The ques¬
tion of accidentals does not concern itself with the
fact that both are called “middle C”; accidentals are
entirely a question of what the eye sees, and not what
our intellect reasons out as to pitch, or name.
This is graphically shown in Figs. 25 and 26. In
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Fig. 25 the sharp before tone 1 raises also the fourth
sixteenth (marked 2), for it is notated on the same
staff degree, yet 2 sounds an octave higher than 1
because of the 8va sign. Compare thjy with Figs
21 and 22. In these two the notes are Effected by the
mark being studied, because the mind reasons that
they are the same in pitch, although they look vastly
different. In 25 the mark applies, because the eye sees
both notes as on. the same line of the staff, and we
ignore entirely the fact that the mind analyses one
note as an octave higher than the other!
In orchestral music this idea that accidentals are ap¬
plicable by the eye only, is pushed much further. Very
generally, if two players on the same sort of instru¬
ment have separate notes (technically termed “parts”),
these two parts are printed on the same sheet of
paper, and on the same staff. In this case the acci¬
dentals written for one player do not apply to the
notes of the other “parts”, even in the same measure,
and on the same staff degree. Each player is sup¬
posed to be too busy with his own notes to have any
time to watch the other fellow’s part for accidentals.
Thus, in Fig 26, written for two oboes, the first oboe
(upper part) plays Bb, but but when the second player
has a note on the same line of the staff, (note 2), it is
Bb. And although 2 was Bb, 3 requires the accidental
to secure Bb. For it is in the same "part” as note 1,
and in the same measure, and has not been cancelled
in the first player’s part, and is not at all affected by
the fact that the second oboe has had Bb.
Additional Accidentals
Composers and editors often add accidentals which
are not. strictly needed, buf which they deem helpful
in reading. When printed in ordinary type, just as
any accidental, these added marks are often very con¬
fusing to the sight-reader, to the student in his study
of the piece and in his comprehension of the correct
principles of notation, and their application to other
pieces not so edited, and confusing to the transposer.
As suggested in connection with Fig. 24, it is some¬
times advisable to guarantee a correct interpretation
of a note by means of an added accidental, but such
marks should always be in smaller type, and enclosed
in parentheses. They may appear either before the
note, or above or below it.
Accidentals always apply to notes which follow
them, never to those which precede. Harmony stu¬
dents are prone to write them after the note, until
' corrected. And in the study of a piece, if the same
note occurs twice in succession with an accidental be¬
tween the two notes—except an added accidental in
parentheses—this accidental should always tell the
stpdent that the earlier note had not been altered. But
even this hint is often neglected.
In conclusion, let me again emphasize that the ap¬
plication of a tie is entirely a matter of pitch, as deter¬
mined by the intellect, while that of accidentals is
entirely one of the eye, of the printed page, regardless
of pitch.

Five Black Ponies
By Daisy E. Faed
Only the teacher “parked” by the keyboard year
after year knows how the imagination of the child
must be appealed to in order to get quick results. Here
is a little comparison that has worked splendidly with
some of my little tots.
I tell the little pupil that there are three black ponies,
then a pair of ponies, three black ponies then another
pair, and ask them to point to all the groups. “Now,
what is the first letter?” “A,” comes the answer.
“Well, we are going to have a ride, now. We’ll jump
on where the three ponies are together, run along and
fall off between the second and third, on to the letter A.”
“Now, little pupil, you run along and drop on all the
A’s on the piano.” Then we gallop along and drop off
the third pony on to the letter B.
“Find all the B’s, please.”
“Now we must stand on C every time we mount the
pair of black ponies.”
And so on with the little one’s face radiant with the
fqn of it we ride to each of the seven letters/ They
never forget where A, the first one they learned, is—
and as I point to ask them the different keys, or get
them to point me a certain key, if they need to, I allow
them to put their finger on A and count up to the given
note. •
Music is to the either arts, considered a
what religion s to the church,—Wagner.

Planning Practice to Get Best Results
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By Van Denman Thompson

Why Are Sharps Harder Than Flats?

[Editor’s Note.—Mr. Thompson, professor of piano and organ playing and theory, at De Pautv University, received his musical
training at Harvard University, The New England Conservatory and with private teachers. He has made several tours
as an organist and as a pianist. Mrs. Van Denman Thompson, who is also an able organist and teacher,
and who has repeatedly appeared in concerts with her husband, has been blind since infancy.]

fMany times my students have asked me, “Must I think
of everything—notes, rhythm, fingering, phrasing, pedal¬
ing, etc.—when I practice, or shall I first learn the notes,
then the fingering, then the phrasing, and so on?” The
question amounts to this: Shall the student try to de¬
velop all the essentials of good playing simultaneously,
or shall he concentrate first on one and then on another ?
At least two things must be taken into consideration :
the degree of advancement of the pupil and the difficulty
of the piece being studied. It is obvious that a beginner
has fewer things to consider; if he gets notes, rhythm
and fingering, he is doing well. The problems of tonal
shading, pedaling and dynamics are not for him. Then,
too, it goes without saying that if a piece is easy for a
student, relatively less attention need be paid to notes
and fingering, and relatively more can be given to phras¬
ing, dynamics, etc. If we assume that the pupil can at
least play third-grade music, and is studying things
neither below nor above his grade, we have a basis for
a discussion of the question. I believe it can be an¬
swered, and I have answered it many times for my own
students somewhat in this fashion:
Right notes and rhythm are fundamental. In studying
a piece of any difficulty, it is well to read it through
several times slowly, carefully, understanding every note,
and puzzling out every rhythmic complexity. This is a
reading process, not a playing one, and is probably bet¬
ter done away from the piano. As soon as actual prac¬
tice at the piano is taken up, two things must be kept
foremost in mind: (1) good condition and action of
the playing apparatus, and (2) correct fingering.

The Playing Apparatus
By "playing apparatus” I mean fingers, wrists,' arms,
shoulders, all parts of the body which enter into the
physical act of playing. By “good condition” I mean
relaxed shoulders, arms and wrists, with sufficient ten¬
sion in the fingers to sustain the weight of the arm. By
“good action” I mean that action or motion of the play¬
ing apparatus which is appropriate to the passage being
played. To play an octave passage with flabby, straight
fingers and stiff wrist is not practice; it is worse than
no practice. To play an ascending scale without the ap¬
propriate thumb action will not help one’s scale playing.
Chords must have their appropriate action, whether the
composition contains one chord or a hundred. There is
more than one kind of chord, and hence more than one
appropriate chord motion. The student must ask him¬
self (or his teacher) two questions at the outset: “What
is the technical problem to be attacked?” and “What is
the best way to attack it?” Any practice done without
a consideration of these two things will probably fail.
We can no more expect aimless practice to produce de¬
sirable results than we can expect a handful of pills,
snatched at random from a druggist’s shelves, to cure
an ailment.
Of equal importance—or nearly so—is correct finger¬
ing. In spite of all we have learned in the past few
decades about the importance of the wrist, arm and
shoulder in the physical act of playing, the fact remains
that it is the finger, and only the finger, which forms the
contact with the key and depresses it. Outside of stiff¬
ness, there is probably no greater obstacle in the path¬
way of the pupil’s progress than poor, fingering. Poor
fingering really means careless or ignorant fingering, as
it is seldom that a poor fingering is deliberately chosen
and adhered to by the stn.dent. That (pupil who at his
first lesson with a new teacher mumbles, apologetically,
that he “never paid much attention to fingering,” is not
going to be any immediate joy to an intelligent and con¬
scientious teacher.
Practice in which these two elements (which consti¬
tute the physical basis of practice) are present will give
good results and give them quickly. Without them, the
student is working with serious handicaps. To finger
an arpeggio 1-2-3-5 when 1-2-4-5 is indicated, or to al¬
low a careless hand position in playing octaves, may
seem but a small matter, but it is a step—even though
a small one—in the wrong direction.
A great deal of work—the most of it, perhaps—on a
composition can be done with these two things, and only
these, kept constantly in mind. The more difficult the
composition, the longer will be this period of technical
practice, but even with simple things it can never be
entirely dispensed with.

Foremost on the interpretative side let us place phras¬
ing and tone-shading. The importance of phrasing need
hardly be emphasized here: it is the punctuation by
which we are able to transform a meaningless stream
of notes into an intelligent melody. By tone-shading is
meant not only an observance of the indicated crescendos,
diminuendos, etc., but also everything pertaining to the
regulation of the quantity and quality of the tone. Shad¬
ing of the melody, subduing the accompaniment, accents
—all these would come under this head.
The student is likely to imagine that phrasing and
tone-shading will come to him automatically when he has
reached a certain grade of advancement; or that they
are part of that mysterious “playing with expression,”
which he imagines cannot be learned, but must come as
a direct inspiration from the muses. Nothing con! i be
farther from the truth. These elements of good : lay¬
ing must be worked for, and they can be acquired in no
other way. True, an inborn sensitiveness for these t Mags
is necessary, but the details of interpretation can be
learned only by practice.
Pedaling and Time-shading
After phrasing and tone-shading have been studied—
net necessarily fully mastered—pedaling and time-shad¬
ing can be taken up. With more advanced pupil the
pedal can be used rather earlier than this, though . . en
with the advanced pupil there is a decided advantage in
postponing the use of the pedal until considerable pre¬
liminary work has been done. Most modern edit i. ms
have pedaling carefully indicated by artists and tea. hers
of ability; yet the more musical pupil, if well advam vd,
will enjoy experimenting with pedal effects of his own,
and this is to be encouraged.
Time-shading is an unusual word, but it defines it . If.
It refers to all the nuances of time and rhythm, h th
those indicated and those which are not. While n Intively unimportant in the earlier grades, it assumes great
importance later on.
Finally, there is one element more important than all;
that is emotion, the spark of life which vivifies cv. thing it touches. What shall we say of it ? Can it e
practiced? Must it be mastered by painstaking work?
Is there a technic of playing with emotion? In answer
suppose we use a figure: The process of learning is
like that of making a beautiful piece of pottery. The
form must be made perfect, the decorative design exe¬
cuted with taste and care, the material hardened for use.
so that it may hold something fine and precious. In the
same way we prepare a piece of music so that it also
may hold something fine and precious—emotion.
No Technic of Emotion
Practically speaking, there is not a technic of playing
with emotion. Playing with fine phrasing, fine tone—
and time-shading and fine pedaling is so closely related
to “playing with emotion” that we cannot say where one
leaves off and the other begins. Furthermore, without
technical accuracy and freedom, artistically modulated
tone and time, skillful pedaling and clean phrasing we
will find it impossible to express emotion in our play¬
ing. Emotion never comes except as a crowning glory
to a fine performance.
The student is advised, then, to work at one thing at
a time; to concentrate on one technical or interpretative
detail, and always to be highly conscious of a definite
purpose. It may be asked: Is this in line with modern
scientific thought as to the mind and its working? The
following quotation from Professor Seashore’s recent
book. The Psychology of Musical Talent, will answer
the question : “In vocal, as well as in instrumental, teach¬
ing we should make incisive attack on one feature at a
time and insist on critical and accurate detail through
he focus of attention. ... The pupil should begin with
the simplest detail and observe it critically at his level
of thought and skill in order that he may acquire dis¬
crimination and precision. ... As matters of technic are
thus progressively made secondary and relegated to the
subconsciousness, the mind is free to launch itself upon
the ideas and ideals to be conveyed.”
v
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By SYDNEY GREW
The Viewpoint of an English Writer on a Much-Discussed Subject
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In The Teachers’ Round Table of the March Etude
the question is asked, Why are sharps harder than
flats? Mr. N- J- Corey says in answer that so far as
his own playing is concerned he himself has never
found music in sharp keys harder than music in flat
keys, which I imagine is the experience of all gifted
and experienced musicians. But Mr. Corey, like the
rest of us, cannot explain definitely why pupils do not
find them equally easy.. May I, at a distance of several
thousand miles, talk with my fellow-musicians in Amer¬
ica about this rather troublesome matter ? I believe I
have one or two ideas that might be helpful to teachers.
It is a fact that (as Mr. Corey suggests) the supply of
teaching music in flat keys is the greater, especially in
keys that contain more than two inflected notes. This
seems to suggest that flat keys actually are easier than
sharp. It certainly indicates why students are more
familiar with the former. Bach, in his study pieces,
prefers D minor to D major, A minor to A major,
E minor to E major, G minor to E flat, and so on.
He writes more in B flat than in D and less in E than
in E flat. Moreover, he uses G minor (two flats and
an accidental sharp) more frequently than G major
(one sharp). Of the little French suites, the best
musically and educationally is No. 1, D minor, while
the least good is No. 6, E major. (The remaining
numbers in the set, considered from the same point
of view, run in order of value more or less in this
sequence; No. 2, C minor; No. 3, B minor; No. 5, G
major, and No. 4, E flat.) Handel in his harpsichord
pieces likes D minor and G minor more than E minor,
and he uses B flat quite as much as G major. Haydn
and Mozart care for E flat more than for A or E, as
do other eighteenth century writers of practice or
recreation pieces. Among the Mozart sonatas there are
five in B flat as against three in D and four in F as
against two in G.
I do not think that our present problem is concerned
with technical considerations, but with considerations
that are entirely mental or intellectual. A child’s fingers
find the notes as readily in E as in E flat. The key
of F sharp minor is no doubt less grateful to the young
pianist’s fingers than the key of C minor; B minor is,
for certain, more awkward than G minor. Yet I
believe that both F sharp minor and B minor are ex¬
ceptionally difficult‘only because so little music is written
in them; they are rare and striking keys, and, as a rule,
take music of only serious importance, Beethoven Presto
Bagatelle in B minor, Op. 126, No. 4, being quite an
exceptional piece so far as the key of B minor is
concerned.
Nor do I think that our problem rests upon any
abstruse question of the “character” of keys and the
reasons that impel a composer to select one key rather
than another. Theorists have often tried to argue that
each key has a special character (much as each country
has a special climate), and that all music written in the
key has, or should have, the character proper to that
key (in the same measure as people who live in the same
country have all something of a sameness of nature).
C. F. D. Schubart (1739-1791) was one of these theo¬
rists. His descriptions are fanciful to the point of ab¬
surdity. Robert Schumann, in a paper discussing Schubart’s ideas, says, “The process by means of which
a composer selects this or that principal key for the
expression of his feelings is as little explainable as the
creative process of genius itself.” But when the com¬
poser is writing primarily for educational purposes (as
Bach, Handel, Haydn and Mozart in the pieces men¬
tioned above) he is not so much engaged on “the expres¬
sion of his feelings” as on the provision of useful mate¬
rial. Therefore it is not whatever character may lie in a
key that causes the difficulty with music in sharp keys,
but something inherent in sharps themselves.
Flat keys have a different character from sharp
keys, and certain composers use the one set more than
the other. As a rule, the composer whose mind is
elevated, aspiring and serene, inclines to sharp keys,
and the composer whose mind is solid, relatively sub¬
dued and turned toward gravity, inclines to the other
keys. The favorite key of Cesar Franck (1822-1890),
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the great Franco-Belgian, was F sharp major, which
for him represented “the luminous idea of the redemp¬
tion.” Rheinberger (1839-1901;, the Austrian, prefers
flats; whenever in his organ music he spreads himself
over an easy and spacious succession of chords, it is
nearly always by a downward gliding. Bach, in whom
mind and spirit are most perfectly poised, quite rarely
uses either flat keys or extreme sharp keys; as D flat
major is to Rheinberger and F sharp major to Franck,
so B minor is to Bach. Beethoven uses A major a
good deal for strong and joyous music, but Bach is
scarcely comfortable in that key. Schumann, in the
paper from which I have already quoted, says, “Simple
feelings demand simple keys; the more complicated feel¬
ings require keys that more rarely meet the ear. Thus
one might observe the rising and falling of emotional
temperature by means of the interwoven succession of
chords of the dominant seventh, and accept the key of F
sharp major (the middle note -of the chromatic scale)
as the point of highest feeling, which again descends
through the flat keys to the simple and unadorned
major.” Therefore, if in a piece of music which our
pupil has in hand for purely musical'reasons he or she
finds it hard to negotiate the passages in sharps, the
reason may sometimes lie in the more intense nature of
the music.
This is an important point, and one worth considera¬
tion. Yet it does not enter into the matter of educational
pieces or practice studies. In respect of these, the
problem must be explained by two very different ideas,
the one simple, the other rather complex.
The simple idea we will call the “Reading Difficulty”
and the complex one the “Hearing Difficulty.”
In my work with children I have found that plain
diatonic harmonies in the major key do not give par¬
ticular trouble, whether the key is flat or sharp, but that
modulatory or chromatic harmonies give far more trou¬
ble in sharp keys than in flat.
I have found also that while simple diatonic music
in a minor key with flats is easy, the same in a key
with sharps is hard. I have tested this by setting be¬
fore the pupil the same music in transposition. G
minor (two flats in the signature and an accidental
sharp) is easier than E minor (one sharp in the signa¬
ture and one accidental sharp). And C minor and F
minor (three and four flats, respectively, with an acci¬
dental natural) are infinitely easier than B minor and
F sharp minor. There is never any difficulty in recon¬
ciling the accidental sharp in the flat keys of D minor
and G minor. A child will play at sight this:

who will stumble badly through this:

Modulations and chromaticism in sharp minor keys
I have often known to prevent a child from ever
mastering the piece, but very rarely in flat minor keys.
The reason for this I take to be the following: Upward
modulation in a sharp key adds one more inflected
note to the load already tied to the player’s back by
the signature, whereas the same in a flat key lightens
the load; for though the accidental natural has to be
remembered, yet it is in the child’s mind literally a
“natural” and a thing that explains itself. Downward
modulation in a flat key certainly adds to the burden
of flats, but for a reason to be hinted at later these are
easier for the child to remember and understand than
their opposites.
The burden of the accidentals in certain frequent
modulations is enlarged or lightened according to
whether the key is sharp or flat. Of these modulations
I will mention that to the relative minor in major keys
(as to A minor from C major) and that to the mediant
(as to E major from C). The transition from key E flat
to its relative minor seems to play itself,

_

but the corresponding transition from A major is often
very troublesome.

In fact, I have known children who prefer to play
such a test as this last as if written in key F minor,
imagining four flats in the signature and reading the E
sharp as E natural. The transition to the key of the
mediant adds two sharps and sometimes a double sharp,
on the one hand; on the other it removes two flats

which of the following to select for sight-reading test, I
think we should all fix upon the example in flats, yet
each of the passages (both, by the bye, from Bach’s “48,”
book) represents merely a modulation to the key of the
dominant:

So much for the Reading Difficulty.
As to the Hearing Difficulty: the notes of the scale that
are affected by modulatory inflexions are the leading-note
(the seventh of the new scale) and the subdominant (the
fourth of the same). The new leading-note represents a
destroying of the old subdominant; the new subdominant
represents a destroying of the old leading-note. Now
the subdominant has a greater “key-imperativeness” than
the leading-note; and consequently the pupil is less likely
to detect and put right a mistake in the case of the latter
than in the case of the former. Therefore the ear ac¬
cepts the blunder where the sharpened note is concerned.
The subdominant has always been a master-note in the
scale and a determining factor in the tonality. It is one
of the “invariable” notes. More readily than any other
does it establish itself as a new key-note, which is one rea¬
son why in simple music a modulation to the key of the
subdominant is not made till the end of the piece and
why the subdominant is often selected for the key of the
slow movement in sonatas. The beginnings of modern
harmony date from when Monteverde (1567-1642) dis¬
covered the possibility of using the chord of the domi¬
nant seventh (G. B. D. F. in C major).
But the leading-note as a fixed detail of the scale is
weaker and far less absolute. Its modern character dates
back only to the time of Haydn (1732-1809). Bach
(1685-1750) mostly lets the leading-note fall when it oc¬
curs in an inner part. The Elizabethan composers use it
in their cadences, but often with the minor seventh of the
scale (the note B flat in key C major) appearing simul¬
taneously with the major seventh (B natural, the true
leading-note: see Ex. 9) ; this clashing of notes is called
the musica ficta. Many old songs do not contain the lead-
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ing-note, and the old “folk-music” scales, also many of
the oriental scales, have no major seventh from the key-

Fingers

versus

Brains

By E. M. Trevenen Dawson
Thus the leading-note (the note which is induced in
modulations by a sharp or a natural) is not so insistent
in the child’s harmonic sense as the subdominant. Mod¬
ern composers play freely with the leading-note, Arthur
Hinton for example, in his choral setting of John Fletch¬
er’s Sleep (a piece published by Fischer and Bro.)
reproducing the old musica ficta.
ut
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But few of them take liberties with the subdominant.
Therefore since the mind can accept a lowered or an
incorrectly treated leading-note, the young student of
piano playing fails to realize the harmonic significance
of the accidental sharps, and has in consequence no quick
and compelling inspiration to read them accurately, which
by natural process makes sharps “hard” to understand, or
at least makes them harder to understand than flats.
The practical outcome of these explanations of the
problem is that pupils must be taught to grasp at once,
and very firmly, the strong, rising nature of modulations
through sharps and helped to feel the power of the new
tonality. This of course presupposes some knowledge of
theory, and indeed such knowledge is quite necessary
where the trouble is pronounced. I have found it good
to teach children to transpose hymn-tunes and other
simple music that proceeds without modulation, from E
to E flat, A to A flat, C-minor to C sharp minor, F minor
to F sharp minor, and B flat major to B major, with
vice versa transpositions in all instances but the last.
After a little practice, the average child will carry the
new key signature in his head, after which sharps cease
from troubling and the double sharp is at rest.
Obviously the teacher should’select pieces as carefully
for notational difficulty as for technical. An earnest pu¬
pil will work willingly at a bit of hard playing who will
shirk a bit of hard reading. Knotty modulations and
chromaticisms are like big words in a poem—they make
the pupil feei “silly,” which is the very worst frame of
mind for him. I have often found that the reason why
a pupil has come unprepared week after week with a
piece that to me seemed easy enough, has been that a
group of sharps somewhere in the piece has made it un¬
grateful to him.
• Mr. Corey speaks of the difficulty as being “an hallu¬
cination of the imagination.” I think it is something
deeper and more real than this; but if it is an hallucina¬
tion of the mind, we as teachers must be most infinitely
careful in our treatment of it, because such hallucina¬
tions lead to fear, diffidence, and that most fatal mood
of the musician, nervousness.

Effective Finger Exercises
By Angela Becker
In many European conservatories the following exer¬
cises, practiced in a special manner, are a part of the
regular daily technical menu. If they are done without
strain and without permitting the hand to become unduly
tired they seem to produce strength, independence and
excellent finger control. The trouble is however that the
enthusiastic pupil, who notices improvement after a little
trial, carries the work to excess by practicing them too
long/ or too hard and thus produces strained hand and
muscles and causes all sorts of injuries. Have patience—
don’t try to become a Liszt or a Paderewski in a year
or two years—you can’t do it. Muscular development
takes time and you are not saving anything by over¬
doing it.
In the following we have the familiar exercise of
holding down four fingers while the others play. Place
the five fingers of the right hand on C D E F G. Hold
down all but the thumb. By holding down we do not
mean pushihg down. Just let the natural weight of the
arm and the least possible additional pressure keep the
keys down. Play the thumb four beats to the measure
for eight measures in the following gradations of tone:
First measure, pianissimo; second measure, piano; third
measure, mezzo forte; fourth measure, forte; fifth
measure, fortissimo; sixth measure, forte; seventh meas¬
ure, piano; eighth measure, pianissimo. Even in your
fortissimo there must be no strain. Then get a copy of
Herz Exercises and play the exercises with three fingers
Sustained, two fingers sustained, and one finger sus¬
tained in like manner. In six months you will notice a
revolutionary difference in ybur playing.

That acrobatic fingers rattling off difficult bravura
passages with ease should be immensely admired and
envied by pupils, is a matter of course. And the younger
the pupil, the more he admires velocity as a rule; so
that a piece full of sixty-fourth notes is looked on with
awe, and considered much more wonderful than one
which has its pages chiefly full of quarter notes or even
eighths 1 As this is a shockingly bad foundation to build
on, teachers will be well advised to lose no time in im¬
pressing on even the very youngest of their pupils the
worthlessness of mere mechanical “fingers” in cpmparison with musical “brains.”
Years ago—say, a generation ago—it used to be com¬
mon enough for piano teachers to lay undue stress upon
finger work, insisting on the lion’s share of the daily
practice being devoted to endless “five-finger exercises”
tuid wearisome “etudes de velocite,” or even so-called
“dumb pianos” and other mechanical devices for exer¬
cising the fingers. Nowadays, however, the pendulum
shows a tendency to swing too far the other way; for
although it is all to the good that most music teachers
explain something of the structure of all compositions
given, it is quite possible to devote too much attention to
“brains.” Thus I have known far too much of a piano
lesson spent in analyzing a piece, and too little to incul¬
cating the correct touch. Especially with children and
young pupils, a lot of time must necessarily be devoted
to acquiring the various legato and staccato touches. So

that only a small portion of the lesson, as well of ^
daily practice, should be devoted to “brams,” and this
should be more in the line of giving a general idea of
the form of their pieces and a sketchy analysis of the
harmonies, than a detailed dissection into phrases, etc.
Of course, with older students half way through their
’teens, the “brains” will naturally usurp a bigger share of
attention. But even here, it is worth while remembering
that harmony, counterpoint and form are often studied
separately under other masters, so that the piano teacher
can and should chiefly confine himself to the practical
side of music. This is rather important. I have known
more than one examination candidate, excellently coached
in the structure and harmonic analysis of a test piece, to
fail miserably owing to the inadequacy of the rendering,
to which too little time had been devoted. So it is as
well to hold the balance even.
As regards listeners, however, I don’t think teachers
can begin too soon or go on too long in insisting on the
importance of judging a performance NOT by the fingerwork, but by the amount of brains put into it. After
all, only a few of one’s pupils become first-rate perform¬
ers, whereas every one of them can become a first-i ate
listener, and go to make up a musically intelligent audi¬
ence. And if we can only train up our pupils to appraise
“fingers” and “brains” at their right value, we shall be
able to feel that we have indeed done some good in our
generation!

Always Something New
By T. L. Rickaby
The following paragraph is from a letter, and sug¬
gested a few ideas which may be of interest or benefit
to others:
“I regret that I was unable to go away for further
study this summer. I am so afraid that some teacher
who has been away will be able to prevent me from
securing the pupils I need so much, and perhaps take
some I already have. People here are always asking
about new methods, and seem to expect something new
every season. It seems to be easy to ‘get by’ with any
sort of scheme or plan if it can only be called new.”
There is a pathetic tinge to this complaint that cannot
be hidden. The loss of pupils is a misfortune that has
the effect of destroying the courage and optimism that
most of us need all the time. In point of fact, how¬
ever, teachers should not allow such fears to gain any
lodgment in their minds. All one’s pupils never stop at
once. When one discontinues, another begins, and while
some months may be more profitable than others, on
the whole, the year averages up fairly well. So the
loss of pupils is a Calamity that is more or less imag¬
inary perhaps. Further, pupils who take up with one
fad after another or who go from one teacher to
another are not, as a rule, good pupils in any sense
and stay with one no longer than another. Speaking
generally, teachers who once become well established
have themselves to blame if they ever “lose out.”
With regard to “new things” in the music-teaching
field and the attitude of the .public’towards them, it can
only be said that there is no remedy, and there is no
particular need of a remedy, for, in the long run, it does
no harm and may be beneficial. Those of us who re¬
member our New Testament reading will recall that
when St. Paul went to Athens he found that the people
of that city “spent their time in nothing else but either
to tell or hear some new thing.”
To be interested in something new is human nature—
in Athens, ’Hong Kong or Pumpkin Centre. But it is
not confined to musical affairs alone. Richard Le
Gallienne, in a recent magazine, speaks of “That super¬
stition of novelty which assumes that the present must
always be superior to the past,” and goes on to remark:
“No illusion of humanity would seem to be more
permanent than that which is continually asking to be
shown a new thing. A new thing may be a good thing,
and frequently is so, but not because it is new. It may
mark a genuine advance, but the notion that the present
is necessarily, an advance upon the past is a misleading
Not only are all new things in music not necessarily
good, but all so-called “new” things are not necessarily
new. The best of everything is old, and we merely
evolve or invent new ways of presenting things. The
principles in Mason’s Touch and Technic, like all prin¬
ciples, are from everlasting, but Dr. Mason crystallized
them in such a way as to evolve a system that actually

deserves to be called new. Epoch-making works such
as this, however, appear but seldom, and so there is no
occasion to be troubled over one’s inability to follow up
all or any of the new things that are constantly making
claims for recognition.
Young teachers, even those who have had abundant
opportunities to equip themselves, will find it beneficial
to go somewhere for a few weeks for study and gen¬
eral improvement—but not for an indefinite number of
years. At that, too much emphasis is laid on the value
of “going somewhere.” It is true that “there is no end
of learning,” but there is an end to discipleship. There
surely comes a time when we must not depend on being
fed mentally by personal instruction. We learn best by
doing, by being active, not passive. What wc actually
get by personal instruction is a foundation. A founda¬
tion is of no earthly use unless it is built on, and what¬
ever superstructure we desire must be raised by our¬
selves. So if the opportunity to “go somewhere” presents
itself, it is well to take advantage of it, and let the
time be spent in some form of “coaching” if it is de¬
sired. But never forget that this alone will not re¬
create one, nor will it restore what has been given out
during the months past, nor will it improve one’s teach¬
ing ability for the months ahead. Mental and physical
rest are needed, and they are obtained best by mental
and physical exercise of an entirely different character
than what we have had.
A season spent where much music might be heard—
opera, orchestra, organ, and so forth—would yield in¬
finitely better results in the way of development, re¬
creation and a better preparation for future work.
Emerson had the right idea. “I think,” he says, "could
I have music on my own terms-could I go to a city
and know where I could go whenever I wished the ab¬
lution and inundation of musical waves, that were a
bath and a medicine.”
But suppose it is impossible to “go somewhere” for
self-improvement or to hunt up something new, it by no
means follows that self-improvement is not to be had.
We can always learn by our work and by our mistakes.
Books and magazines are plentiful, and if teachers would
read more and have more methodical ways of doing
things for their own improvement, the inability to “go
somewhere might not be any hardship. The musician
who reads and studies throughout the year and stavs at
home may be better equipped than the one who “goes
somewhere and lets it go at that
Honesty of purpose, unfailing effort to do the most
for each md,vidua pupil, a feeling of responsibility for
the progress (be it little or much) of each one in his
care; sincere (but judicious) endeavors to improve the
mffi;!t,aiCtndat,0nS
the ccmm,inity: in short, a determ nation to deserve success will contribute more to the
stability of a teachers position than most of the “new
things ’ in a century.

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “IVhat to Teach,” etc., and not technical problems
pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department.
Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.
Step Next
“1. I have a pupil in The Student’s Booh. When
she finishes it what book should I give her next V
“2. What should follow First Steps in Piano¬
forte Playingt
.
, ,
“3. A boy of eighteen wishes to take lessons,
but only to learn to play popular music. What
book should I start him in ?
“4 A new pupil has finished Book I of The
Standard (traded Course. I would like to use some
other course with this pupil. What book should I
° “sfl got the address of a Kindergarten supply
house through Thu Etcpb, but can get no cata¬
logue from it after two letters. I cannot get this
material here. Can you tell where I can order
it ?”—H. K.
1. If you are going to teach without an instruction
book, in the ordinary acceptance of the term, and as is
usual with the majority of teachers to-day, you will need,
first of all, Mastering Scales and Arpeggios. All its
directions for use you should make thoroughly your own,
so you may know at a thought just what point you wish
to refer to. You should learn- how to give the scales
and arpeggios to your pupils by dictation, using the pat¬
terns indicated in the book. The work laid out in this
will supply any average pupil for years. All pupils plan¬
ning to become professional musicians should provide
themselves with a copy, and be trained in its use from
the beginning. After the Student’s Book, your pupil will
be ready to take up the second book of the Standard
Graded Course. With it you can use the first book of
the Czerny-Liebling Selected Studies. Use the Standard
Graded Course as an index of progress. When the
studies seem to be getting a little difficult for any given
pupil, bring him into line by an earnest practice of the
Czerny. As time passes you will acquire experience as
to omissions. Talent varies so much, from zero to plus,
that while some may omit, others will need additional
work in the same grade.
2. The answer to the first question also will answer
this.
3. The boy of eighteen should make his beginning ex¬
actly like any other pupils.
4. There are cases where a teacher may desire to use
another course of study, especially where there are two
pupils in a family, and sometimes to rest his own brain
from too much of one thing. It is a good plan to arrange
a course as your ability and experience warrants. For
the purpose you mention you may use Selected Studies
from A. Loeschhorn, by James H. Rogers; or, second
book of Students’ Selected Primary Studies, by H. Engelmann; or Second Grade Book of Melodic Studies, by
L. A. Bugbee; or Melodious Second Grade Studies, by
Sartorio; or Etudes Mignonnes by Paul Wachs. When
the third grade arrives, the following: Second book of
the Rogers Loeschhorn; or Pieces in All the Major and
Minor Keys, by Koelling; or Style and Technic, by
Lazarus; or Miniatures, by James H. Rogers; or Ten
Melodious Studies, by Sartorio; or Melody Pictures, by
Schmoll; or Studies and Study Pieces, by Schmoll. This
is only a hint of what may be done in every grade. If
you are a teacher who thinks and studies, compares and
correlates, you may do a good deal to make your work
interesting to yourself and your pupils. If you are not,
you will be of no use to yourself nor anyone else. For
pieces in book form as side study the publisher now
offers almost unlimited material. A work that is going
to prove invaluable is Easy Arrangements of Celebrated
Pieces for the Pianoforte. Making piano students famil¬
iar with famous themes will have an educational advan¬
tage hard to overestimate, as it is impossible for any
given pupil to study thoroughly all the great compositions
that are worth knowing throughout. But to be able to
identify the great themes when heard in concert in later
life will be a great help educationally. What a child
learns is apt to stick in his memory. In passing, I would
add, in answer to the third question, that you would bet¬
ter make a thorough examination of Caroline Norcross’
Beginner’s Book for Adults.

A Crippled Hand and a Crippled Ear
“1. I have a pupil of twelve who can only play
with the thumb and little finger of left hand. The
other three can scarcely separate, r-"’
keys at a time. She fell c... _ hand when
. _ ..iiything I can do to
younger. Can you suggest
separately?
make these fingers move S'”
“2. Another Is totally ddevoid of ‘ear.’ She can
' ‘ r take a '
—a the correct pitch with n
e ear be developed in
sing t
1. This is a problem that demands the advice and treat¬
ment of a competent surgeon. There is nothing I can
suggest except constant manipulation and massage of the
fingers, and gently pushing them apart. Even then it
does not seem as if the pupil could ever expect to ac¬
complish much with the left hand. Just how much can
be done will depend upon the amount of malformation.
In treating the fingers, however, as suggested, care must
be taken to avoid strain, or more harm than good will
result. The rubbing and pulling will have to be frequent,
every day, and continued indefinitely.
2. The condition of the one with the defective ear is
not necessarily hopeless. I have known similar cases in
which the pupil suddenly awoke, and henceforward the
ear seemed almost normal. With others the ear mecha¬
nism seems to be permanently deformed. Sometimes
they learn to play the piano very well, indeed. In try¬
ing to awaken the sense of pitch in the ear do not at¬
tempt the scale at first. Keep the pupil oh single tones
until a quick perception of pitch becomes apparent. Give
a little training at every lesson. If there is anyone in
her family who can be shown how to give her daily train¬
ing it will be still better. Meanwhile keep on with the
piano lessons. One of the keenest and most enthusir
astic musical “fans” in Detroit is a person such as you
describe. He has tried to learn to sing, but was obliged
to desist because he could never learn to get on the pitch,
being generally four or five tones out of the way. And
yet his appreciation of all concerts, and especially those
of the great orchestras, is very keen, his critical and in¬
terpretative discrimination unusual, and his appraisal of
the divergent characteristics of the various conductors
reliable and accurate. There are cases in which the
power of reproducing sound seems to be lacking, with
nothing at fault with the hearing itself. The pupil is
entitled to the “benefit of the doubt” in the beginning.
Entering the Ranks

.....g from a poor* teacher and has lc
little, reading the notes being about all. 1
you emphasize phrases, musical terms.
What books of exercises should I give her, t
has had nothing of the sort?”—P. M.
Every beginning teacher should be provided with a
definite plan of teaching, same being founded on another
musician’s experience. No one can formulate his or her
own until aftef a good deal of practical work. Two
recent articles in the Round Table will help you—“Mak¬
ing a Beginning” and “Step Next.” In addition to these,
no article appears in the department that will not have
some bearing on your work, especially as you run up
against various problems. You can find nothing better
to begin with than the Beginner’s Book and next the
Student’s Book. Follow all directions carefully. Try
and think back and remember what was said to you when
you were starting. First Steps in Piano Playing is ad¬
mirable, and is sometimes better with pupils who have
had a little start but need to thoroughly review before
going on. The Standard Graded Course may be used
with it, beginning when the student is fairly under way,
omitting some of the preliminary material. All matters
of phrasing; musical terms, etc., should be introduced one
by one as the pupils encounter them. Try and give a
little information at each lesson, and question constantly
to learn if the various points are being remembered. In
music eternal repetition is the price of success, which is
only a corollary to “eternal vigilance.” The vigilance
will be necessary on your part to see that the pupil at¬
tends to eternal repetition.

Futility of Red Rags and Bulls
“Can anything be done to prevent 14-year-old
girls who have taken only a few lessons from an
incompetent teacher, playing mostly by ear, and
who are no farther advanced than the second
grade, from setting up as music teachers? I am
weary of having the pupils of such ‘teachers’ turned
over to me, and of spending months in undoing
the injury done them. I now have on my list eight
pupils from these sources, some of them in such
a condition that their prospects of ever playing be¬
yond a low average are ruined for life. Some have
crooked fingers; two have the wrist joints grown
out into humps because of strain ; some have uglylooking muscles, and all have stiff wrists and bad
hand conditions. Many teachers spend long years
in properly equipping themselves for teaching only
to enter into competition with these self-appointed
‘know-nothings.’ Can it never be stopped?"—S. J.
I have printed nearly all of this letter because it brings
once more to the attention of music teachers a problem
that is more and more engrossing the attention of their
fraternity all over the globe. Nearly every State in the
Union has been discussing the subject of standardization
and certificates for music teachers. Progress is being
made, even though as yet it has not become practical in
its operation. Appeals have been made to the legislatures
of the various States in the hope that, at least, as much
protection might be given to a man who wishes his child
to study music correctly as is given to a man who wishes
his face shaven. A few years ago tfie writer, through
the medium of the Michigan Music Teachers’ Association,
spent a good deal of time and money in frying to get the
legislature to pass an act requiring that music teachers
be registered and receive a certificate. The initial re¬
quirements were not to be severe. But we were all as¬
tonished at the sources of the opposition that arose, espe¬
cially the virulence of this from those who were to be
most benefitted; also at the speciousness of the reasoning;
and at the appallingly, overwhelmingly inky ignorance of
those who were supposed to be highly educated along
other lines. Many of the legislators were with us heart¬
ily; others were bulls and took us for a bunch of red
rags, and roared accordingly, tossing the-petitions upon
the table. The most violent opponent was a legislator
from a northern lumber county, who said there was only
one music teacher in the entire county, and he knew she
could not pass an examination, and if the act were passed
there would be no one who would be permitted to teach
his children. It is true that Michigan abounds in such
sparsely settled counties, one county not aspiring to even
one teacher. Knowing this fact and the difficulty of re¬
placing these teachers, cur committee throughout strug¬
gled for a certificate that would permit any such teacher
to remain undisturbed, but that in future all who would
enter the profession should be registered, after hav¬
ing been vouched for by teachers in good standing.
Although the ordeal was not to be made an onerous one,
yet the legislators were suspicious, and did not consider
it wise to even elevate the music teachers to a level
equivalent to that of barbers, druggists, doctors or den¬
tists, etc.
The only effectual relief from the condition outlined in
the letter is the ultimate passage of legislation. Previous
to that, there is nothing stronger than public opinion,
which you will have to endeavor to mold in every possible
way you can. Sometimes the sentiment becomes reason¬
ably wise and strong in a given community. There are
other communities, however, that seem comparatively im¬
possible to manipulate, so disproportional is the amount of
ignorance over knowledge. The well-informed are few.
There is nothing so difficult to deal with as a mature mind
that is densely ignorant. And the fact also remains true
that very many who are highly intelligent and well-in¬
formed along ordinary lines, are veritable barbarians
when it comes to musical matters. So long as the bar¬
barians are in the majority your way will remain trou¬
blesome, and your fight will have to be carried on in
the same slow, laborious manner that you have already
found necessary.
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Melody—Its Characteristic Features and
Construction
By Chas. Johnstone, Mus. Bac.

of every verse is obtained by writing the whole hymn
as a solo, which,- coming from the fertile brain of the
cultured musician, may be looked upon as a beautiful
work of art in the form of a TONE-POEM.

What is MELODY? Is the making of melody
purely a matter of inspiration, or can it be produced at
will? To go into the matter fully would take up too
much space, so this article simply outlines the chief
characteristics of melodic construction.
To begin with, what is MELODY? The definition
found in the dictionary says that it is "an agreeable
succession of sounds by a single voice.” This defini¬
tion is, however, vague, and only partially true. As
harmony consists of "sounds in combination,” melody
may be defined as “a well-ordered succession of single
sounds.” Even this definition is only true in a limited
In the following diagram

we have a succession of single sounds, but no or
would call it a melody, even though an agreeable voic
produced it.
Its very lack of variety makes :
monotonous.
*ig.2

Keeping Your Mind on One Thing
Here, in Fig. 2, variety loses its charm, for it is untonal. Music is a language, the basis of which is the
SCALE, and Fig. 2 does not represent any definite
known scale, but seems to flounder aimlessly around.

In Fig. 3 we have a more pleasing effect, combining
variety of pitch with decided tonality. But still there
is something lacking. It needs an effect of what we
will call BALANCE, to avoid its being lifeless. It
lacks RHYTHM.

Here we at once recognize the first half of a familiar
hymn-tune, in which we have variety of pitch, tonality
and rhythm.
From the foregoing illustrations, we evolve the fol¬
lowing definition: “MELODY CONSISTS OF A
WELL-ORDERED SUCCESSION OF SINGLE
SOUNDS, OF VARIED PITCH, AND POSSESS¬
ING DEFINITE TONALITY AND RHYTHM.”
So much for an intelligible definition. There are,
however, other points worthy of consideration.
Can melodies be written at will, or is it a matter of
inspiration? To call some melodies inspired would be
an insult to the muse. ALL REALLY GOOD MELO¬
DIES ARE FOUNDED ON THE EXAMPLES OF
THE GREAT MASTERS. But who taught them?
tnemr
No—who first wrote melody? Was there
melody
when the angels sang “Glory to God in the Highest”
The filling of a wafer-pitcher and the moaning of the
wind produce melody. Are not the birds melodists?
As with human beings, their abilities vary widely. How,
then, can these difficult questions be reconciled?
It may be summed up as follows: Certain rules
founded upon the examples of the old masters, or on
certain of Nature’s laws, aided by the inspiration of the
inner feelings, enable the musician to speak the musi¬
cal language through the medium .of intelligent and
pleasure-giving melodies. Of course, I use the word
“musician” with a large amount of reserve.
In ordinary speech, anger is expressed with force in
tones of high pitch, in contrast to the “sweet-nothings”
tuned for lovers’ ears. Thus, too, vigor is expressed by
wide skips, and gentleness by simple steps.
Two other laws derived from Nature are, first: that
emphasis is expressed by rising inflexion, and vice
versa; and, second, that, save for the purpose of echo,
repetition begets emphasis. These two laws largely
govern expression in writing.
The following two melodies (Figs. S and 6) illustrate
this point. Both having the same meter, either tune
will fit either verse, but the moment we apply either
tune to the other verse, the unfitness of expression is
at once felt. This application of tunes expressive of
the words-shows the good or poor judgment of organ¬
ists and compilers'. The only satisfactory expression

Mae Aileen Erb
Those who possess the power of concentration are
endowed with the ability to stand head and shoulders
above their fellow workers who have never troubled
themselves to acquire this valuable asset. Observa¬
tion and concentration go hand in hand and are com¬
plementary to each other. Too many persons have
eyes and see not, ears and hear not—we might also
add, MINDS and THINK NOT; yet it is to this
same thought-power that the highest attainments in
science and art are due. Sir Isaac Newton, when
asked how he discovered the law of gravitation, re¬
plied, “By incessantly thinking about it.”
Two hours of concentrated study are worth more
than four hours of practice in which the thought is
allowed to wander in regular will-o’-the-wisp fashion,
along channels entirely irrelevant to the matter under
consideration. It is not how LONG we study, but
HOW we apply ourselves.
The distant voices of the street, the walking to and
fro of people in the house, the rattle and scrape of
wagons or the honk-honk of passing automobiles are
all straws of excuse at which an improvident pupil
will clutch in order to apologize for an unsatisfactory
hour at the piano. These same noises would fail to
disturb the pupil were he engrossed in an absorbing
book. The difference is, that his attention is not
focussed on. his lesson with the same intensity that
rivets w*
his mtna
mind upon tne
the novel. The student, instead
*«»=£
of chafing
chafing at
at these
these unavoidable
unavoidable noises
and disturbances
disturbances
noises and
which are bound to occur during the practice hour,
should rather accept them as part of his discipline in
acquiring concentration. This acquirement is abso¬
lutely imperative if any degree of success is to be ■
obtained—it matters not in what line of work.
Von Bulow’s concentrative powers Svere so fully
developed that he is known to have memorized an
unfamiliar concerto in the space of a few hours (on
a railroad train at that!) and to have played it that
same evening at a gathering of musical friends. Philidor, the great chess player, could direct three games
at once with comparative ease. Caesar could write a
dispatch and, at the same time, dictate four others.
It is said that when the Romans stormed Syracuse,
Archimedes was so engrossed in a geometrical problem
which he was diagraming in the sand, that he was
aware of the enemy only when he received his death
wound.
►
Thus we find that this power of “attentiveness” is
a characteristic of all great men, for the master minds
of the world are those who early learned the value of
concentration. It is a mark of genius itself—a com¬
pelling invitation to the highest achievement,
Debussy wittily said that to listen to Grieg's music

The Power of Penciled Notes in the
Right Place
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By George Hahn
Do not trust too much to memory. The mind is
harassed from all sides and is a bit of human machin¬
ery that frequently fails in a crisis. Music students, to
be efficient and get maximum value from their studies,
must learn to use pencil and paper and in a manner to
yield instant results when necessary. A good way is
to select a standard or complete book on the subject
being studied, and concentrate in it all supplementary
observations and notes deducted from reading else¬
where. Such a system will make of such a book a price¬
less encyclopedia of all one knows on the branch of
learning it contains.
Particularly is this true of music theory. Special
notes on harmony can well be penciled on the fly leaf
of the harmony book; notes on form in the book on
form; on counterpoint in the treatise on that subject.
Many progressive students have more than oik- book
on each subject, and it is important that supplementary
knowledge always be incorporated in one of them. If
notes are scattered, unclassified and indiscrimin, r!v in
all the books on hand, they will be harder to bn 1 and
apply, and hence will lose in value.
Notes accumulated in lead pencil, usually are sup¬
plementary to what is already in the book, and the
logic of order would dictate that they be as con: nous
to the special matter in the book as possible. Nine
times out of ten the penciled notes are merely Mipplements to the more extended material in the h i . In
addition, the special notes can be indicated in the ! ,k’s
index, which in itself is a powerful factor for . I .rity
in selection.
Men and women who arc experts in their line pos¬
sess “trade books” that are copiously inscribed with
marginal notes. Even our great preachers haw their
Bibles enriched with penciled notes. Music fob - ran
make use of this admirable and common sense -v-tem
to good advantage.
The value of the system has been proven fro
,ime
immemorial by music teachers who follow a pi , ticc
of making penciled notes on the sheet music bring
studied by pupils. Pencil marks on the music, which
are never overlooked when played or sung are i do/en
times more valuable than if tucked away in a s, ornate
book, where they might be altogether overlooked or
forgotten. That is why there are so many pencil marks
average pupil’s music. Senqr Alberto Jonas, the
eminent Spanish pianist and teacher, realized this very
kffid ’
T"4 yu-arS 'n the PreParation of a s.-ccial
knd of book for this purpose, which he called a
iianoscnpt book.

With Closed Eyes
By Roberto Benin!
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Learn How
By C. W. Fulwood
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Grieg’s “Norwegian Bridal Procession”
A Master Lesson by PERCY GRAINGER
Analyzed and Edited for Study by the Distinguished Australian Composer-Pianist
(ThisTesson is copyrighted and cannot be reprinted)
Musically speaking, the last half century has been
remarkable for the compelling influence exerted by
peasant music and primitive music upon great com¬
posers in many countries—upon such leaders of musical
thought as Grieg, Balakirew, Rimsky-Korsakov, Tchai¬
kovsky, Stravinsky, Brahms, Bartok, Dvorak, Sibelius,
Julius Roentgen, Delius, Vaughan Williams, Charles
Stanford, Howard Brockway, John Alden Carpenter,
Debussy, Ravel, Albeniz, Granados, and many others.
To such an extent have most recent great composers
fed upon peasant and popular music and the sugges¬
tions and atmosphere emanating therefrom that it is
hardly too much to assert that the presence of vital
musical geniuses has been increasingly noticeable in
countries still possessing a well-preserved peasant cul¬
ture and that, on the other hand, musical creativity and
originality (personal as well as racial) has tended to
languish in lands where peasant music is no longer a
living art. Nor is this condition of things so surpris¬
ing when we consider that peasant music is a store¬
house of the rural creative life, not of one century but
of several, if not innumerable, centuries.
In considering the peasant and primitive music of
America and its results we should not forget those two
superlatively fine volumes for voice and piano by Howard
Brockway: Lonesome Tunes and Kentucky Mountain
Tunes, which should be consulted by everyone interested
either in modern music or in archaic song.
Grieg is one of the most striking examples of a great
modern creative soul drinking draughts of inspiration
at the ancient well of primitive music. Yet a portion
only of the strange vitality and weird originality of
his musical speech may be ascribed to this source, for
the raret flavor of his muse is due primarily to the
fact that he combines in great fullness two sides of his
art rarely possessed equally by one and the same indi¬
vidual ; strong national and local characteristics on the
one hand and an unusually highly-developed degree of
cosmopolitan musical culture on the other. In this re¬
spect he has much in common with Chopin. Both pre¬
sent distinctly national and local characteristics in their
work, but they present these characteristics with a cre¬
ative and technical resourcefulness born of wide ex¬
perience of diverse schools of composition of various
lands and times.
The presentation of national and racial traits alone,
interesting though they usually are, would seldom raise
the composer’s output above being a curiosity. It is
the infusion of deep personality and broad erudition
into the task of voicing national and racial traits that
entitles men such as Grieg, Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Del¬
ius and Albeniz to the title of first-class genuises.
It Is the greatest possible mistake to regard Grieg as a
“simple” composer in any sens& To the uninitiated, perhaps,
s^me of his work may sound simple^enongh ; ^but to^the
richness of subtle intricacies. In particular his harmonies
are strangely complex, and in this respect stand closer to
those of Bach and Wagner than do those of most modern
composers.
In the realm of harmony Grieg was a daring inno¬
vator (whose most iconoclastic flights in this direction
ran most profitably be studied in his amazing arrange¬
ments for piano of Norwegian folksongs and dances,
Opus 66 and Opus 72), so much so that it may safely
be said that the later moderns of different countries,
such as Debussy, MacDowell, Cyril Scott, Delius, John
Alden Carpenter, Howard Brockway, Puccini, Albeniz,
etc., owe more, harmonically, to the pregnant sugges¬
tions of Wagner’s and Grieg’s harmonic innovations than
they do to the influence of any other two composers.
In measures 56 and 57 of the composition before us
we find a rare gem of Grieg’s harmonic originalityThe eerie “Northern” tang of this chordal shift does
not grow stale with time, but is as fresh and as refresh¬
ing to-day as when it first was penned.
Viewing the composition as a whole, however, we
must admit that it is the local Norwegian note struck
in the Bridal Procession, rather than cosmopolitan com¬
plexities of workmanship, that constitute its chief char¬
acteristics and appeal.* Nevertheless, there is here, as
always when analyzing Grieg’s music, the danger of at¬
tributing too much to national traits and too little to

the originality and fertility of the composer’s purely
personal inventive power.
The more we examine Norwegian folk-music the
more are we likely to become convinced that a great
many of the most salient characteristics of Grieg’s
music (thoughtlessly dubbed “Norwegian” or “na¬
tional” by those ignorant of the folk-songs of his na¬
tive land) are, in reality, Griegian and personal and not
of racial or popular origin at all.
This point has been ably and repeatedly made by Henry
T. Finek, whose book. Grieg and His Musicj was considered
the finest of all the Grieg biographies (in any language) by
Grieg himself.
In this connection it is, perhaps, worth remarking
that many of the rhythms and melodic lines of the
Bridal Procession bear quite as close a resemblance to
certain Scotch Strathspeys (such as. Tullochgorum,
for instance) as they db to Norwegian dance tunes.
Throughout Grieg’s music may be found many striking
likenesses to certain characteristics of Scottish song,

Edvard Grieg
From a painting by Peterssen in the National
Gallery, Christiaftia

which is the ■ more interesting when fwe recall that
Grieg’s parental great-grandfather, Alexander Grieg,
was a Scotchman who migrated from Scotland to Nor¬
way after the battle of Coll^den (1746).
Grieg composed the Norwegian Bridal Procession
at the age of twenty-six, at an unusually happy period
of his life, two years after his marriage to Nina
Hagerup, his cousin, and shortly after the birth of
their only child, a daughter, whose death, soon to en¬
sue, cast a shadow over the rest of their lives. That
Grieg at this juncture was fired- with the wish to voice
in cultured musical forms the' local characteristics of
Norway, and of the Norwegian peasants in particular,
is borne out in the following excerpt of a letter re¬
cently written to me by Madame Nina Grieg, the widow
of the composer, and here translated from the Nor¬
wegian of the original:
“ ‘The Bridal Procession Passes By’ was written in
1889 at ‘Landaas,’ Grieg’s childhood home near Bergen
(Norway).
“Landaas was a lovely property, close under 'Ulrikken,’ one of Bergen’s seven mountains.. It had belonged
to Governor (Stiftamtmimd) Hagerup, who ivas
Grieg’s grandfather as well as mine, and he had pre¬
sented it to Grieg’s mother.' She had prepared in the
‘stabur’ (rural storehouse) a musical wiyrkroom with a
piano in it for her beloved son, and here it was that he
composed, in addition to the ‘Bridal Procession! songs
such as ‘The First Meeting,’ ‘Good Morning,’ Wood¬
land Wandering’ and many others.
“He worked there with such joy and freshness token
we first arrived, but later was stricken with the sorrow

of the death of our little daughter, and, as far as I re¬
member, never composed there again.
“Grieg was, as you know, Norwegian through and
through, and at that period of his life was highly enthu¬
siastic about the Norwegian peasants and all that per¬
tained to them. Later on this enthusiasm lessened, yet
the strong influence of his native land and its local
color never left him—fortunately."
Though Grieg, later in life, experienced the disillu¬
sionment with regard to the Norwegian peasants al¬
luded to in the above letter, yet as a musician he ever
remained their loyal interpreter, as is evident in the
piano volumes, Opus 66 and Opus 72, already alluded
to, no less than in his incomparable songs to poems
written in the peasant tongue by the poets Vinje, Arne
Garborg and others, such 'as On the Journey Home,
The Wounded Heart and the exquisite cycle, The
Mountain Maid (“Haugtussa”).
The title Norwegian Bridal Procession Passes By
was frequently used by Grieg for this piece, ar.d it,
more clearly than the more familiar title Norwegian
Bridal Procession, reveals the exact nature of the ef¬
fect to be striven for in rendering it; the impression
of a peasant bridal march, played at the head of a
bridal procession on its way to church for the wedding
ceremony, first heard faintly from afar (measures
1-24), then gradually drawing nearer (measures 25-67),
passing the listener close by in a turmoil of clamor
and color (measures 68-101), and finally gradually
becoming distant once more until at last its strains are
well nigh inaudible (measures 102-129).
Throughout the composition the clanging of church
bells is heard blended with the sounds of the bridal
march music. This is particularly manifest in the sec' tion embracing measures 80-93, while it is net improb¬
able that the introduction (measures 1-4) and the repe• titions' of this section throughout, were likewise in¬
tended by Grieg to portray a suggestion of distant
church chimes.
Throughout the section beginning at measure 25 the
pianist should strive to imitate, in the persistant rhythms
of the left hand, the monotonous “sawing” of the peas¬
ant fiddler.
In order to convey the impression of the wedding
party proceeding to the church to the strains of peasant
march music, the pianist should play the piece in metronomically strict time throughout. Any momentary or
more protracted alteration of speed in such a composi¬
tion can only act as a blemish and as a frustration of
the obvious intention of the composer. The work
should be conceived and rendered as march music from
first to last; as a solemn, sturdy, processional march,
with the feet of the marching bridal party falling upon
the quarter-notes, twice in every measure.
Most students will derive much benefit from practic¬
ing mainly with the metronome, oftenest at slow speed
(say M.M. 108 to the eighth-notes) and sometimes, but
less often, with the metronome at the full speed indi¬
cated in my edition.
Every effort should be made to make the impression
of distance, gradual approach, closeness, gradual pass¬
ing by, distance as vivid and sensational as possible and
to this end the pianist should not Scruple to employ,An
exaggerated degree of pianissimo at the opening ahd
at the close of the composition, and should strive to
work up to a clanging riotous fortissimo at the climax
(measures 68-101).
Pianists in general are too chary of utilizing the ex¬
tremes of pianissimo of which the piano is capable. With
practice, the very softest tones can be controlled almost as
—„„
more so if the student will
easily
a_ i—.1.—
avoid attacking pp and ppp note;s too close to the keys. We
ire naturally adapted
should reiftemher that the piano
o the production of extremely soft s< inds than most other
instruments, as its very softest tones do not deteriorate in
quality of tone or in pitch as equally soft tones are apt to
do with rn-st wind and string instruments. The only dan¬
ger. in attempting to produce an extreme pp upon the piano,
is that some of the notes may not sound at all. Students
must not be afraid to “take a chance” in such cases, for
an occasional silent note is preferable to the failure to at¬
tain an extreme pianissimo, particularly in a dynamically
sensational composition such as the Norwegian Bridal Pro-
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NORWEGIAN BRIDAL PROCESSION
Also published by Grieg with the following title:
‘NORWEGIAN BRIDAL PROCESSION PASSES BY
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A lively military march,which can be played right up to time,
lying well under the hands.
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WALTER’S PRIZE SONGr
from “THE MASTERSINGERS OF NUREMBERG”

^

A rocnt addition to th. a.ria. of artiatic tp.nacripti.na of fam.u'. ma.tarpi.o- by Edouard 8chutt. Thia _l._on. of th. fm.u tran.cription,.,
its kind that we have seen,the beauty of the original being enhanced delicately without being ove_!_
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Hhe Brunswick Method of Reproduction
Satisfies the most critical
with new tone beauties
A
THE

OVAL TONE

AMPLIFIER

WITH GRILL REMOVED
This is the new-day way of tone amplification. It in¬
volves a scientific principle. It is built entirely of wood.
Not merely the front—but clear back to the Tone Arm,
and connecting directly with it. There is NO metal cast¬
ing to form a throat.
This Brunswick principle brings finer, clearer tone —
with an absence of metallic sounds. Hear The Brunswick
yourself. Y our own ear will appreciate the tone superiority.

•

STRIKING thing about

have to hear The Brunswick

The Brunswick is the

to realize what advances have

way it charms not only the

been made in tone repro¬

great majority who

duction.

merely

“know what they like”

■

in

The nearest Brunswick deal¬

music, but also the minority

er will be glad to play The

who are real musical critics.

Brunswick for you, using

Phonographs differ because

Brunswick Records, or any

of their different methods of

other records, for The Bruns¬

reproduction.

Cabinet work

wick plays them all with equal

and appearance must be of the

facility, and without any tire¬

finest, but it is by the tone

some adjustments.

that the real test is made,when
all is said and done.

THE ULTONA
Here is another feature of the Brunswick Method of
Reproduction. The Ultona plays all records as they should
be played, whatever the make. No attachments are nec¬
essary, no makeshifts. The Ultona is inbuilt — it is an
exclusive feature on The Brunswick. It is the most ad¬
vanced all-record reproducer known and Brunswick owns
the patents.
With The Brunswick it is no longer necessary to be
dependent upon one make of records. All are at your
command, and all played at their best.

Brunswick’s method brings
a new and finer achievement

This puts the whole reper¬
toire of recorded music at your
command.

You are not re¬

stricted.

in tone reproduction, due to
the two features explained on
the opposite page.

It gives a

full, round volume of tone.
Tone waves expand in a nat¬
ural manner without the me¬
tallic harshness which was the
despair of the first phonograph

Don’t make a phonograph
choice until you have satisfied
your own judgment by hear¬
ing The Brunswick. You will
only

buy one

phonograph.

Make sure you are right.
Also hear Brunswick Rec¬
ords which can be played on

makers.
The musical ear instantly
recognizes the difference. You

any phonograph with steel or
fibre needles.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER COMPANY
General Offices: 623-633 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

^Brunswick

Branch Houses in Principal Cities of United
States, Mexico and Canada

Canadian Distributors: Musical Merchandise
Sales Co., 79 Wellington St., West, Toronto
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Last Chance for Big Savings on Magazines

To be played in the manner of an air tie ballet, with grace and delicacy. Grade 3V

Tempo di Valse m.m.J

ERNEST A. DICKS

=60
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NOTE:—Subcriptions are for one year—new or renewal—and may go to different addresses, unless otherwise stated.
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Very easy to play, owing to the infrequent changes of harmony in the left hand. Grade
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MERRY ROUND
Avery pleasing study piece in semi-classic style, affording excellent practice in light finger work and in rhythm. Grade 2^.
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A CRADLE CROON
A study in the Singing style, almost entirely in the treble clef for both hands. Grade 2.

L. STRICKLAND
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MARY, MARY QUITE CONTRARYIn'"na,i0“1 c°pyr,ghl!'“"d
Taken from Mr. Rogers’ set of Four Favorites after Mother Goose. In addition to its musical interest this number will afford excellent ele¬
mentary practice in independence of the hands. Graded
JAMES H ROGERS
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ALLEGRO POMPOSO

either as a postlude or a processional march. Play rather briskly, without too much legato.
M.M.J=112

3

J. LA MONT GALBRAITH
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MANUAL

BELIEVE ME, IF ALL THOSE ENDEARING YC)UNGnG^RMS
One of the beautiful old folk melodies,
melodies .set
set in a manner to
display the rich and sympathetic lower register of the violin.

. Andantino

# From here go back to % and play to Fine; then play Trio.
Copyright 1920 by Theo.Presser Co.

* When played in puMicTMr. Hartmann’s name must be mentioned on the program.
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MY SAVIOUR LEADS ME ALL THE WAY

By J. Sniderman

J. TRUMAN WOLCOTT

A taking sacred solo for devotional or general use,

Andante con moto
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It is a revelation to many young teach¬
ers to find piano students who can play
simple pieces fairly well and yet do not
know the rudiments of music as they
should be known. Of course, such stu¬
dents soon discover that they are surrpunded by a kind of stone wall through
which they must pass before they can pos¬
sibly progress. It is difficult, however, at
that stage to go back to the beginning and
learn the rudiments. The teacher should
endeavor to spare the pupil such humili¬
ating experiences by teaching the rudi¬
ments very thoroughly indeed. A good
rule is’:
NEVER RUSH YOUR PUPILS
THROUGH THE RUDIMENTS
OF MUSIC.
If the teacher finds that it is necessary
to play every new piece for the pupil be¬
fore giving it to him for practice, there is
every reason to believe that the pupil is
lacking in the rudiments. Let the pupil
try the piece first and get a good ground¬
ing. If, after the pupil has the piece
fairly under way, you decide to play it
for him, he will then have the opportunity
of comparing his own partial accomplish¬
ment with your finished work.
When a new pupil comes to me I take
a piece of manuscript paper and write
down a whole note, explaining that it has
the value of four steady beats, and that
these beats are simply the whole note di¬
vided into four quarters, but the note is
held down through the whole four beats.
I do all this at the piano, and in explaining
use any note. (I use any note purposely,

so as to let the pupil concentrate on this
one thing only, and not have to use any
particular note or finger, etc.) I then
write a whole rest and explain it, then
write a short exercise containing both note
and rest. Then follows the half note, ex¬
plaining the difference between the whole
note, by a short line running from the
whole note, up or down, and having the
value of half the whole note (two beats).
After explaining the half rest I write a
short' exercise, containing both whole
notes and half notes, with their rests, etc.
Then follows the quarter note in the same
way, until I reach the eighth note. I then
stop and write several exercises, in differ¬
ent kinds of rhythms, etc. I then explain
the different notes and their names, etc.,
and where they are on the piano. After
explaining these thoroughly I then begin
actual work at the piano, and not before.
I never have to stop to explain how it
should go, they already know. A little
later on I will explain the sixteenths and
thirty-second notes and dotted notes, trip¬
lets, etc., in the same way. But do not
give too much at a time.
A pupil who is taught the rudiments in
this way will usually get along much
faster, since all he has to do is to study
the technical part of the piece. He will
already know how it should go, so far as
the relative value of the notes is. concerned.
I would advise music teachers to try
this and see the results for themselves.
“TEACH MORE RUDIMENTS OF
MUSIC AT THE BEGINNING,” it
saves a lot of time and trouble further on
and also makes better musicians.

Ringing the Changes
By Katherine Morgan
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We who are interested in the so-called
“new school” of piano composition have
noticed the very pleasant bell .overtones in
nearly all of the “new” harmonies of these
compositions. Therefore it occurred to me
why not apply this to the keyboard work
at the piano? The result has been de¬
lightful.
Open the lesson by telling the pupil
something about bells. Call to mind, the
famous bells of the world; their weight,
size; how that “Big Ben” of London is
twenty-one feet in diameter, etc., etc.
After the pupil’s interest is aroused tell
him of the “change” ringing. Tell how
engrossing is that art; one that has been
in practice for many years, and that as
early as 1630 there were men of wealth
apd title who found great amusement in
this art.
The rule of the ringers is to have five
bells and to produce tones without repeti¬
tion ; the object is to obtain, with musical
combinations, all the changes that can be
produced on these five bells.
Now take the notes on the piano:
bD bE bG bA bB
1
2
3
4
S
bE bG bA bB bD
bG bA bB bD bE

■ '
bA bB bD bE bG
bB bD bE bG bA
Now strike bD (thumb) on count’ one.
Hold.
Now strike bE (second) on count two.
Hold.
Now strike bG (third) on count three.
Hold.
bA (fourth finger) on count four. Hold.
bB (fifth -finger) on count five. Hold.
Now holding all tones down, pressing
very hard on keys, count four.
Do the same note and same finger in
the following way and the sounds are
most interesting to the older pupils and a
world of finger work and consonant mus¬
cle is gained.
2 1 4 3 5 finger same count as first.
2 4 15 3
4 2 5 1 3
4 5 2 3 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 3 4 1 2
3 5 14 2
1 3 2 5 4
1 2 3 4 5
Then to next chord same way.
Afterward with left hand pressing al¬
ways on key and holding the hand in regu¬
lar five-finger position.

Pipe Organ Principle in p9fie &ieney
To the exclusive Cheney orchestral chambers — per'
forming the same function as the air chambers in the
pipe organ—The Cheney owes much of its remarkable
power to reproduce all voices and instruments faithfully.
Thus the vast range of tone qualities and resonant vol¬
ume of the pipe organ have contributed to the perfed:
quality of Cheney music.

Music in Aboriginal Africa

Copyright 1920 by Theo.Presser Co.

“The natives are passionately fond of
Sir Samuel Baker, an African ex¬
plorer of note, once took a troop of sol¬ music. I believe the safest way to travel
diers into the Shooli land. He sought to in these wild countries would be to play
impress the natives by an exhibition of the cornet, if possible, without ceasing,
maneuvers of his troops. There was’ a which would ensure a safe passage. A
sham battle, with volleys and cannonades London organ grinder could march through
and rockets, etc. The natives looked on Central Africa, followed by an admiring
with great interest, but with slight appar¬ and enthusiastic crowd, who, if’ his tunes
ent excitement. Then Sir Samuel paraded were lively, would form a dancing escort
his band up and down hill, and the en¬ , of most untiring material.” Again the
thusiasm was tremendous. The natives, immortal bard “Music hath charms to
with all-too-scant clothing, commenced to soothe,” etc., etc. This easily accounts for
dance and howl with delight. Sir Samuel the remarkable musical gifts of African
descendants in America.
is quoted as saying.
British Copyright secured
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SHAKESPEARE

The Making of the Trained Singer
By Caroline C. Tilton
It is my purpose to explain simply,, in¬
telligently and briefly, as ascertained by
experience in my own voice and that of
many pupils, how the trained singer is
made.
To yie ordinary listener it seems quite
easy to sing. Having a good voice, all the
singer has to do is to open his mouth,
speak the words sing the tune, voila—you
have it. If such a one sings well, it is an
accident, and never the result of conscious
purpose. Good singing is quite as difficult
an art to acquire as great violin or piano
playing.
A good natural voice is immediately
recognized, and, from the lovely bud of
promise, the singers’ friends predict the
full flower of future success. But the
singing voice, in its undeveloped state, is
a very fragile thing, it is never even or
good in its entire range or compass. There
are weak places in it, and an experienced
teacher, who can illustrate with her own
voice, is needed to equalize, strengthen and
preserve its natural beauty and to develop
the voice for endurance.
I do not believe a piano, organ or a
violin teacher or even a conductor of an
orchestra can do this unless he be also a
trained singer.
The true teacher should have begun in
youth, to devote herself to the noble art;
should have an energetic will, resolute
perseverance and a lofty spirit, which aims
at great objects and deems the labor of a
lifetime, a light price to pay for their
attainment. She should be helpful and
sympathetic, holding up to pupils the ideal
of serving and uplifting their fellow-men,
by giving the utmost pleasure of which
their voices are capable. She must de¬
velop self-mastery, concentration and vis¬
ion, coupled with all possible common
sense. Having a gift for teaching, she
must have that patience that educational
growth demands. For singing is a growth.
Rodin, the great sculptor, said of his art,
“We must conquer an art which seems
spontaneous and easy, not by assault, but
by stealth and long years of hard work.”
Continuous Repetition
“Continuous repetition and continuity of
training, rather than physical effort, is the
great means of making the nervous and
muscular system act infallibly right; for
our bodies grow in the way in which they
have been exercised. All education is to
make our bodies our allies instead of our
enemies, it is to fund and capitalize our
acquisitions and live at ease upon the in¬
terest of that fund.” It is very important
that the teacher realize the value of imi¬
tation in singing, for what is begun as imi¬
tation, or affectation, if you will, having
a worthy example, may grow into the per¬
fection of spontaneity; as, for example,
in learning a foreign language, a great
obstacle is overcome when we are willing
to imitate the tone, gesture and mental
habits of the foreigner.
The lazy, thin-lipped nasal utterance of
the American people is a great handicap
in speaking or singing. We have to study

hard, to learn to open our mouths before
we arrive at the starting point of the
Italians, whose language best prepares
them for pure resonant speaking and the
art of singing.
No one is fitted for public singing until
he has mastered the muscular and mental
control of his breathing and singing voice,
and performs as unconsciously as the flow¬
ers blossom and the birds sing. His mas¬
tery of the art must be characterized by
ease, lightness, grace and style, letting his
body become the transparent medium for
the message of the composer. The words,
most of all, must be vitalized, the imagina¬
tion stimulated. The singer must love
what he sings, he must live it all the time
he is singing and be sorry when it is done.
Thus far concerning the art. Now for
the instrument with which the teacher has
to deal.
We have a voice-box extending from the
forehead to the, base of the lungs, in which
the breath may float. In this we have three
things:
Motor .Breath
Vibrator .Vocal Chords
Resonator.. .Muscular Sounding Board
The breath coming from the lungs has
no other exit, except through the larynx,
which lies at the top of the windpipe. The
larynx of a man differs from that of a
woman in size, shape and position; but
the same rules for breathing, freedom and
resonance may be applied to both. At the
front of the larynx we have the wedgeshaped protuberance, generally called the
“Adam’s Apple,” inside of which there
are two flat folds of membrane, which
extend froth the sides to the middle of this
box or larynx. The edges of these folds
are the vocal chords. These vocal chords
average less than an inch in length and
correspond to the vibrating violin string,
although they are capable of producing
three times as many tones.
It is unnecessary and confusing for a
pupil to study minutely the action of the
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vocal chords, as it is recognized by singing
teachers that freedom and independence of
the throat, tongue and jaw is an effectual
sign of their right use. In speaking of
breath control I will later mention them.
Concerning the motor or breath, the ex¬
ercises for deep breathing are a funda¬
mental basis for all singing, as well as
public speaking, and as a prime factor in
making one immune to disease, everyone,
sick or well, should practice deep breath¬
ing.
The Basis of Breathing
How do I breathe? First I inhale, let¬
ting the chest wall press out; then I feel
the elastic muscle called the diaphragm,
separating the thorax from the abdomen,
sink down, which causes a conscious ex¬
pansion of the whole lower torso—felt in
front, back and sides. I feel the breath
fill my lungs and my ribs expand. With
out raising my chest especially high, I
hold my breath against it, at the same time
my palate rises, to prevent the escape of
air into the nose. From now on comes the
most important part in singing: the breath
must be sent out, very sparingly and
steadily, so the tiny vocal chords through
which it flows, and by which it is regu¬
lated, are not overburdened. The dia¬
phragm must be strengthened and con¬
trolled by practice to such an extent that
the expiring breath is easily managed. I
press out breath by contracting abdominal
muscles steadily and always stop with
breath controlled and some to spare. If
any fatigue comes from this exercise it
will be below the neck, in chest, muscles
and back.
When I sing I am conscious of a proper
place to guide my breath. In my lowest
notes the floor of my mouth is low, the
pillars of the fauces or sides of the throat,
stretched to their widest extent. Little
breath goes into the nose, more covering
the soft palate, which is the back part of
the roof of the mouth; this being de¬
flected into the chest, I now feel its vibra¬
tion there. In my medium notes, the soft
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Self Study in the Art of Singing
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palate is raised higher, dividing the breath
stream so more enters the nose. I now
hdve a sensation of the front and roof of
the mouth being full of breath. In my
highest notes, or head tones, as they are
called, I sense above and back of nose an
elastic ball, filled with breath, and as I
sing higher it seems pear-shaped, vibrating
well back and down the spine.
When the breath passes over the vocal
chords, the tone is very feeble until it is
augmented or reinforced by its whirling
currents seeking the cavities of head, neck
and chest, to which it is directed. Their
action is illustrated by observing a boy
blowing on a blade of grass held tightly
between his thumbs. There is tightness at
the front edge of the grass, but the inner
edge is free and flutters with the force of
the breath blown against it. It can Ire seen
to flutter, but the palms of the hands must
be cupped to reinforce the breath and
make the loud noise. Just so with the
vocal chords which flutter freely at the
outer edge, but are tense at the inner part,
where they are attached to the cartilage.
As a thick, broad blade of grass gives a
lower pitched tone than a thin short one,
so the long, broad chords give the low
voices, while short, narrow ones give the
high voices.
The hard palate or roof of the mouth
and upper teeth form part of the walls of
the mouth, and being fixed, may 1>e called
a sounding-board. These reflecting sur¬
faces must be in a healthy condition. If
they are diseased or relaxed by non-use, in
adult life, when the column of air strikes
them, it finds no resistance, and the re¬
sulting tone is tremulous or untrue. We
hear this in the aged or the sick or the
alcoholic bleating which we often hear in
healthy young persons.
Caruso’s Quality
The nature of the resonance cavities
gives the voice its sonority color emotion
volume intensity and character. Dr. Bie,
in his excellent book on The Opera, says
of Caruso’s voice, that his phenomenal
resonance is the outcome of his abnormally
large head, neck and chest cavity; and that
remarkable oriental and opulent color is
the dark, medium, almost baritone quality
of his low voice.
This resonance is a most important
thing in singing. Once having learned how
to gain this, a small, breathy voice is
transformed into a ringing full one in an
almost incredible way.
In the frontal bones of the face there
are cavities extending in a row—the size
of cranberries — below the eves they are
larger and are connected with the throat
by an air passage. Their function was
not kn5wn to the medical profession
until recently; but it is now an established
belief that their only use is to strengthen
and increase the tone of the voice.
To illustrate how necessary soundingboards are to the tone, note this curious
thing in insect life. The locust, grass¬
hopper and cricket have a music of their
own. They do not breathe through their
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mouths or throats; but have stigmata or
breathing holes scattered over their bodies.
The males only are favored with musical
organs, and an Italian naturalist said, that
the reason they were so merry was be¬
cause their wives were dumb. A locust
stands on His five legs and doubles up the
sixth, the hindermost, to use as a bow.
It has rows of short spires, like comb teeth,
and by rubbing these together a peculiar
sound is made, which can be heard a mile.
It also has two cavities in its sides, which
add to the unusual volume. As locusts
have fiddles, so crickets and grasshoppers
have on their bodies flat discs with ridges,
which they grind together. These are at¬
tached to the base of the wing cover. They
also have a kind of internal kettledrum,
and in many countries of Europe are kept
in cages for their music.
In the human voice we have something
more wonderful than we find anywhere
else in the tones of nature. In addition to
the “motor vibrator and resonator we have
the articulator or organs of speech.”
The aim of all singers should be to ex¬
press emotion by means of beautiful, pure,
resonant tones, combined with intelligible
words.
The First Step in Freedom
How does the teacher secure this result?
Assuming an erect, ideal standing position,
begin with exercises for deep breathing
and the muscular control of the expiring
breath. Select the apparent best note in
the voice, as a base or starting point. This
will vary in high and low voices from D to
A or G. Get the pupil to listen for tone
and to sense the difference between a good
free tone and a poor one. A listening ear
is, in a measure, an education as well as an
inheritance. Work by simple scale figures
down, as sol fa mi re do, is much easier
than do re mi fa sol. Singing down car¬
ries the ringing head resonance into the
lower voice, and enriches it; and further¬
more removes the fear of high notes.
Singing up, or even holding a single tone,
is apt to involve pinching .and pushing.
This is the first step for freedom, which
many beautiful voices never master.
Most pupils have to be taught to guide
the breath to the front of the mouth in
medium tones; for this purpose I sing with
soft loo, lips free from teeth. Exercises
in humming and yawning bring breath into
the nose and lower the back of the tongue.
Rapid las or rolling of rs with tip of
tongue will loosen its stiffness. Singing
higher change vowels to la or ye and lead
into practice of scales, arpeggios, trills, etc.
Freedom and resonance must be worked
out in the medium voice, as this is the most
used, and if well managed, the extremes,
or high and low part of the voice, need lit¬
tle attention.
Next work on diction or good speech.
This is largely fashioned by the upper lip
and tongue. By giving simple songs in the
beginning, the teacher gives a direct stimu¬
lus to the imagination, and furnishes drill
in speech, and appeals to the common sense
of the pupil.
The realm of nuance, or coloring of tone,
light and shade, is too vast to more than
touch upon, but I certainly believe a teacher
should begin to teach these things after
a very few lessons. By that time a pupil
should be able to sing a simple, song to
interest someone. When the breath is
properly managed, a line of poetry or a
phrase in a song should have the effect of
a long drawn out tone made by the violin
How. It must have an ebb and flow, a rise
and fall, or the singing is monotonous and
' meaningless.
Music sung with free ringing tone, with
accent and gradation, subtle light and
shade, marks the finished and artistic
singer. I believe in soft, light singing in
the hours of practice as a safeguard against
early ruin.
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The Main Essentials
The essentials of a good singer may be
summed up as follows:
1. Good musical ear.
2. Good voice-box or healthy throat.
3. Knowledge of muscular control of
the breath.
4. Freedom, elasticity, speed.
5. Resonant pure tone, slow and sus6. Expression, without which singing is
meaningless.
7. Diction, or good speech.
8. Phrasing, coloring the tone for dif¬
ferent emotions.
9. Interpretation, style.
10. Repertoire.

IVERS & POND
PIANOS

The last two are the labor of a lifetime.
While a successful teacher may not pro¬
duce a great prima donna (those are rare
in any age), it should not be a discourage¬
ment, for she may develop many singers
who find music a source of inner happi¬
ness, and give pleasure in their homes, or
to an eager public.
Singing is a universal language and ap¬
peals to the heart of mankind. I will con¬
clude with a tribute to all the real teachers
of the past, who, by a painstaking devotion
to an ideal, have brought the art of sing¬
ing to its present fruition. The tribute is
not original, but written by one of my
“There are spots in my life that once
were dry and barren that are now green
and pleasant because of you.
“You have uttered what was dumb in
me. You have brought out faded memo¬
ries and made them fresh purposes. You
have gone into my subconsciousness and
found things there I never knew were
mine. You have revealed me to myself.
“Some things you have said pleased me
and left me flattered. Some things have
angered me. I differed from you. You
offended me. You aroused and irritated
old prejudices. And herein you did me the
most good, for it was the lash of your
whip that stirred me to realize my own
littleness, my own provincialism, my stupid
egotism.
“You shot your arrow into the air. It
“So here is my tribute to you. It is as
impersonal as was your gift to me. I
cannot pay you, but I can acknowledge my
indebtedness.
“These lines, I have read somewhere, I
send to you i
“ ‘My debt to you
Is one I cannot pay
In any coin of any realm
Of any reckoning day.
For where is he can figure
The debt, when all is said,
To one who makes you dream again
When all your dreams are dead?
Or where is the appraiser
Who shall the claim compute
Of one who makes you sing again
When all the songs were mute ?’ ”

Is Musical Art Advancing
Since the time of Beethoven so few
formal advances have been made in musical
art that many are led to inquire whether
the art is progressing as it should. The
Leit-Motif of Wagner, the Symphonic
Poems of Liszt and the employment of
certain harmonic effects by Debussy and
his disciples are the only real advances
in one hundred years. Of course, there
has been a great volume of musical compostion, much of it masterly, but the art
as a whole has been sailing forth in old
argosies.

pfyincedA c ^/ranc
SMALL GRAND de LUXE
All the broad experience of Ivers U Pond
Grand Piano building is embodied in this delightful
model. The incomparable tone quality, remark¬
able volume, and unexcelled durability which have
determined over 500 leading American Educational
Institutions to choose the Ivers & Pond, show to
maximum advantage in the Princess Grand. The
demand for high-class Grands is insistent—their
construction slow and painstaking. We therefore
urge prospective buyers to order now.
When you take up the matter of a new piano, yoti will
want a grand. Why not start now by letting us mail you a
catalogue showing the Princess and all our grands, uprights
and players?
Wherever in the United States we have no dealer, we
ship direct from the factory.
Liberal allowance for old
pianos in exchange. Attractive easy payment plans.
Write us to-day

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
141 Boylston Street
BOSTON, MASS.
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A Helpful Note
By Sidney Bushell
Here is a
found useful. All voi
sionally have a “try ou
doubtedly it is an ess<
training. Learning to si
izing in the studio or
matter to get up before an
quite a
easily
audience: to sing aa real
real song.
song. Things
Th:
'
remembered while in the studio,
I
tone productions vowel shapes,
and the like, will be swept away by the
nt of actually standing before
lienee during those anxious moen you know that you are
numberto the test the results of long
about to
and pati
Here, then, is an idea which has helped
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3
Question and Answer Department
Conducted by

Arthur de Guichard

a rule, seem to want something in our
hands. If we have studied our song properly, the words will have become welded
to. their respective tones long before pub¬
lie performance, so they will be unnecessary to remind us of what we are to sing
about. Again, the little note h somehow
link to the solid confidence experienced in
the studio, while practicing amid familiar

, I ’

The quality of its tone
enraptures the heart
as its beauty of con¬
struction delights the
eye-

Schomacker Piano
Company

In that note I remind myself of
thingss i have learned while practicing the
song “I am about to sing. They are little
reminc
iders-what to do at certain placesto. avoid, etc.
' The reading of
singing I have 1
“stabilizer.” Late
those parts of my

Articulate.
yours is a happy> dignificd message.
Look Happy.
y0u
Christ is Risen and Lives
,

To what type
does your skin belong?

EXALTATION.
Don’t worry too «

I

New Books for Vocalists

S your skin dry or oily—sensitive or resistant—fine or large
pored? Study your skin and find out to just what type it
belongs—then give it the care that suits its individual needs.
For every skin condition there is a special treatment which, if

followed regularly and faithfully each day, will help you to over¬
come the faults in your complexion and gain the smooth, clear,
flawless skin you long for.
In the little booklet that is wrapped around every cake of

S&J

Woodbury’s Facial Soap, you will find careful and scientific direc¬
tions on the care, each type of skin needs. Study the treatment
recommended for your skin and begin using it tonight. In a week
or ten days you will notice a marked improvement in your skin by
natural methods, which is the special achievement of Woodbury’s
Facial Soap.

ffiasfsissj

Woodbury’s Facial Soap is sold at all drug stores and toilet
goods counters in the United States and Canada.
today—begin, tonight, the treatment your skin needs.

Get a cake
A 25-cent

cake lasts for a month or six weeks of any treatment, and for
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eloquent

organ

waits

for the

master to

waken

the spirit.”—DOLE

What Should Comprise My Repertoire?
By Gordon Balch Nevin
Everyone who embarks upon a career
as a performer upon that “King of In¬
struments,” the organ, confronts the ques¬
tion—not once but many times—of what
music to include in his repertoire. Indeed,
this question is one of periodic recurrence,
once the early student days are past.
In this time of steadily advancing high
costs it well behooves each of us to devote
some serious thought to the wisest methods
of expenditure and to proceed with a defi¬
nite plan in view; haphazard purchasing
should now—if' ever—be tabooed. Not
only have the princely (?) stipends of or¬
ganists remained in most instances practi¬
cally stationary during a period of start¬
ling advances in costs, but the cost of the
printed music itself has advanced consid¬
erably.
Relief may come to those players pos¬
sessed of sufficient ability to command
salary increases; to others it is not en¬
tirely impossible that some organization may
bring the solution; but in any event it
may be taken for granted that the voca¬
tion of organ playing will remain, as in
the past, one in which the love of the
player for the work is quite as large a
factor as the remuneration received. And
in the nature of things the organist must
consider carefully the method of expend¬
ing that portion of salary which he feels
able to devote to acquiring and keeping up
a musical library.
At the very outset there is one point
which should be more generally realized
than seems to be the case, viz.: That not
all of one’s repertoire can be of a perma¬
nent nature. By this we mean to state that
a certain proportion of any organist’s li¬
brary should be of a shifting or rotative
character. This point will be dwelt upon
more in detail shortly. As opposed to this
variable portion of the repertoire, there
should be a continually increasing store of
those works which are unanimously agreed
upon as forming the backbone of organ
literature. The functions of these two di¬
visions are of singularly different nature.
First Purchases
The student’s first purchases are, of
course, technical studies; through these he
makes his acquaintance with the instru¬
ment. If he is in any degree suited to
organ playing, it is only a matter of
months—alas ! sometimes only of weeks—
until he is importuned to play in some
small church; the profession is in much
the same condition as are most commercial
things nowadays : suffering from 'an under¬
production. With the first position, or
about that time, comes up seriously the
question of buying music suitable for pub¬
lic use. What shall be the first purchase?
In answer to this query we may safely
state that—unless the teacher expressly de¬
sires the student to pursue some other
course—the first purchases should be of
several good Collections of Music, edited
by recognized authorities and published by

reputable publishers. A good book of
music is the most economical method of
buying—especially at first; such a book
will contain from ten to thirty pieces of
music, and will cost not more than any
four of the same pieces if purchased in
sheet form. This naturally is a wise move,
especially when the student is at the same
time under the expense of tuition; the
teacher or some other competent organist
can direct the young player as to choice
of such books. It may be said that the
two admirable collections edited by P. W.
Orem, The Organ Player and Organ Rep¬
ertoire, are among the most popular
compendiums of organ music extant; the
young player will not go astray in includ¬
ing these books in his repertoire.
Having acquired some material of this
nature, the next step should be the laying
of the foundation of a repertoire of the
great classics of organ literature. There
can.be no argument upon the wisdom of
forming such a library; every serious
player, no matter whether he have recital
aspirations or no, should have in his pos¬
session a considerable portion of the mas¬
terpieces of organ music. True, this por¬
tion of the repertoire may be collected at
a much slower rate than the more gener¬

ally used “work-a-day” portion; but this is broadened, permitting him to appraise
not the important point. The desirable music at something nearer its true worth;
thing is that every player from time to second, repetition has done its deadly
time should.increase his store of the music work, and he is in fact simply tired of the
which is imperishable and of supreme value pieces that formerly thrilled him. (Whis¬
through all years.
per it! There’s a possibility that his con¬
From this point on the growth of the gregation has the same feeling in the
repertoire should be a steady, side-by-side matter!) In any event, the wise course is
development of both the present-day publi¬ to discard such numbers, not all in a lump,
cations—what might be termed the “every¬ but progressively, replacing them with
day music” for want of a better term and newer material.
the time-honored classics. Some of the
The most important benefit achieved by
rather ephemeral “solo-stop pieces,” the such a course, possibly, is the keeping of
lullabies, slumber songs, etc., must be in¬ the sizd of the repertoire within reasonable
cluded ; most of them live rally for a year bounds. A library of music becomes an
or two, a few somewhat longer, but they unwieldy, burdensome proposition, once it
have their uses, and are to be valued ac¬ passes average limits; it not only becomes
cordingly. This brings us again to the a serious problem to find room for it, but
point made at the beginning of this article, its very cumbersomeness makes its difficult
viz.: that part of the repertoire should be to utilize effectively the material contained
of a rotative or changing nature.
in it. Therefore it is wise to keep super¬
seding the old and passe with the new.
Broadening the Musical Horizon
The question of disposal of this old,
After some years of organ playing the discarded material indubitably comes up; it
average performer will almost inevitably hardly docs to consign it to the waste-paper
discover that some of the things which ap¬ pile. Rather should this music be disposed
pealed strongly to him early in the game of in some manner to help a younger
have—for some unknown reason—lost their brother organist. It is not impossible to
charm! Two things will account for this: discover eager purchasers for old music—
First; the player’s musical horizon has if it be in good condition; there are many
places where your old music may be, to all
intents and purposes, new music. A classi¬
fied “ad” in any widely circulating musical
journal will bring plenty of applicants de¬
sirous of buying music at a reduction.
This is good, efficient business, both from
the financial and from the artistic stand¬
point.
Second-Hand Music
There is another suggestion—the direct
opposite of the one just offered—which
may be of vast help to the young or nottoo-loaded-with-this-world’s-goods player;
in almost every city of any size whatever
there are ex-players, persons who for busi¬
ness or family reasons have been compelled
to forsake the playing of the instrument;
these persons naturally have in their pos¬
session more or less organ music. It is
surprising what a “wanted” ad in a local
newspaper will uncover in the line of po¬
tential bargains. These are suggestions
which are offered to the young player as
he considers the question proposed above.
Undoubtedly the most valuable result of
the suggestion just made is the frequent
.opportunities which will result to acquire
copies of foreign publications which are at
the present time either out of print or for
some other reason virtually unobtainable;
many classics still within copyright pro¬
tection may be secured in this manner—
indeed it is about the only way in which
some of the more recent works can be
secured.
A hint or two on selection of classics
may not be amiss; first and foremost, of
course, come the works of John Sebastian
Bach; every earnest student should pos¬
sess the complete works in one of the re-
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cent editions. Then, too, every player
should know the concertos of Handel,
brilliant, tuneful, effective and very play¬
able; they are available in at least two
editions. Several of the Merkel sonatas
are good, the Ones for special mention
being the Sonata in G Minor, No. 2, Qp.
42, and the one in B Minor, No.' 8, Op.
178. Joseph Rheinberger, of course, will
be represented by his fine Pastoral Sonata,
Op. 88, and the Idylle movement of the
Fourteenth Sonata has long been a popular
bit.
Modern Works
. Leon Boellmann will be represented by
his gorgeous Gothique Suite—one of the
finest organ works extant. The Matthew
Camidge Concerto in G Minor is an inter¬
esting work, as is the familiar Lemmens
Pontifical Sonata. Guilmant’s sonatas are
of uneven worth; the first, fifth and Sev¬
enth are probably the finest, although all
are worth possessing. The Mendelssohn
sonatas are all splendid examples of that
fertile musician’s genius.
Of modern works the symphonies of
Charles Marie Widor challenge attention
by reason of the large scale on which they
are laid out; perhaps no composer of modern
times shows a greater variance of worth
than does Widor; movements of flaming
splendor alternate with some of the drear¬
iest wastes imaginable. We must, how¬
ever, take the bitter with the sweet, and
there is much indeed in Widor for the
player; the fifth and sixth are generally
regarded as the most consistently inspired,
the fifth containing that war-horse of .de¬
light to the technically well equipped, the
Toccata in F, a conception which—while
open to criticism from theoretical stand¬
points—is one of the most effective show
pieces ever penned.
Extended mention should be made of
the colossal Reubke Sonata on the Ninetyfourth Psalm—perhaps the greatest work
in organ music since the Bach Passacaglia.
Suffice it to say, however, that the organ¬

Widely Dissimilar Lines
And so develop your repertoire along
two widely dissimilar lines: part of it of a
somewhat shifting, rotative nature—this
part being selected for its severely prac¬
tical, utilitarian worth at the present time;
actual service and service recital work
will dictate the make-up of this portion of
the repertoire. And then that other part—
selected because it is good and great—to
be an incentive to constant study and
progress for those hours when the player
hies himself away to the quiet church and
plays—not for dollars or approbation—but
for his own personal joy and happiness.
Until the great mass of the people can be
educated to an appreciation of these great
classics, there must inevitably be a dividing
line, such as we have indicated, in the
repertoire of every true lover of the organ
and its music; that the dividing line may
gradually be erased by a gradual supplant¬
ing of the first class by the second must
also be the hope and desire of every such
enthusiast.

Amateur Organ Repairing
By Gordon Balch Nevin
There arc few organists indeed who are
not called upon at some time or other in
their careers to make slight repairs or ad¬
justments to pipe organs. Especially is this
true in those districts far removed from
large cities whdre the peripatetic organ
tuner has not made his appearance. Indeed
one of the marvels of the science of organ
building is the fact that organs are con¬
stantly rendering service—almost without
any interruption—in towns where no organ
repairman has set foot for years! How¬
ever, even with the best of construction
(and luck!) there inevitably comes a day
when something goes wrong, and it then
becomes the dubious pleasure of some local
enthusiast to endeavor to rectify the
trouble.
Should the trouble be the result of a
friendly pussy-cat having selected the
interior of the organ as a maternity hos¬
pital in which to bring forth her latest
family (this has been known to happen)
the matter will require little skill to correct,
although some diplomacy may be needed to
persuade the lady to forsake her temporary
abode.
There are, however, many slight repairs
which the average mechanically minded en¬
thusiast may successfully undertake. A
frequent cause of trouble is some disturb¬
ance in the planting of the pipes. Possibly
a small boy may have obtruded himself in
the instrument—leaving a dozen or more
Pipes set askew in their places; very often
the speaking front pipes are used as handy
mooring, places for festoons of tissue
paper or Southern smilax in church deco¬
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ist who does not know these two works is
without an ideal—for certainly nothing to
equal them has been produced to date.
Other works invite mention, but enough
has been said to enable the young organist
to make a start; later on such names as
Vierne, Dubois, Wolstenholme, Salome,
Reger, Maquaire, Lemare, Franck, Liszt
and others wijl be added to your list.
Moreover, do not forget that there are
quite a number of sterling works in large
forms by American composers; buy the
little melody pieces which are turned out
in large numbers, by all means, but from
time to time devote some study to the
larger works which are appearing with
something like reasonable frequency in re¬
cent years. There are strong indications
that several of these larger works are
going to become repertoire pillars for some
time at least.

rating, with the familiar results. Such up¬
heavals can be quickly remedied. Also
under this head may be mentioned the
frequent interferences with the speech of
the pipes caused by the dropping of por¬
tions of the materials mentioned above into
the pipes; any unusual twittering or throb¬
bing in the speech of the pipes should lead
one to investigate the possibility of this
interference by foreign matter.
The most common of all troubles is, of
course, the cipher; for from being similar
to the quantity denoted by the numerical
cipher this trouble would be best repre¬
sented by a whole row of exclamation
marks I It is the uncalled-for speech from
some pipe or pipes which have been indulg¬
ing in too much Bolshevist thinking; it
can put into the mind of the most saintly
organist thoughts which would shame a
red radical.
Ciphers
The cipher in the tracker action is gener¬
ally caused by one of three things: first
(and generally), the sticking of some part
of the action—usually due to extreme
dampness. The remedy for this is simple:
Build a fire and dry it out; the wonder
is that in churches unheated from Sabbath
to Sabbath this trouble does not put the
entire organ out of business. Second, the
cipher may be due to the loosening of one
of the little leather buttons by which the
action is connected and regulated. This
also can be fixed without trouble, provided
the organ was built in the first place with
some thought as to easy ingress and egress.
Third, there sometimes (though rarely)

Make This Test
See how teeth glisten then
All stalemenls approved by authorities
This ten-day test costs nothing. To
millions it has brought a new era in
teeth cleaning. This is to urge that
you try this method. Then let your
own teeth show you what it means to
you and yours.

food substance which ferments and
forms acid. It holds the acid in con¬
tact with the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of
pyorrhea. And that disease has be¬
come alarming in extent.

To fight the film

A daily combatant

The object is to fight the film which
causes most tooth troubles. Film is
that viscous coat you feel. It clings to
teeth, enters crevices and stays. The
old methods of brushing do not end it.
So, despite all care, tooth troubles
have been constantly increasing.
It is the film-coat that discolors, not
the teeth. And nearly all teeth brushed
in old ways are coated more or less.
Film is the basis of tartar. It holds

Dental science has now found ways
to daily combat this film. For five
years the methods have been carefully
watched and proved. Now leading
dentists everywhere advise them.
These methods are embodied in a
dentifrice called Pepsodent. Millions
now know it and employ it. Wherever
you look the results are seen in glis¬
tening teeth to-day.

Acts in five ways
One ingredient in Pepsodent is pep¬
sin. Another multiplies the starch digestant in the saliva to digest starch
deposits that cling. The alkalinity of
the saliva is multiplied also. That to
neutralize the acids which cause tooth
decay.
Two factors directly attack the films.
One of them keeps teeth so highly
polished that film cannot easily adhere.
With every application, Pepsodent
combats the teeth’s great enemies in
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The New-Day Dentifrice
A scientific film combatant com¬
bined with two other modern req¬
uisites. Now advised by leading
dentists everywhere and supplied
by all druggists in large tubes.

new and efficient ways. To’ millions
it is bringing cleaner, safer, whiter
teeth.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after
using. Mark the absence of the vis¬
cous film. See how teeth whiten as
the film-coats disappear.
This test will be a revelation. Make
it now. Cut out the coupon so you
won’t forget.
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“If dll Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together.”

Importance of Fundamentals
It often happens that violin students,
who are either self-taught' or who have
been taught by teachers who do not un¬
derstand how to give their pupils the
fundamentals of the correct mechanism of
1 technic, are a loss to know why it
is that they are so helpless when they try
play compositions where technic of
any difficulty is involved. Their troubles
usually come from the fact that they
have not a proper mechanism or technic.
They may be likeped to a machine, which
it is necessary at times to run at high
speed and with the greatest accuracy, but
which has certain parts missing alto¬
gether, or badly made, or defective. Such
a machine will not ’run satisfactorily, and
often will not run at all. Think of what
would happen if an automobile were made
without springs, a watch without a bal¬
ance wheel, or a threshing machine with¬
out the proper gears.
As a single instance of this, let us take
the example of slurring when passing
from one string to another. The violin
student who tries to do this with’his
whole arm and without wrist action has
an action as faulty as that of an auto
made without any springs. It would seem
so self-evident that this bit of technic
must be mastered before any violin play¬
ing fit to be heard can be done, that one
would think every teacher would insist on
each of his pupils mastering it at a very
early stage. And yet, what do we find?
I have had many pupils come to me who
had played for years, and yet who could
not do this bit of wrist work at all. Yet
they were trying to play difficult composi¬
tions. They might just as well have tried
to drive a clumsy ox cart at the speed of
a racing sulky.
Theory of Wrist Action
Really skillful violin teachers, of course,
train their pupils do all branches of
fundamental technic, just as the construc¬
tor of a fine piece of machinery makes all
the parts to run in the proper manner
and at the proper speed to produce the
necessary results which the machine was
intended to accomplish.
The
111c theory
uicuiy of
01 the
me wrist
wnsi action
acuon Ii hav<
nave
mentioned above is easy enough, but in
practice it is difficult for the beginner, and
requires much practice. The first exercise
for the acquirement of this bowing
given below and is on the open strings.

Eight notes (or later on twelve or six¬
teen) are taken in the down and the same
number in the up bow. After the open
G and D strings are practiced ‘
D-A
fifty _
__ the open _
__ and
_
open A-E are taken up and practiced in a
similar manner. Extreme smoothness and
absolute accuracy in time must be observed. The bow is simply pulled along
and the slurring is done by moving the
hand up and down from the wrist. Many

pupils try to do passages like this with the
forearm or with the whole arm, and with
the wrist stiff. 1^ is needless to say that
neither speed nor smoothness can be ac¬
complished in this way. The bow must
be transferred from one string to another
entirely by the dips and elevations of the
hand from the wrist. All the joints of
the arm must be loose and elastic,
takes much practice for the novice to do
this even passably well, but it is worth all
the time spent on it, since it is not only
difficult, but impossible to play the violin
well without it.
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which appears in the middle section; this
passage may be treated as an exercise
while the other four Nocturnes are being
studied. It is suggested that the upper
and lower parts be practiced separately,
and that they be put together only after
they can be played easily alone. The re¬
maining four Nocturnes may, perhaps, be
taken most satisfactorily in the following
order: Op. 43, No. 1; Op. 49, No. 1; Op.
S4, No. 1; Op. 59, No. 1. The high posi¬
tions in the last two numbers had better be
left fill some work has been done on
scales in three octaves.

-R. Schumann

Suggestions for the Self-Taught 'Cellist
By George Foss Schwartz

Many musical amateurs seem to take it the selection of studies and pieces suitably
for granted the violin is the one and only adapted to the early stages in the study of
member of the string family which, for the instrument.
one reason or another, may be studied
with a reasonable promise of satisfactory
A Course of Study Outlined
results. There is no doubt some ground
All things considered, there is perhaps
for this assumption: teachers as well as no better instnuction book (especially for
friendly advisers are more numerous, and the beginner who is unable to procure a
the literature is not only more extensive, satisfactory teacher) than D< Swert’s
but it appears to be more carefully edited Violoncello Method • it contains very lit¬
and graded.
tle superfluous material, and abo.it all that
Notwithstanding certain obvious disad¬ is really essential. The scale ex. irises on
Scales in Sixths
vantages, there are some considerations page 38 may be supplemented by
good
As s
which the prospective string player might scale and arpeggio book, Klengd'
s this bowing has been n
Tech) overlook. Perhaps the nical Studies, well arranged and c
tered reasonably well on the open strings do well i
efully
conspicuous feature t ’cello playing. fingered, will prove valuable at th
it can be used to advantage in practicing
scales in sixths, as given in Schradieck’s as compared with violin,
In taking up the “positions" Km
Scales, or any other set of scale studies ural (and hence more easily acquired and_
may be regarded as a re fen
table
as given below.
more easily maintained) position of the only. It win'perhaps be belVer'
left arm, A more important matter, pos- ter the second, third and fourth
sibly, is the greater range of possible
studies before Exercise 60— half
of the ’cello; from the simple do fa sol
taken; this last may be left nil after
do basses of easy dance music to difficult
Exercise 70 where it is first us< d After
concertos and sonatas of modern writers
the first forty pages have been fairly well
one may find a graduation of technic and
mastered, it might be well to supplement
Practicing the scales in this manner reading unequaled by any other instru¬ with Dotzauer’s Selected Stud:,-,. Hook 1.
really kills three birds with one stone, be¬ ment. Furthermore, it is very probable The last part of De Swert's book is of
cause we get practice in using the wrist that, other things being equal (talent, doubtful value, unless studied with a good
crossing strings,
At" *!>!»
a,
might
attempt the rather difficult but \-rv mu¬
long bowing.
to Pr°duce a more pleasing tone. Last,
sical Studies, Op. 31, Book I, by S. Lee;
The violin student who practices these but > n0. means least' the scarc!ty of these will require careful and ; vexistent
studies faithfully until he can execute them fairly good ’cellists make a greater de- work, but they will prove well worth the
t high speed will have a golden reward, ™and’ and a toIcrable Player is bkely
effort. Unfortunately these St::
he will find that he is able to play find better opportunities for securing pleaswell as those by Dotzauer, a
, fully
passages in a smooth and finished manner urable as well as profitable use for his
which were absolutely impossible for him instrument in both ensemble and orches- bnS^red as might be desired,
ferring to De Swert and Klengei most of
tral organizations.
before he mastered it.
The real difficulties in the way are two¬ the difficult fingerings may be worked out
Besides the examples given above, many
similar studies involving the same prin¬ fold : first the securing of a really quali¬ satisfactorily.
ciples can be found in almost any violin fied ’cello teacher, or even a ’cellist who
Easy Pieces Available
instruction book or set of studies.
is competent to give advice; and, second,
The work as outlined may be extended
from one to three years at least; it would
be undesirable, however, to neglect, even
The Guarnieri or Guarnerius Family
from the start, pieces in which the tech¬
,-. .
, ,
families of vio- this pine have a
nical power gradually attained may be sys¬
sap-mark, r
..
E,°
e. I"ublit famous
lam<
‘‘h makers °f Cremona was the Guarmen, mug parallel with the fingerboard
tematically applied. Such material is not
Guarnenus famil>’- Andreas, the father
''
very plentiful, and it is here that many
of
bearing
There is
story that Joseph Guarnerius young ’cellists find their first stumbling-;
, the, house, made instruments
made many violins
serving a term
,a CS, r°™
0
’
lw°n—’ ---J
-— while
—u.».
,.v
‘ici iu m block,
u‘w», in
m illy
my adapted or totally unfit tranJ°s®?h and Peter, and his grandson, Peter, prison for some offence or other, and which scriptions of pieces written for
of Venice, all made violins of
a
S0,f
for,by,th®
jailer’s daughter, instrument. For the beginner Litolff’s Colbut the genius of the family was his
g u ?Uarnf!uS V1ioIins’ Action of Folk Songs, Book I, will probnephew, Joseph del Gesu, so called because wh.T’Snl
he put the initials I. H. S. (Latin—“Jesus,
-■„
JusctJ115( D
Savior of Men”) m his violins. His vio- many violin authorities claim that there is could be found. After the Folk Song Al¬
I ms bring enormous prices at the present no truth in the story of Joseph Guarnerius bum has served its purpose; the student
day, and are much sought after by violin- making violins in prison. It is said that he may try his hand with a few more pre¬
indeed, they are preferred by
only devoted twenty-five years of his life tentious pieces. The following are sug¬
violinists to those of Stradivarius. There to violin making,
that the number of his gested: Four pieces by Marx-Markus,
is an immense number of imitations on the
.
existence is much smaller than Op. 40, No. 1 Exaltation; No. 2, Air
market.
is the case with Stradivarius and some of Slav; No. 3, Elegie; No. 4, Air Pathetic;
The violins of Joseph are made with the other Cremona makers.
of these the Elegie is the least difficult.
bold and rugged outlines, and above all
Paganini did much of his greatest solo Somewhat more difficult than these last,
things he strove for tone, in which he was work on a Joseph Guarnerius violin, and but very attractive if played with a free
eminently successful. He constantly sought thus brought this great maker into world- wrist, is the Polonaise Facile, by Furino,
f°r sonorous wood, from which to make wide notice and rapidly advanced the price regarded as a bowing study only (though
tbe bellies of his violins. The story goes of his violins. Good specimens command
it is much more than this), it is of great
that he found a vast supply of pine which enormous prices at the present day. The
value. Still more difficult, but correspond¬
possessed wonderful properties for tone price
s estimated at from $750 to $2,000 ingly more musical, are the Nocturnes,
production, and which proved a mine of
',
but
there
have
been
sales
i;
(
- -Book I, by Goltermann. Op. 92, No. 1. is
wealth for him. The bellies made from
past few years at from $12,000 to $18,000. difficult on account of the double-stopping

z
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Playing With Others
In addition to pursuing some such course
as that suggested above, the self-taught
’cellist may take advantage of various op¬
portunities which open for him. It is
very possible that by the time he has made
some little progress he may be able to
associate himself with a church choir as
a reinforcement to the bass part of the
hymns (this would be especially desirable
to the party of the second part if, instead
of a pipe organ, a piano or cabinet organ
is used) ; here, in a small way, the aspir¬
ing ’cellist may gain experience and confi¬
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dence with a maximum of benefit to him¬
self and a minimum of discomfort to
others. If he is reasonably diligent and
determined he will soon find himself welcorned in a school orchestra, which,’ in
turn, may prove a stepping-stone to some
more pretentious body of ensemble or or¬
chestral flayers.
Be Alert to Learn from Observation
The ’cellist should make every effort to
watch any really good performer, noting
particularly the movements of the right
arm and the positions of the left; also
have a few intelligent questions ready in
case it should be possible to have a few
words with the artist. Finally, if the am¬
bitious student, having struck an insur¬
mountable difficulty in fingering or bow¬
ing, should copy the passage (including a
brief portion of the context), enclose with
it return postage and a civil request for
help—being sure to copy the notes neatly
—it is quite possible that the request, sent
to a ’cellist who is sufficiently well known
to make his advice of value, may not go
unheeded. At all events, it is a venture
worth trying.

I

F YOU prize taste and beauty in your home or studio
you should own a Brambach Baby Grand Piano. The
Brambach occupies only the space of an upright and

costs about the same.

See it.

Hear it.

The General Fault
Franz Kneisel for many years the strings in order to produce those vibra¬
leader of the famous Kneisel string quar¬ tions which give the roundest, fullest, most
tet, made the following remarkable state¬ perfect tone, and the violin must be held
ment in an interview with Frederick H. so that the bow moves straight across the
Martens, in that gentleman’s well-known strings. A deviation from the correct at¬
work, Violin Mastery: “My experience tack produces a scratchy tone. And it is
has shown me that the fundamental fault in just this one fundamental thing, the
of most pupils is that they do not know holding of the violin in exactly the same
how to hold cither the violin or the bow. position when it is taken up by the player,
Here in America the violin student, as a never varying it by so much as half an
rule, begins serious technical study too inch, and the correct attack of the bow,
late, contrary to the European practice. It in which the majority of pupils are de¬
is a great handicap to begin really serious ficient. If the violin is not held at the
work at seventeen or eighteen, when the proper angle, for instance, it is just as
flexible bones of childhood have hardened, though a piano were to stand on a sloping
and have not the pliability needed for floor. Too many students play ‘with the
violin gymnastics. It is a case of not violin’ on the bow, instead of holding the
bending the twig in time, as you wish the violin steady, and letting the bow play.
“And in beginning to study this appar¬
tree to grow. And those who study pro¬
fessionally are often more interested in ently simple, yet fundamentally important
making money as soon as possible than in principle, is often overlooked or neglected.
bending all their energies on reaching the Joachim, when he studied as a ten-year-old
higher levels of their art. Many a prom¬ boy under Hellmesberger in Vienna, once
ising talent never develops because its flayed a part in a concerto by Maurer for
possessor at seventeen or eighteen is eager four violins and piano. His teacher was
to earn money as an orchestra or “job” displeased. ‘You’ll never be a fiddler,’ he
player instead of sacrificing a few years told him, ‘you use your bow too stiffly.’
more and becoming a true artist. I have But the boy’s father took him to Bohm,
seen it happen time and time again; a
and he remained with this teacher for
young fellow really endowed, who thinks
three years, until' his fundamental fault
he can play for a living, and find time to
study and practice ‘after hours’—and he was completely overcome.
“If Joachim had not given his concen¬
never does!
“But to return to the general fault of trated attention to his bowing, while there
the violin student. There is a certain an¬ was still time, he would never have been
gle at which the bow should cross the the great artist he later became.”

PUT THE BRAMBACH BABY
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Address of your nearest dealer and paper pattern giving the
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No bother, just send us 32.00 for each one you wish to remember.
It is the very easiest form of Christmas shopping and it always pleases.

'CARL ALBERT— Violin Instructor

Violins Built in Our Own Workrooms
Combining all the points in tone quality and workmanship to satisfy the most
critical requirements. Made of wonderful old wood. The top, bass bar, linings, post
and blocks from one of the first buildings put up by the earliest New England settlers.
The back, sides, neck and scroll from old Colonial furniture maple. Beautiful m
texture; as handsome in appearance as the best of the Cremonas.
Finest Italian Strings for Violin, Viola, ’Cello and Bass (also Harp.)
Write for catalog, prices and terms to

MUSICIANS SUPPLY COMPANY
60 Lagrange Street

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
Please mention THE EJTJDE when addressing our advertisers.
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and the “Mind’s Ear”

By G. F. Schwartz
Thebe is perhaps nothing in the realm
thanThae St™*

(as, for instance, b-gJ: a major sixth);
suggested!8 prepare ‘'twenty-one^ small

„
to determine beforehand the pitch of the

the letters or
[c] [ct] [cb [d], etc., turn

aftertaving0taL^Ttknce^whethe^he

dkred'^te'turn-up^aTmus^rated in the

slight degree, there is hope; and the ear, or
rather the mind’s ear (an expression which
: and con-

the

cards face

Having acquired a reasonab
of the visual character of i
of training the “minds ear.”

It was Bach,
ach, was it not, who
whoTncftold^n
once told an
^ ^
pupir’you should be able to play

may^be^
may be reversed-play the upper and sing
the lower. If there be^doubt, the tone

mild sarcasmVf* whichtwasfilltfoerdoubtTintended to lay emphasis upon the fact (apparently overlooked by a certain type of

slkltioIs'Tffort^as teen made to*” give
its proper pitch, by playing it upon an instrument-the piano preferably in the

- in the fingertips.
e process by which the sense of inDnation may be strengthened is twofold:
: implies first an understanding of the

strument: violin or ’cello. Great care
should be taken, not merely to approximate the pitch, but to get it as nearly exact
..
;e of harmony to relate th
rd of which it may be a
(thus gt, of the instance
above, might be
i.
the third of a chord whose other members

ception or rather a preconceptioni of the
actual sound of the tone about to be^proi is deficient do

dence will r

relation of the new tone to tte preceding
tone or to the keynote (tonic); in either

siring rttrienHs wge'dt^alqu^rthlhabit
of singing; sing in a chorus, a choir, a

Ii'o»
SCH00L °An(!nsiA, mcX
■Walter Pickenhahn

to be dealt with, and as the first step in
the process the eye must be taught to
of the inlerAval' ,
Any harmony text-book will classify intervals as Perfect, Major, Minor, Aug-

together and sing, or as a last resort sing
alone; don’t hesitate because you “don’t
sing,” that is not the point, it is your
ear that y°u are trying to improve: and if
by chance you should discover that you
do sing, no serious harm would be done.

MUSIC ENGRAVING
and PRINTING

—
* so o^up tiS seventhsTS
taves and unisons need not be included),
The student should be able almost at sight
*
"
*
of an interval

f^ttestSSoteof thefelertoa^ald
you will be rewarded in more ways than
one, but especially in the improvement of
faulty intonation.

,Mt

This spirit in which the music orig-

truthful presentation of the intention of the

Pa-

Sl-topiSt t£g for the executant mutl

^ hwh° or!ginfy. c01lceived the piece

VIOLINISTS!

£

\u£gS

°rth"’r»«
’S =

CUYTON F. SUMMY CO.
64 East Van BuIenStr^t, Chicago, ID.

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
NOVEMBER IS ALWAYS

BY MAIL IN
A PLEASURE
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tee etude
Puzzle Corner
Puzzle
By Anna B. Freedley
The fir-st letters of the following sym¬
bols, when arranged in proper order,
spell the name of an Italian composer.

tJUNIORr
ETUDE
«<©a>

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST
The Notebook Habit
There are all kinds of notebooks—good
ones, fair ones and no-good-at-all ones.
Did you ever keep one? I am sure you
did, for everybody keeps them at school.
You really need them there, and oh! what
excitement there is the night before exam¬
ination when some one cannot find their
notebook! And in despair they say “Oh
dear, examination comes to-morrow and I
cannot find my notebook. I just know I’ll
flunk.”
That, by the way, is something one never
knows, and should never, never say, or
even think. One should say “I must and I
will pass my examination to-morrow.”
But I was going to tell you about keep¬
ing a musical notebook. It is a good habit
to form, and if you have never kept one,
get a little book on your way home from
school to-morrow and start to write in it
after your next music lesson (or even be¬
fore, if you want to).
This is to be a private notebook. No one
is to read it but yourself, so you can put
anything in it that you wish.
Put your teacher’s criticisms in it, and
also her praise. If she says something
nice about your playing, write it down—
do not be bashful about it.
A friend of mine keeps such a book, and
she showed it to me the other day. Here
are some of the things she had written.
“My thumb will not stay on the key¬
board. I must watch it more carefully.”
“My scales are still jerky, but much bet¬
ter this week than last.”
“I played the middle page of my Pre¬
lude very well to-day. Good tone and ex¬
pression. My teacher said it was one of
the best things I have ever done.”
“Am getting my wrist action and octaves
very well now. Can feel the difference
myself.”
“Must be careful about playing' both
hands exactly together.”
Before your lessons you should always
look over the book, and it will remind you
of several things that your teacher men¬
tioned before, and then, the nice things in
it will make you want td work harder and
do still better.

Arpeggios
Arpeggios
(Now this is true)
Are very hard
To play.
So far, I only
Know a few,
But practice them
Each day.
They ramble up
And down the keys.
And go by skips
And jumps.
I hope to play them
Soon with ease.
But now my thumb
Just thumps!

Katy’s Musical Dream
By Majorie Gleyre Lachmund

Katy had just finished her music lesson.
She loved it and was anxious to learn,, but
it was very puzzling nevertheless, and her
little brain was quite tired out. So she
curled up in the big armchair and, without
in the least meaning to, fell asleep.
She dreamed that she was wandering
down a country road when she saw an old
man coming along. He was leaning on a
staff and wherf he came near he made a
face at Katy.

As if to answer her thought the man
with the staff appeared.
“Sometimes be sharp,” he advised, “never
be flat, but always be natural.” Then he
disappeared.
The third lion hereupon dumped Katy
off and ran away. Katy looked around
and saw a funny stool like this \ so she
sat down to rest. After she was rested
she got up to go home and discovered that
she could not go because she was tied to a
half note.

“Oh,” cried Katy, “I can’t do it. I’m all
out of breath.”
As she said this the third lion came up
to her and said:
“Get on my back and I’ll give you a
ride.”

Poor Katy was just about ready to cry
when her old friend with the staff ap¬
peared in front of her.
“Count two, and break the cord,” he
suggested “Then you can go.”
Katy did so and sure enough she found
herself free.
“How do I get home ?” she asked the old
man, and was surprised to see that he had
vanished.
She walked along the road hoping to
meet someone who could direct her. Pretty
soon she came to an ocean. Lots of fishes
were jumping up in the water.
“See me!” one of them called to her.
“Aren’t my scales pretty?”
“Oh, I don’t like scales!” said Katy,
“and I want to go home. Can’t you tell
rne the way, please ?”
“Why yes,” replied the little fish, “just
start at this sea and run-”
Katy had started to run almost before he
finished speaking. She ran, and ran_
Someone was shaking her. Slowly her
eyes came open and she looked into her
mother’s face.

Who Knows?
1. What are Miracle plays?
2. Who was Felippo Neri, and when
did he live?
3. For what is he famous?
4. What is the form of a modern
Oratorio?
5. Who was Peri, and when did he
live?
6. For what was he famous?
7. What is said to be the first opera,
and when written?
8. Who was Monteverde, and when
did he live?.
9. When was the first opera house
established?
10. What is the form of a modem
opera?

tion of ti
3. Monophonic music Is that
of melodics with nccompnnimei
4. Polyphonic music is that
of several melodies (or the sa
duced on different intervals) v
simultaneously.
5. Palestrina w
the
Italian composers.
6. He lived from 1526-1504.
7. He was choirmaster in some
famous Homan churches and c<>mpo:
the Papal Choir.
8. His writings are in the pop
style.
, 9- The Council of Trent was a mop
church dignitaries, one of their olilect
the raising of the standard of church
10. Palestrina helped to raise the st
of church music by composing masses
had the approval of the church dienitt

Letter Box
Dear Junior Etude:
Will the girl by the name of Marian
Brooks, who won the honorable mention
in the February puzzle, please write to
me. I am taking The Etude and like it
very much.
From your friend,
Marian Brooks,
Ohio.

Dear Junior Etude :
I thought you might .like to hear from
Katy was so frightened she did as he
Georgia. I have been taking The Etude
for nearly three years and I like it very
told her without thinking.
When he,
“Come Katy, dinner is ready,” her
much.
I like the Junior page especially,
started to run she grasped his mane in both mother told her.
■ and would like to hear from some Junior
hands to hold herself on.
“Oh,” sighed Katy, “I had the most won¬ Etude friend.
“Whatever shall I do?” she thought.
derful dream!”
Gussie Nathan (Age 12),
Georgia.

DOUBLS SHABP LOOKS LIKS A SIGN
MYST3RI0US AND QUEER
IT MEANS GO UP FOR TWO half-steps—
A WHOLE STEP'S WHAT WE HEAR.
A
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Answers to Last Month’s
Questions

i She did not know whether to laugh or cry.
But she did neither, for she heard a roar
behind her and looked back to see five lions
(lines) coming after her. Of course, she
started to rim, and raced as fast as she
could with the lions after her. Just as she
thought she was going to get away she
came to a fence with a double bar and had
to stop She was at a loss to know what
to do next when two dots came along and
told her to go back and repeat.
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Junior Etude Competition
The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the neatest
and best original stories or essays, and
answers to musical puzzles.
B Subject for story or essay this month,
Major and Minor.” It must contain not
over ISO words. Any boy or girl under
fifteen may compete.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender (not written on a
separate piece of paper) and must be sent
to the Junior Etude Competition. 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., before
the twentieth of November.
The names of the prize winners and
their contributions will be published in the
January issue.
Please comply with all of these condi¬
tions and do -not use typewriters.

Dear Junior Etude:
I have seen so many nice letters in the
Junior Etude that I thought I would
write to you too. One of the letters was
from a girl who said she would like to
hear from a girl in China, and I certainly
would too.
Your friend,
Alice Lasson (Age 12),
Louisiana.

Answer to mixed words puzzle: 1,
Verdi; 2, Mason; 3, Chopin; 4, Wagner;
S, Haydn; 6, Grieg; 7, MacDowell; 8,
Schubert;
Chadwick; 10, Elgar; 11,
Puccini; 12, Massenet; 13, Rossini; 14,
Chaminado.

Puzzle Prize Winners
F. Cecilia Gruskin (Age 13), Kittan¬
ning, Pa.; Beatrice C. Perron (Age 14),
Fall River, Mass.; Sylvia Gibault (Age
14), Berthierville, Canada.

Honorable Mention for
Puzzles

Khkel.1

:■! Barnett, Genevieve Sibilea,
milz. .Inc Jacobs, Silva Marie
iima Earle Crenshaw, Vincent D.
iia Klinefelter. Violet Fleishman,
:' .I's.iit, Villa Mae Smith. Eleanor
Audrey Ellen Dearth, Bernadine
r Helen Blanton, Mary Green,
Carmack, Nanfleet Sudduth. .Tose• ■s Blanche, Carl Heiser. Miriam
I ui May Engel, Seva Crews, Wini. Wizabeth Sherman.

Music Clubs
Do you belong to a music club? If you
do not, why not get one tip?
Collect some of your musical friends
and talk it over. Select some one for
chairman and call a meeting at your house
and you will want to go on with it, I am
sure. You could have a study club and
study the history of music, or a composer
club and study the life of a composer and
learn his music, or a harmony club, or an
ear training club, or anything you like.
You should elect a president and secretary
and treasurer (but do not have very high
dues). Have regular meetings and be seri¬
ous about it and you will find it very en¬
joyable.
If you want help or advice your teacher
will be glad to have you speak to her about
it. But there is just one thing to be care¬
ful about—do not let it interfere with your
regular practice.
My fingers are such funny things
Thcy'c hard to manage quite,
But if I practice every day
They learn to play all right.
Dear Junior Etude :
I have Just begun reading The Etude and
I certainly enjoy reading it. I love to play
the pieces and I play them over and over
again. The reading matter ami puzzles are
also a pleasure and I enjoy solving them.
From your friend.
Anna Kaufman (Age 14).

LOOKING FORWARD
(Prize Winner)
If we study the history of persons who
have made a success in life we will find
that they had a vision of greater things
and then were willing to work to accom¬
plish the things they had in mind.
So if we want to make a success of music
we must look forward and then work to
overcome whatever hinders us from mak¬
ing progress. Idle dreaming of becoming
a great musician will never help much
without work, but steady, careful practice
and determination to win, and then a dis¬
position to look ahead and see better
things will bring success in time.
Each time we practice our music lesson
we should watch for mistakes and correct
them. The fields of usefulness ahead of
us are great. There are many important
places for accomplished musicians to fill
and the opportunity is ours to fill them by
adopting this motto: “Look forward and
Ernest Emmet Allee (Age 13), Missouri.

of promise. Making claims is easy—
“making good” is the real test of
merit. Many readers of The Etude
—teachers and students, have been
greatly benefited by our courses—
others have seen our announcement in this publication for years, but
as yet have no direct personal knowledge of the

Sherwood Piano Lessons
for Students
Contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of piano playing.
No stone has been left unturned to make this absolutely perfect. It would
surprise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson enough time to
earn at least $100.00 in teaching. It is possible for you to get all this
time and energy for almost nothing, compared to what it cost. The lessons
are illustrated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the piano. They
are given with weekly examination papers.

Sherwood Normal Lessons
for Piano Teachers

LOOKING FORWARD
(Prize Winner)
Looking forward in music is always
Vnore interesting. and inspiring than look¬
ing or thinking of the present and the past.
The past is full of things that haunt us.
Things that as we thmk of them we shud¬
der and think how it might have been said
or played..
In the present we are too hurried and
impatient to do things now and are for¬
ever putting off things.
But in the future nothing haunts us and
in the future nothing is put off. Some¬
times we tire of practicing, but if we
think of our future we will continue to
work for and look forward to our dreams.
Naufleet Sudduth (Age 14), Alabama.

Contain the fundamental principles of successful teaching—the vital
principles—the big things in touch, technic, melody, phrasing, rhythm,
tone production, interpretation and expression—a complete set of physical
exercises for developing, strengthening and training the muscles of the
fingers, hands, wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated and made
clear by photographs, diagrams and drawings.

LOOKING FORWARD
(Prize Winner)
Since I was nine years old I have
wanted to be a musician—a great musician.
I have seen myself sitting in the halls of
fame. I hear the thunderous applause of
the audience as I finish. I am called hack
for encore time after time. I see my name
in papers as a wonderful pianist, and, at
last, as one of the greatest American •
musicians.
I am looking forward, ever, ever, to the
time when I attain these wonderful
things. What shall I do to attain them?
Practice! Practice! And whoever may
be looking forward to these great and
glorious objects remember this true and
wise saying, “Practice makes perfect.”
Alice Slocum (Age 13), Michigan.

1. Analyze Music, thus enabling
you to determine the key of any
composition and its various har¬
monic progressions.
at sight more easily
2. Tra
ts which you may be
called upon
3. Harmonize Melodies correctly
and arrange music for bands and

Honorable Mention for
Compositions
chel L. Maurice, Doris Moses, Tyom
•t, Nora Petty. Katherine C. Galliva
1 Orowlev, Bernice Cook, Maria Pouffe
raret
Alice Dawes.
11
_A. Hall,
.
,,_11 Lois
n'l, r, Allen, ATn

Harmony
A knowledge of Harmony is necessary for every student and
teacher. You can study the Harmony Course prepared especially
for us by Adolph Rosenbecker, former Soloist and Conductor, pupil
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Con¬
ductor and Teacher. You will receive the personal instruction of
Herbert J. Wrightson, Theorist and Composer. You need Harmony
and this is your chance to study the subject thoroughly.

Harmony Teaches You to

sas

4. Detect Wrong Notes and faulty
progressions in printed music or
during the performance of a com¬
position.
5. Memorize Rapidly, one of the
very greatest benefits derived from
the study of Harmony.
6. Substitute other not
any reason the ones i
inconvenient to play.

Unprecedented Special Offer!
Will you take advantage of our offer of 6 lessons which we offer
to Etude readers without charge or obligation on their part? We
will send you 6 lessons from the Normal Piano or Harmony Course
or 6 lessons selected from some other subject, if you prefer. We
have courses in Piano (one for students and one for teachers), Har¬
mony, Voice, Choral Conducting, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet,
Guitar and Mandolin. Select the course you are interested in and
write now for 6 lessons and catalog. You will receive full details of
the course and be under no obligation to us. The cost is nothing
and you will benefit much.

University Extension Conservatory
A35 Siegel-Myers Bldg.

Chicago,

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Ill.
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NEW WORKS.

Monthly New Music

Purchasing Music to the

New Christmas

Best Advantage
Anyone needing sheet music or music
books naturally turns toward the nearest
source of supply, and in all large cities,
as well as in most of the smaller ones,
there are numerous establishments hand¬
ling music, but except in the larger places,
the stock of music found on hand lacks
both the variety and the volume needed to
meet the wants of active and progressive
teachers; this is quite natural, as it really
does not pay the dealer to invest more
than a moderate amount of money in the
purchase of current supplies of this na¬
ture—the demand being so uncertain. It
is this condition that tends to create the
ever-increasing habit of buying music sup¬
plies by mail, a plan that gives the teacher,
the singer or the player all the advantages
that may be derived from a complete stock
of music and specially trained clerks pre¬
pared to give the best and promptest
service possible. Teachers and profes¬
sional musicians purchasing their supplies
from Theo. Presser Co. get this kind of
service, and although conditions have had
some effect on prices, the Presser House
in this regard remains to-day relatively
where it has always stood, still below all
competitors of any importance. Prices, of
course, are always worth knowing about,
but are in reality of less consequence than
the value of the thing purchased. The
Presser publications have an educational
value that cannot easily be expressed in
terms of money, and yet they are moder¬
ately priced, always, and no prices have
been raised except as the costs of produc¬
tion have made such changes necessary.

Music
Choir directors will find in the recent
additions to our catalog an interesting
group of compositions for solo voices,
choirs and Sunday schools.

On Sale
This term is quite descriptive to almost
November, 1520
Sp"rrke°£r" all of our regular patrons, but even to
those we print this as a reminder and to
Beethoven’s Selected Sonatas. $1.00 the new patrons we desire to make an ex¬
Child’s Own Booh—Liszt, Tapper.12 planation.
Compositions for Beginners—Hamilton.
.60
Every month during the teaching season,
First Position Pieces for Violin and
Piano.36 from October to November, we send out
to any of out patrons who so desire it, a
Gurlitt, Op. 60.
Twenty-four Easy
Melodic Studies.30 small package of our new sheet music
Heart Songs. .. 1.26 publications. Any or all of these composi¬
Kohler’s Children’s Album, Op. 210. ..
.30 tions are returnable, discounts are the same
Louis Kohler’s Elementary Studies,
Op. 163.20 as on regular orders. These “monthly new
music on sale” packages furnish to the
Melodic Study-Pieces for Left Hand
Alone—Sartorio .40 school and teacher, whether they have a
New Pipe Organ Collection.76 large package on hand from us or not,
Bachmaninoff Album .60 a most excellent usable lot of very inter¬
Bussian Album for Pianoforte.40 esting new and modern music.
Schumann’s Fantasie Stiicke, Opus 12. .
.25
The packages range from ten to fifteen
Seven Songs from the South—Strickland • .60 pieces each; they can be either piano com¬
Sixth Volume—Groves’ . 3.50 positions or songs, and we go a step Talking Machines
Stults’ Anthem Book.20
further by sending smaller packages and and Records
Tschaikowsky Album ...50
It may seem premature to talk about
more seldom, say about three or four
Twelve Pianoforte Studies—Franz.25
times a year, of octavo compositions, pipe Christmas gifts so early, hut in view of
Violin Studies—Kreutzer.40
organ compositions and compositions for the annual shortage of phonographs of
Virginian Romance—H. Loren Clements
.50
violin and piano. A postal will bring any standard makes, which usually occurs late
Wedding and Funeral Music for the
in November or early in December, it is
Organ—Kraft .60 or all of these packages, a postal will stop quite in order that we urge an immediate
selection, if anything in this line is con¬
The Thirty-second
templated as a Christmas gift. We pride
Heart Songs
ourselves on our line of machines of un¬
Holiday Offer
questioned
standing and reputation. In
of the Nation
The best-known works of musical litera¬
the Victrola, the Brunswick and the
There is no collection of music that is Cheney we undoubtedly present the bestture, the most popular collections of music,
both instrumental and vocal, musical ac¬ more used than a collection of old songs. three makes of talking machines on the
cessories.
Rolls, satchels, metronomes, There is hardly a household that does not market to-day, and they are getting
jewelry novelties—all those articles best own such a collection.
scarcer as the season advances. The
suited to be used as gifts during holiday
Heart Songs is unique. The people ' tremendous demand for these instruments
time—priced at special low rates and in¬ themselves made the selection, and here is beyond factory capacity. Ordinary
cluding all transportation charges if pur¬ in this one strongly bound volume are machines you can always buy—no trouble
chased before January 1, 1921, will be drawn together 518 pages containing 400 whatever to get cheap articles at any
found listed on pages 722, 723 and the songs. We do not believe there is a song time. Send us your name and address
of the past that will not be found here and we will gladly give you full informa¬
cover pages of this issue.
For thirty-two years we have drawn to¬ in its most singable form.
tion as to prices and terms—also illus¬
gether all those things most desirable for
Every sort of song has been included— trated booklets.
gifts for musical persons as a sort of lullabies, love songs, plantation melodies,
If you already have a talking machine,
Christmas offering to our patrons and religious, patriotic. This is one of the why not let us supply your records? We
subseribers. We are this year presenting opportunities which we are always looking have over 25,000 Victor and Brunswick
them in the November issue because of for to present to our readers, something records. The former have been scarce
possible delays in transportation—the offer at a very small price, something which we for over two years, but shipments are
will simply begin earlier and end at the know will not disappoint and which will coming in better now than at any time
be of real lasting worth.
for months past. Records make splendid
usual time.
We have sold hundreds of copies at the gifts, and we have many in stock not to
Everything that has shown salable qual¬
ities, everything which we could discover regular price of $3.50, but through the be found at the factory. Are you on our
opportunity
which
has
now
been
given
us
mailing list? If not, let us hear from you
which is of value for this purpose, to the
best of our ability, has been priced excep¬ we can send copies for the cash postpaid and you will receive new bulletins each
/
tionally low, and if cash accompanies the price of $1.25.
order is delivered prepaid during this
time. The list, therefore, is not only a
bargain offer of suitable musical Christ¬
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
mas gifts, but is an excellent offering of
those books and works and articles in
The Sixth Volume, American Music
connection with music which are most used
of Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians
by music teachers throughout the whole
We are ready to announce in advance of publication a new volume to
country.
be added to the present Grove’s Dictionary of Music. This book will be
Select your Christmas gifts early, and
devoted entirely to American music in all its phases. The work has been pre¬
let us have the order—avoid disappoint¬
pared under the editorship of Mr. Waldo Pratt, of Hartford, Conn. It has
ments owing to the shortage of stocks and
been in preparation for three or four years and the publication is approach¬
the very prevalent delays due to post
ing completion. We hope to have the volume ready for distribution by
office and transportation troubles.
Christmas. This work will be published in connection with the Grove’s
Dictionary, becoming the sixth volume of this veritable encyclopedia of music.
. Gifts to suit almost any size pocketbook
It is, in itself, a complete, separate volume on American music, and will be,
will be found listed from 20 cents for an
without doubt, the most complete and thorough work that ever has been
excellent small dictionary, up to leather
attempted on the music and musicians of America. A great demand is
goods—satchels at $10.00 or more, books
exneeted for this volume. Every possessor of Grove’s Dictionary will want
of musical literature from the Petite Li¬
this volume to complete the set and many others will be interested in it
brary Set of Biographies at 35 cents up
solely as a splendid work on American music.
to Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musi¬
Our price for the volume, postpaid, will be $3.50.
cians, the most desirable and acceptable
gift to the teacher or director of music.
Advance of Publication Offers—

Sacked Songs.
There Were Shepherds, for soprano, with
violin ad lib., by R. S. Stoughton, has a
fine swinging melody in the pastorale style
with a climax in a grandioso movement.
Away in a Manger, by Thurlow Lieurance, is an appealing lullaby for soprano
or tenor voice, or this number can be used
as a duet—the contralto part being given
in the score.
Shepherds in the Fields Abiding, by
Edward Shipped Barnes, is a fine Christ¬
mas song by a well-known composer, and
its merit will appeal to discriminating
soloists. Published in two keys for high
and low voices.
Undimmed Star of Bethlehem , by W. H.
Neidlinger, will be a popular number with
musicians, as Mr. NeidDnger’s ability has
been convincingly shown by his large num¬
ber of successful numbers. Published for
both high and low voices.
Choir Anthems.
Calm on the Listening Ear of Night, by
R. M. Stults, is in this popular composer’s
best vein and will be in great demand. A
striking effect is produced by tin- intro¬
duction of Stille Nacht played on the
organ against a soprano solo.
Song of the Angels and Come Hi tin r Ye
Faithful, by It. S. Morrison, are two
anthems written in fine churchly style by
a well-known composer. Botli have solos
for soprano or tenor.
Watchful Shepherds, by Norwood Dale,
is a strong festival anthem which is sure
to find many admirer?.
In Bethlehem a King is Born, by W.
Berwald, is an excellent anthem by a
thoroughly competent composer of church
music and possesses merit in the highest
degree.
Behold, I Bring You Good Tidings, by
Ernest H. Sheppard, is scored for quartet
and full chorus and can be • effectively
rendered.
We have made new editions of two old
favorites, which have been so long asso¬
ciated with the Christmas season, that they
are probably indispensable numbers on
church programs.
O Come AU Ye Faithful (Adestr Fideles), the choral arrangement by Vincent
Novello.
Arise, Shine, by F. C. Maker.
Pipe Obgan Numbers.
Hossanah, by Roland Diggle.
Grand Chorus in D, by Ernest H. Shep¬
pard.
Christmas Postlude, by E. S. Hosmcr.
March of the Wise Men, by E. S. HosChristmas Suite, by W. D. Armstrong.
In Santa Claus Land, by Gertrude
Martin Rohrer. An entertaining Christ¬
mas play for boys and girls with both
instrumental and vocal numbers. Cos¬
tumes representing many lands can be
used and the play is adapted for amateur
use in Sunday school or day school.
Christmas Cantatas
Christmas Oratorio, by W. W. Gilchrist.
Wondrous Light, by R. M. Stults.
Holy Night, by Lucien G. Chaffin.
Greatest Gift, by H. W. Petrie.
King Cometh, by R. M. Stults.
Morning Star, by John S. Camp.
Carols and Services.
Glad Tidings, by R. M. Stults.
Joy of Christmas, by R. M. Stults.
With Joyful Song, by R. E. DeReef.
Christmas Praise, by H. M. Staton.
Standard Christmas Carols.
Organists and choir directors can se¬
cure sample copies of any publication
listed here on our “On Sale” Plan for in¬
spection and consideration.
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Studies

We are now announcing for the first
time a new set of piano studies by the
popular writer, Albert Franz.
These
studies are suitable for second grade and
earlv third grade work. The studies are
all tuneful and musical, as well as of
technical value. They will prove attractive
to voung players and they are sufficiently
varied in character to cover thoroughly all
the usual elementary technical devices.
Special introductory price in advance of
publication, 25 cents a copy, postpaid.

Violin Studies
By Kreutzer
We are about to add to the Presser
Collection the famous book of studies for
the violin by Kreutzer. The book is taken
up by every violin student at some time
br other in bis career and it is practically
indispensable. It fills a place in the violin
curriculum which could not lie replaced by
any other book. Our new edition is edited
bv Mr. Frederick Hahn. This edition has
been prepared with the utmost care and
it will prove superior in all respects. Our
editions of the various standard books of
violin studies have proven most successful
and the publication of the book by
Kreutzer practically completes the usual
course in violin study.
Special introductory price in advance
of publication, 40 cent’s a copy, postpaid.
Stults’
Anthem Book
Many of the anthems by R. M. Stults,
have proven so popular that it has been
found desirable to tiring together some of
the most successful ones in a single vol¬
ume. This volume will tie adapted for
general use and will contain an exceptional
collection of bright, tuneful and churchly
anthems. It will lie similar in size and
character to our various* miscellaneous
anthem collections. These pieces are in
conformity with the needs of the average
choir.
Special introductory price in advance
of publication, 20 cents a copy, postpaid.
Schumann Fantasie Stucke
Opus 12
This is a volume of eight of the most
popular of Schumann’s compositions.
Among them will lie found: Soaring, Gril¬
le,!. Wo rum. Traumes Wirren and Bes
Abends. The work is so well known that
it needs but little comment here.
There is still an opportunity to procure
this volume at the reduced rate during the
present month, as our special advance
price is hut 25 cents. Not a single one
of the eight pieces can be purchased for
that amount.
Seven Songs from the South
By Lily Strickland
This is a cycle of positive creations
taken from the life and experience of the
composer who has lived in the South. The
lyrics are also by a sister of the composer;
two extremely talented people. One of the
songs in this volume will find its wav into
tiie hearts of thousands of singers. They
will contain the true flavor of the south¬
land and reflect the traditions and the
atmosphere of the South in days gone by.
Tlicv are real art songs and real creations
and will he a valuable addition to a recital
program.
Our special advance price is but 60
cents, postpaid.
Russian Album
for the Pianoforte
The interest in Russian music is un¬
abated. Some of our greatest composers
of the present day are Russian. This is
also true of the virtuosos. The principal
concert violinists of the present day are
nearly all Russian. In this volume will be
found unly those compositions that have
attained popularity.
The extremes of
grading will be avoided. The pieces will
lie of medium difficulty and all attractive.
The special advance price for the vol¬
ume will lie but 40 cents.

Virginian Romance, Operetta
By H. Loren Clements

Wedding and Funeral Music
For the Organ

This is one of the most desirable
operettas for amateur performances that
we have seen. It takes about two hours
or a little more to produce, just enough
for an evening's entertainment. It is based
upon a popular American subject and af¬
fords opportunity for the introduction of
certain American folk songs. There is
good solo work for all of the characters
together with lively and tuneful choruses.
This work is almost ready.
Special introductory price in advance
of publication, SO cents a copy, postpaid.

(Kraft)

Although this book is one that is in¬
tended mainly for occasional purposes, it
will prove like the Cowboy’s pistol, “Mighty
important when you need it.” The com¬
positions have lieen edited by the wellknown organist, Edwin Arthur Kraft,
pupil of Guilmant, Wider, E. S. Kelly and
city organist of Atlanta, Ga. It is a book
that the every-day organist cannot afford
to be without, as no one knows just when
its need may be immediate. It contains
all ttie standard numbers and many new
pieces in addition. While the music it
contains is designed for special occasions
Beethoven’s
there are numerous pieces that the organ¬
Selected Sonatas
ist will be glad to use in the regular Sun¬
We had hoped to have issued this im¬
portant work this month, but owing to day service when appropriate. The ad¬
some printer troubles we will retain it on vance of publication price for this work
.
is
60 cents. •
the special offer during the present month.
The volume, as stated before, is to take the
place generally of the complete sonatas, Melodic Study Pieces for
as this volume contains all of those that the Left Hand Alone
are usually played at the present date. By A. Sartorio, Opus 1237
It will be published in the Presser Collec¬
Tliis is an extremely valuable study book
tion and bound rather stronger than usual. for intermediate grade work. The left
The price in advance, postpaid, is but hand only is employed, although the
$1.00. There are a number of sonatas in studies in pieces are written on two staves
this volume that would alone cost this.
and are so well arranged that they sound
almost as though played by two hands.
Rachmaninoff
Some of the numbers are so attractive
musically that they might be used as sepa¬
Album
The foremost of living Russian masters rate pieces. The left hand plays so im¬
is also believed by many to lie the greatest portant a part in the modern pianoforte
writer of pianoforte music of to-day. In technic that it is very necessary to use a
this album, which we are about to issue, few study books of this nature in order
there will be found Rachmaninoff’s most to aid in developing the left hand properly.
Special introductory price, in advance of
representative compositions.
Like the
publication, 40 cents a copy, postpaid.
works of Chopin, Rachmaninoff's pieces
have a compensating character; that is,
they reward the player for all the prac¬ Child’s Own Book
tice he puts upon them. The student and Liszt
teacher Should have this book, not merely
There are hardly any pieces of Liszt
because there is a rage for Rachmani¬ that can be played by any student under
noff just now, hut because his composi¬ tiie sixth or seventh grade. Nevertheless
tions have become a permanent part of the fame of the great master is so great
the literature of the instrument. Fifty and his life so interesting that children
cents is the advance of publication, intro¬ will be delighted with this new addition to
ductory price. Send it now and let us the cut-out series devised and written by
send you a copy immediately upon pub¬ the well-known musical educator, Thomas
lication.
Tapper. The books now in the series in¬
clude Bach, Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart,
Handel, Chopin, Wagner, Schumann,
Kohler’s Children’s Album
Verdi, Mendelssohn and Schubert. These
for Pianoforte, Opus 210
may be procured upon application at the
This is a popular album of recreation rate of 20 cents for each volume, post¬
pieces by one of the most successful edu¬ paid. The Liszt number now in prepara¬
cational writers for the piano. It is used tion may be had at the advance rate of
in second grade work by a large number 12 cents if you send in your application
of teachers. In addition to its melodic
interest this book has many points of
technical value, so much so that it may
he used to replace at times some of the Tschaikowsky
elementary study books which are less Album
interesting to play. Our new edition has
Tschaikowsky combines the mystery and
lieen carefully revised and edited with charm of Russia with the finish and ele¬
modern fingering and phrasing.
gance of modern European music. Prob¬
Special introductory price in advance of ably no great composer since Chopin has
publication, 30 cents a copy, postpaid.
introduced more real melodies into the
literature of music. In the excellent col¬
lection of his most representative pieces
Composition for Beginners
which our forthcoming Tschaikowsky
By Anna Heuermann
Album will include, there will be found all
Hamilton
of that sensuous beauty of harmony for
A training school for little children, not which Tschaikowsky is famous, and yet
merely to teach them composition, but to these pieces make incomparable teaching
teach them to think constructively, so that material, used daily by thousands of teach¬
as they learn music they will also learn ers. The advance of publication price for
how to write music. The iiook is the work the Tschaikowsky Album is 50 cents, post¬
of a thoroughly trained American musi¬ paid. No music lover can fail to lie
cian, a pupil of such well-known teachers pleased with tliis volume when it appears.
and theorists as Louis Oesterlie, Harrison
Wild, Clarence Eddy and Frederic Grant First Position Pieces
Gleason. Mrs. Hamilton has taught in
many schools and colleges and knows the Violin and Piano
It is so necessary in the first stages in
vouthful mind. No child would he con¬
sidered educated in the modern sense if violin instruction to lighten the burden
lie was merely able to understand English of practice by use of attractive pieces
and read it. ‘ One must be able to write that there is a very great demand for
compositions in English in order to get bright and melodious numbers lying in
through any school system. So it should the first position. As it is necessary for
lie in music. The training in music should the student to remain for some time in
lie as thorough as possible, and any young the first position, a book of tried and
person who has been taken through this successful first position pieces will prove
course will know music—not merely be most desirable. Our catalog is very ricli
able to play off a few pieces before com¬ in pieces of tliis character and we have
pany. The special advance of publication selected for this hook all of the gems.
Special introductory price in advance of
price is 60 cents, verv much less than the
publication, 30 cents a copy, postpuid.
price will be after publication.
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Twenty-Four Easy Melodious
Studies for Pianoforte
By C. Gurlitt, Opus 50
Gurlitt’s, Opus 50, is one of the standard
study books for students just completing
second grade work and about ready for
the third grade. These twenty-four studies
are short and very much to the point, each
exemplifying some necessary point either
in technic or in melody playing. Scales,
chords, arpeggio work, rhythmic effects
and other passage work are all given due
attention. The studies by Gurlitt are
never dry or tedious and this particular
book is most interesting. Throughout it
will prove acceptable to both teacher and
student.
A special introductory price in advance
of publication, 30 cents a copy, postpaid.
Elementary Studies
for the Pianoforte
By Kohler, Opus 163
This book of studies which will shortly
be added to the Presser Collection is one
of the most popular books for beginners.
It may he used to advantage just after the
first instruction book has been completed.
It is a work which may be used after any
instruction book or in connection with any
method. Its primary intention is to afford
practice in freedom and independence of
finger work.
Special introductory price in advance
of publication, 20 cents a copy, postpaid.
New Pipe Organ
Collection
Our new pipe organ collection now in
process of preparation will prove a
worthy successor to our two previous pop¬
ular volumes, the Organ Player' and Organ
Repertoire. It is planned along similar
lines, but the material is all entirely new,
including some original compositions espe¬
cially written for this hook, together with
new arrangements and transcriptions: .Tiie
pieces are chiefly of intermediate grade,
most of them adapted either for church
or concert use. Tliis book might also be
used to advantage, as are its predecessors,
in moving picture playing.
Special introductory price in advance of
publication, 75 cents a copy, postpaid.
If You Want Magazines
Buy Now
Paper shortage is not diminishing. Con¬
sumption of paper increases at tremendous
rate in tile fall and winter. Last year
three magazines held up new subscrip¬
tions until spring. If you want to be as¬
sured of prompt delivery on your maga¬
zines, don’t wait until the shortage. of
paper becomes acute.
ETUDE ... $2.00 |
Pictorial Review .
ETUDE ...
McCalls .

$2.90
Save 60c.

ETUDE . -O
Modern Priscilla .. 2,00
etude .
Woman’s Home Companioi1
ETUDE .
American Magazine ....

$4.25

2.00 )

: *?;SS

3.50
$3.75
Sav.c 25c.

} $4.25
Save 25c.

Etude Renewal
Offer
As a special inducement for those who
renew their subscriptions to The Etude
before the rush of the winter season, wc
offer the following Albums of Music for
a small amount, in addition to the regular
subscription price, as indicated below in
the right-hand column.
Tiie Etude, one year, with:
Celebrated Compositions.$2.50
Standard Brilliant Album . S.:t«
Standard First Pieces . 2.30
Piano Player's Repertoire of Popular
• Pieces . 2.30
Chopin Complete Nocturnes . 2.50
Czcriiy-T.lebling, Selected Studies. 2.50
Stundurd Uistory of Music, J. F. Cook. . 2.70
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Not a Useless GiftA Year’s Subscription to
The Etude
How often have you given useless gifts
to your friends at Christmas time?
Why not solve your gift problem this
Christmas by giving a year’s subscription
to The Etude? It is not a useless gift.
Every number has something of pleasure
and benefit for all music lovers. Its
regular arrival each month awakens grate¬
ful recollections of the giver. It keeps
t of“ Christmas
for
alive the friendly i
""
A beautiful printed announcement is
sent to each person receiving The Etude
as a Christmas gift. This is mailed so as
to reach its destination December 24th.

Offers of Works on
Special Price in Advance of

For ONE Subscription
(Not your own)
Bohn, C. Favorite Compositions.
Chaminade, C.
Album of Favorite
Compositions.
Chopin, F. Complete Waltzes.
Standard Organist.
Sutor, Adele. Note Spelling Book.
For TWO Subscriptions
Clutch Pencil.
Waterproof Apron.
Silver Thimble.
Celebrated Compositions by Famous
Composers.
Chopin, F. Complete Nocturnes.
Mason, Dr. Wm. Touch and Technic.
Three parts (any one part).
Standard Violinist.
For THREE Subscriptions
Cook, J. F. Mastering the Scales.
Mathews’ Standard Graded Course of
Studies (any 3 grades).
Phillip, I. Preparatory School of TechW. S. B.

Special Notices
EEI

Standard Piano Music

my other of <
11 be cheerfully sen
y being required 1
Melodies Without Notes—A Continua¬
tion of the A B C of Piano Music, by
Mrs. H. B. Hudson. The little melodies
contained in these books are written out
for the student in capital letters instead
of musical notes The melodies are all very
pretty, and, of course, the reason that we
have published a second volume was be¬
cause of the popularity of the first one.
The list price of this volume of fortyeight pages is 60 cents.
Celebrated Pieces in Easier Arrange¬
ments for the Pianoforte. Hardly more
explanation is necessary as to this volume
than is contained in the above title—
sixty-four pages of these easy classics in
which the identity of the original is clearly
shown. This volume contains no less than
twenty-eight selections from twelve of the
old masters, including Beethoven, Chopin,
Schumann, Rubinstein, Mendelssohn, etc.
The list price is $1.00.
In Santa Claus Land. Every class
thinking of giving a little Christmas en¬
tertainment should examine this volume—
a delightful little entertainment in one act
—rather short, but very festive in charac¬
ter and most melodious. Price, 50 cents.
Home Pleasures, by C. Gaenschals.
This little collection of piano duets, to
be played by teacher and pupil, can be
thoroughly recommended by us. It will
encourage four-hand playing and will fur¬
nish a wealth of material for this sort of
work. Each composition occupies two
pages, all of most characteristic music.
The list price is 60 cents.

By Arthur Schuckai

Sacred Gems Voicing the Praise and Joy of Thanksgiving. Choirmasters Have
the Privilege of Examining Any of These Numbers.

PRESSER COLLECTION

In Ordering it is only necessary to mention "Presser Catalog” and give the Number

As Suitable for Gift Purposes

The problem of teaching boys to play
the piano is not a problem of teaching, it
is a problem of keeping the boys interested.
That is no make-believe problem either;
it is a really-truly difficulty extending all
the way from the improbable to the impos¬
sible. You can crack some nuts with a
nut cracker, some with a hammer and some
need an axe or a pile-driver.
There are three “schemes” or devices
that work that interest the boys to the
point of practice. The first lies in the
use of the Victrola. There may be nothing
new under the sun, but there is always a

5952
6282
6280
10138
10733
10062
10740
15611
10370
15604
6286
6032
10782
5964
10482
10011
10946
10958
10450
10312
10582
107S8
15574
10434
15682
15593
10004
15722
15690
15515
10889
6289
10203
10095
5950
15559
10485
4490
4489
4435
1732
12851
12852
13214
3277
15029
2854
17009

ANTHEMS FOR THANKSGIVING
Title
Composer
Price
“And God Said Let the Earth”.Caleb Simper
“Awake, My Soul, to Sound His Praise”.. Harry H. Pike
“Come and Worship the Lord”.O. M. Schoebel
“Come, Sing Before the Lord”.O. M. Schoebel
“Great is the Lord”.A. J. Boex
“The Earth is the Lord’s”.J. W. Lerman
“How Excellent is Thy Lovingkindness”. Edward S. Barnes
“It is Good to Give Thanks”.E. L. Ashford
“It is a Good Thing to Give Thanks”-Patty Stair
“I Will Magnify Thee”.E. L. Ashford
“I Will Magnify Thee”.R. E. De Reef
“Let the Righteous Be Glad”.C. Darnton
“Lord God, We Worship Thee!”.R. M. Stults
“Lord of the Harvest, Thee We Hail”.... F. H. Brackett
“The Lord Reigneth”.T. D. Williams
“Make a Joyful Noise Unto the Lord”... E. A. Mueller
“O Be Joyful in the Lord”.W. Berwald
“O Be Joyful in the Lord”..Carlo Mora
“O Be Joyful in the Lord”.Bruce Steane
“O Lord, How Manifold are Thy Works”. Wm. H. Eastham
“O Lord, How Manifold are Thy Works”. Albert Ham
“O Lord, How Manifold”.Edwin Hall Pierce
“O Lord of Hosts, Almighty King”.R. M. Stults
“O Praise the Lord”.R. M. Stults
“O Praise the Lord, All Ye People”.W. John Reynolds
“O Praise Ye the Lord”.Geo. N. Rockwell
“Fraise the Lord, O Jerusalem”.C. Darnton
“Praise the Lord, O My Soul”.Walter H. Jones
“Praise the Lord, O My Soul”)..Roland Smart
“Praise Ye the Lord”.R. M. Stults
“Rejoice, O Ye Righteous”.Bruce Steane
“Rejoice, the Lord is King”.W. Berwald
“Sing to the Lord of Harvest”.F. H. Brackett
“To Thee, O Lord, Our Hearts We Raise”. W. Berwald
“To Thee, O Lord, Our Hearts We Raise”. Wm. Dressier
“We Praise Thee”. ..E. S. Hostm
“Ye Shall Go Out With Joy”.Addison F. i
SONGS FOR THANKSGIVING
“Crown Him, Lord of All.” High Voice. Henry Parker
“Crown Him, Lord of All.” Med. Voice. Henry Parker
“Crown Him, Lord of All.” Low Voice. Henry Parker
“O Give Thanks.” Low Voice.L. Feldpauche
“Hymn of Thanksgiving, A.” High Voice. Walter S. Young
“Hymn of Thanksgiving, A.” Low Voice. Walter S. Young
“Magnify Jehovah’s Name.” High Voice. Walter Rolfe
“Praise the Lord.” Med. Voice.Ge
~ '
"Praise to God, Immortal Praise.” Med.
Voice .J. ’
“A Song of Praise.” High Voice.G. (
“Thanksgiving.” Low Voice.Jessii
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WANTED and FOR SALE
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Three Devices for Interesting
Boys in Music

SPECIALLY SELECTED FROM THE

PrMrer

Premium Rewards
for “Etude” Subscriptions
Doubtless you have several friends to
whom The Etude could bring joy and
profit. If you will tell them about The
Etude and take their subscriptions, collect¬
ing $2.00 for each one, the premium re¬
wards as listed below will be sent upon
the terms as given.

VOLUMES OF

ion Now Withdrawn

the knowledge of t
spective use of it w
The following wc
the past few month:
ket. The special of

TEE etude

New Music Publications K^Vil^pRElsERca

wSSS" *

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A Perfect Legato easily mastered
by use of a Wilder Keyboard

DUNNING SYSTEM 0'ln"i:tgSJ»s,'Klr
The Demand for Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied. Why?

BEECHVHOODggSftg
COMBS rrsSF«sS5«.
DUNNING ELBSggfi
EDDY jS’-pgaggg

AMERICANSS="-"’aS:
ARNOLD
BROWN ‘"SS5S3
BURROWES;r=.SSS,

FABRI

CHICAGOSSSKSSSS

HAWTHORNE ,“*S6&tsv..
KRIENS
moulton rsr—si:;:
NEW YORK ■ttSS.iwgwr
RAPISARDA|g|lgfg
SALVINI

CINCINNATI
COLUMBIA’VSSuk.
dahi«petersen^=
DETROIT ‘2SSsrDETROIT SSSe.
KNOX

VIRGIL
DUET OR TWO-PART CHORUSES
i576i B3M£!?.T:.
.5763

.
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'rar'iW- OAKLAND, CAL.ggjl

BRYANT
TOMLINSON
CONVERSE COLLEGEwssaw WESTERN aiggSS:
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Skidmore School of Arts
CHARLES HENRY KEYES, Ph D., President
A Professional and Vocational College for women.
Exceptional courses in Music, Voice Culture, Ear
Training, all instruments. Fine and applied Art,.
Home Economics. Physical Education, Secretarial

> Schools and Colleges
NSW YORK, NEW ENGLAND AND PENNSYLVANIA

INTERNATIONAL
MRS. BABCOCK
/"OFFERS Teaching Positions, Col.
leges, Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church .ad Concert Engagement,

the etude
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Chicago College of Music

ESTHER HARRIS HUA, President
26th Year—Students may enter at any time
Certificates. Diplomas, Degrees, Medals,
ecitals, Orchestral Concerts and

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

Chicago Musical College

VIRGIL Piano Conservatory
1

THE HOME OF THE VIRGIL METHOD
THE GREATEST OF ALL TEACHING METHODS

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director

Have Removed to Their New Building

TEACHER OF ADVANCED PIANO PLAYING

150 Riverside Drive (Corner 87th St.)

FELIX BOROWSKI, President

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

Virgil Artistic Technic
Public Performance
Competent Staff of Teachers and Assistants
Special and Yearly Courses

River,
Building completely equipped for resident
and day pupils. Gorgeously decorated studios
and concert lial'. All large sunlit i
Jot
garden, elevator, and every model
ience. A real home lor music and ait stiMents. Proper chapcionage for young ladio.
All branches of music and the arts taught,
from the beginning to the highest artist i.
finish, by a faculty composed of most eminent
teachers of Europe and America. All tec
reational advantages.
Terms, including
tuition, board, practicing, etc., on application.

Portable Keyboards
Tekniklaviers
Bergman Claviers
Child’s Pedal
Virgil Piano Pieces
and Studies

Faculty of More than 100 Teachers including the following noted artists:
(Alphabetically Arranged)
PIANO
VOCAL
VIOLIN
MAURICE ARONSON
ELIAS BREDIN
BARTON BACHMANN
BELLE FORBES CUTTER
FREDERIK FREDERIKSEN
EDWARD COLLINS
EDOUARD DU FRESNE
MAURICE GOLDBLATT
HARRY DETWEILER
ARTHUR DUNHAM
RAY HUNTINGTON
GLENN DILLARD GUNN
MRS. O. L. FOX
LEON SAMETINI
MAX KRAMM
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON
ALEXANDER RAAB
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN
ORGAN
KARL RECKZEH
JOHN B. MILLER
CLARENCE EDDY
RUDOLPH REUTER
ADOLF MUHLMANN
ERIC DE LAMARTER
HELEN W. ROSS
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
BURTON THATCHER
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE
FELIX BOROWSKI
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
HAROLD B. MARYOTT LAURA D. HARRIS
BARTON BACHMANN

Send for

Interesting Catalogs

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY
NEW YORK CITY

—Ithaca Conservatory of Musics
filling highest places available in America. Beaudormitories? Resfdentand day students. Reason¬
able terms. Catalog.
The Registrar, De Witt Park, Ithaca, N. Y.

Announcement Extraordinary!
SEVCIK,

teacher of Kubelik and
other famoui artists. The
World’s Greatest Violin Teacher, is
under engagement as a Member of
the faculty for the season of 1920-21.

Institute Musical Art
..
OF THE CITY OF NF.W YORK
Frank Damrosch, Director

An endowed school of music conducted
solely in the interest of higher musical
education and providing complete and
comprehensive courses.
SPECIAL PREPARATORY CENTRES in different
parts of New York City and Brooklyn for children

Training School for Supervisors of Music
,
BOTH SEXES
• Voice culture, sight-singing, ear-training, harmony,
form, music-history, chorus-conducting, method,,
practice-teaching. Graduate, hold important por¬
tion, in college,, city and normal ichool,.
53 MAIN ST.,
POTSDAM, NEW YORK

Pianists

::

CARNEGIE HALL. NEW YORK

Fletcher Music

COMBS CONSERVATORY

Method School

PHILADELPHIA
THIRTY-SIXTH YEAR
A Residential and Day School of unparalleled Facilities for attainiug a complete musical

EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP
31 York Terrace. Brookline. Mass.
This school presents Democracy in Music—in
place of Autocracy—sclf-cxp.ession—understanding
and consequent freedom in Music instead of copyfir. Lyman Abbott writes of tile Fletcher Method:
“It seems to me more than a^Method; it is a Revolu-

(Theoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privately and in Claaaes)

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director
Pittsburgh Musical Institute, Inc.
Over 1100 students last year. Affiliated
with University of Pittsburgh — degrees
for Music Students.

Philadelphia
Musical Academy
?HaI"

Organ Theory
Pittsburgh, Pa.

vanced pupils under eminent artlat^teachers.eTheory,
Instrumental and voeaL Students' Symphony Orchee-

THE ALLENTOWN
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

1 TEMPLE SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Piano Voice Violin
4259 Fifth Avenue
-

210 N. 7th Street, Allentown, Pa.
Strong Faculty, Thorough Instruction
For catalogue, address the Director

’h/Henrrw) HoW° ofHarvanf University writes
to Mrs. Fletcher-Copp: "No method of teaching
music of ^which l^have ever heard even approaches
Introduced kntl
bv the N. E. Coiuerrcen five*for*innumerabl^ ref^&^ bcen the in'
been called a Kindergarten System and Mrs. FletcherCopp too often has been classed with her imitators
and copyists. However-a System developed by a
Musician of international reputation must of neces¬
sity be a vastly different proposition to the Methods
built up by those without the musical ability to even
appreciate what has been so beautifullv aemm.
phshed^ by t_he Fletcher Music Method,
Mcffi

efthCr'from>'the pet'of* ^
composition,
(n*nbcfor»«tojySg
llad^neveTcomp^)
The neat available class lor Teachers will epen in
Akron,0.,Jan. 15.1921 . lasting 12 weeks or 200 hours.
Th|,is th<^ longest in. 1 thc^mc>st expensiv^ormai

35th Season -

60 Free and 140„Partial Scholarships to be awarded for season. Application blank on request. Mason & Hamlin Grand Piano, presented for competition in the Post Gradua¬
tion Class by the Mason & Hamlin Co. Conover Grand Piano, presented for competition in the Graduation and Senior Diploma Classes by the Cable Piano Company. Valu¬
able Violin presented for competition in the Violin Department by Lyon and Healy. Free Public Recital or Orchestral appearance for competition in the Vocal Department.
These prizes will be competed for in Orchestra Hall, Chicago, before world-renowned musicians as judges. Opera Scholarships. Forty six Diamond, Gold and Silver Medals.

Send for Circulars
and Catalogue

DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS

55th YEAR

WITH CF.RTIFICATE
Under PHILIP If. GOEPP, Mus. Doc.
Of Particular Value to Teacher, of Music In Puhlie Schools

212 Weat Fifty-ninth Street
New York City

>V;

IPEDAGOGICAL
f MUSIC COURSE

Mario Salvini
director of Salvini School of
Singing, 206 West 71st Street,
New York, announces Grand
Opera performances in New
York with artist students.
Maestro Giulio Setti of the
Metropolitan, ensemble and
repertoire. Maestro Luigi Albertieri of La Scala and Metro¬
politan, ballet and stage master.
— Coaches —
Jacques PREYSBi RG.of Covent Garden
Oreste Bimboni, of the Manhattan
Mario Salvini, eminent voice spe¬
cialist; voice, interpretation, diction.

The Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten
Oldest and most practical system. Write

FOR MUSIC LOVERS
One Year’s Subscription to
Erelyn Fletcher-Copp. % Bd. of Education. Akron, 0.

/O T»E A\AKY V°°D CHASE /€H®9L
VC*
AUSIgAL ARTS
FIFTEENTH

THE BEST XMAS filFT

E ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

KATE S. CHITTENDEN, De.n\
MAY I. DITTO, Cor. Secretary

PRINCIPLE
Material and Processes included.
Information mailed upon request.
Demonstration by appointment.
Address:
Effa Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc.
950 McClurg Bldg.
218 So. Wabash Avo.
Chicago, III.
After September 1st, New York City address
will be:
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD.
4 IK West 45th St.
Phone Bryant 7233

The COSMOPOLITAN
SCHOOL of MUSIC
and DRAMATIC ART
16th Floor Kimball Building, Chicago, Ill.
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS, President
An eminent faculty of 60 artists offers to
prospective students courses of study
based upon the best modem educational
principles, also courses in collegiate studies
for students unable to attend university.
For information, address Dept. E
E. L. STEPHEN, Manager

8. 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Harmony by Correspondence

All Orchestral Instruments Taught

* FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES >October 4th, 192oX

ffl m

REPERTOIRE AND INTERPRETATION
CLASSES
RUDOLPH REUTER
GLENN DILLARD GUNN
EDWARD COLLINS
LEON SAMETINI
BURTON THATCHER
SCHOOL OF OPERA
ARTHUR DUNHAM
ADOLF MUHLMANN
EDOARDO SACERDOTE

DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION
WALTON PYRE
MINNA MAE LEWIS

Accompanists

Teachers’ Training Courses

Secretary, 120 CLAREMONT AVE.,
NEW YORK CITY

ideala^breadth ^f^^d^era^t •±&**.S**3
in«ru«ioDA
Conservatory alfords opportunities not obtainable elsewhere for a complete mua'IcffTdScitioa.
Course for Teachers
Public School Music Supervision,
Symohonf Orchestras.
O^he.re?,,^c"a
s * University
,»“k- Two
Pupils’
oympnony
Reciprocal relations with
of Complete
Pennsylvania.
(Dormitories for Women)
A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Success
Illustrated Year Book Free

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
HAROLD B. MARYOTT

CRANBERRY Hi

For catalogues address

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano)
•
GL?1?S[_DLLL4RD..GUNJJ._ __

Crane Normal Institute of Music

Booklet

CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager

FALL TERM NOW OPEN

IDEAL locution oveilooking Hudson

SALES DEPARTMENT FOR—

Addr^
120 WEST 72nd STREET

Dr. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus

The Leading and Largest College of Music and Dramatic Art of America

THE

ETUDE

Private Teachers j

CHICAGO

SEASON

A School for the Training of Professional Musicians
Theory, Piano, Voice, Dramatic Art, Violin, Teacher’s Normal Training
PUPILS MAY ENTER AT ANY TIME
WRITE FOR CURRICULUM

■ Thirty-Fifth Seasons

AMERICAN;"-"!
RONSERVUTOBY
Chicago’s Foremost School of

MUSIC!

ion, Orches¬
tral Instruments, Dalcroze, Modern Languages,
Dancing, etc., taught by 95 eminent artists. Su¬
perior Normal Training School suppliesTeachers
Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees. Dormitory
accommodations. Unrivaled free advantages.
Dramatic Art and Expression
letitla Kempster Barnum—Director
Students may enter at any time. New catalog
mailed free.
571 Kimball Hall
Chicago, III.

Lake Forest University
School of Music
Courses in all branches of music,
including piano, voice, violin, theory,
harp, wind instruments, etc. Special
“Public School Music” course fitting
young women for positions.
Faculty of collegiate standing and
international training.
Delightful dormitory for girls on col¬
lege campus.
Lake Forest" is situated within easy
access of Chicago and its advantages,
such as the Art Institute, Chicago Sym¬
phony Concerts, Chicago Grand Opera,
performances of solo artists and of
musical societies.
Cover i by influential Board of Trus

SIGHT READING MADE EASY for PIANISTS
Complete Course
in Five Lessons
by Mail, $5.00
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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/COLUMBIA

I

SCHOOL OP~

NMUSiq
CLARE OSBORNE REED. Director
J
A School for the Serious Study of Music
20TH YEAR-START
Piano, Theory, Voice, Viol ., Public
School Music Methods, lormal
Training, Advanced ’ '

and Post-Graduate
dergarten, Ear Training, bi
ing. Orchestra Conducting.

de
■
MUSIC I
Chicago, HI. J
mmmwmjSr

c

k

IYCEUM
SflLRTS
QOflS ER.VATOR.Y
ELIAS DAY. President and Teacher of Dram¬
atic Art. THEODORE HARRISON, Director
Music Department and Teacher of Voice. ALEX¬
ANDER ZUKOVSKY. Head of Violin Depart¬
ment. MAURICE ROSENFELD, Head of
Piano Department. JEANNE BOYD. Head of
Theory Department and thirty others of equal
Diplomas, Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates
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Little Antipathies Among
Musicians

\ools and Colleges

Detroit Conservatory of Music
47th Year
Francis L. York, M. A., Pres.
Elizabeth Johnson, Vice-Pres.

Finest Conservatory in the West
Pian^, Voke, ^

Students man enter at any time
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, Box 7, 1013 Woodward Ave., DETROIT, MICH. Front View Conservatory BL

BURROWES COURSE of music study
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction
Happy Pupils—Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers. Classes are doubled by use of this method

“av 1:1c=iome

Katharine burrowes

Dept. D. 246 HICHLAND AVE., H. P.DETROIT, MICH.

MacPHAIL SCHOOL of MUSIC
ItOKMITORY

teachers

Minneapolis, Minn.

Complete courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ
Dramatic Art and Public School Music
Experienced coach to organize Lyceum and Chautauqua Companies. Catalog FREE. Students ir

MIDDLE WEST"
■GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, President
ery advantage incidental to a bre
A School whic
ding 12 of the leading members <of the Detroit Symphony
60 Artist Teachers, including
The only school in Detroit with its own Dormitory for Women
Students May Register at Any Time
For Catalogue, Address H. B. MAMVILLE, Bus. Mgr.
1115 to 1121 Woodward Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music
YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin and theory.
Courses for training supervisors and tea-hers of public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not exceed six dollars per week. Tuition and fees exceptionally low.
Wnte for Catalog
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN

Minneapolis School of Music,

LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
A DEPARTMENT OF LAWRENCE COLLEGE

OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC AI

APPLETON, WIS.

ic Department of Huntington College. I
C.,,,... nffvrrrl- VIOLIN, PIANO,VOICE. HARMONY,HISTORY OF MUSIC, PUBUC
courses unerea. SCHOOL MUsic. languages, expression and dramatic art
Special Coarsen Giving Teachers Practical Work Applicable to Their Needs
BOARDING FACILITIES EXCELLENT—NO BE
The secretary will be pleased to furnish full
» ij
nnI ei?
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA
details and supply any information desired. Address, Box SIZ

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC,
52ND YEAR

Schools

established

ibgt

CLARA BAUR, Foundress

and

Colleges

SOUTHERN

By E. H. P.

MIDDLE WEST

Farmers tell me that cows like horses—
will gather near them in a pasture and
stand and gaze at them admiringly—while
they have no use at all for sheep, even
avoiding the places where sheep have been
grazing.
Human nature, too, is addicted to unac¬
countable likes and dislikes, and musicians
in particular have their .own little peculiar¬
ities of this kind, which, however, are
generally known only to others of the same
profession.
Orchestral players, as a class, are a
good-natured, friendly lot (barring little
jealousies between those who sit at the
second desk and think they ought to sit
at the first)—but who ever saw a flute
stmwimsissi
player who had any use for the clarinet,
or a clarinet who had a good word for the
Louisville
flute? There seems to he a natural feud
between those particular instruments.
Conservatory of Music ;
Strangely enough, it seldom extends to
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
£
the oboe or any other melody instrument.
Faculty of artists and teachers
•{
The cantabilc playing of the violin is
!< Individual Training.
Personal Attention )!
acknowledged without dispute to be
founded on the style of a good singer; in
Students may enter any time
“•
fact the more perfectly it simulates the
catalogue* FREDERIC A. COWLES, Director l'.
human voice the better it is, but who ever
c.'jl*» iC.'.t'r,*.,'!,c,c ,'l, c>'j,,,. . i,
knew a violinist who really enjoyed listen¬ i CtCi'I.'..1
ing to singers ? Inwardly he regards most
ST. LOUIS, MO.
of them with profound contempt.
Military band players are often dis¬
posed to snub the drummer or players of
other percussion instruments, though in a
playful and good-humored way. If there
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
were twenty men on some job, two being
E. R. KROEGER. Director
drummers and one playing the cymbals, a
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC TAUGHT
cornetist would he very apt in speaking
HARMONY BY CORRESPONDENCE
of it to merely say “there were 17 mouth¬
SEND FOR CATALOG
pieces,” tacitly ignoring the drums and
Musical Art Bui LI in g
cymbals altogether.
An organist is commonly regarded with
great respect among orchestral players on
WARD-EELMONT
account of his seemingly miraculous power
of reading three staves of music at once,
but that is not saying that organ music is
really enjoyed by them. When the writer
CONSERVATORY AOV
was a student at the Leipsic Conservatory
pnratary am! ^ytwrs^colleen worl
he was surprised and amused to sec how
Ward Belmont, Belmont Heights, Box A
the appearance of an organ number in the
course of a miscellaneous program would
result in half emptying the hall. But then
OF
he fears there were no Courljoins or Pietro
SHENANDOAH CoiLLEGIATE ■
Yons among the young organ students then
INSTITUTE
at the conservatory. Organ playing has
LEADING SCHOOL OF MUSIC IN THE SOUTH
advanced wonderfully in the last twenty
years, and taken on a more popular cast—using the word “popular” in its best sense.
k (or Booklet FREE. S.C.l. BOX 110, DAYTON, VA.

Faculty of International Reputation
Exceptional advantages for post-graduate and repertoire
work. Department of Opera. Ideal location and residence
department with superior eautpmem.
Master class for virtuoso violinists under
EUGENE YSAYE
Season 1919-20

VALPARAISO

UNIVERSITY

w
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
VALPARAISO
(Accredited)
INDIANA
The University School of Music offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory and Public School
ic. Students may attend the Music School and also take the regular work at the University.
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
Room, £90.00 per quarter. Catalogue

i

Prepared and Specially Priced for Christmas Cifts

No.l

tSSSSSSt*

III,
arfcei

Special Low Prices Have Been Placed on These Articles to Ma-

i^ssrhC“

Her First Lesson.

■"'TSa

These Prices are for the Month of December Only. Order Now
[ Money. Send All Orders toTheo. Presser Co.
- MUSIC ROLLS AND SATCHELS Half Sheet-Music Size Satchels
fe^irCo*>ra,l ™i,hed’..U.n' 6.oo
Seal Grairi,nLeather,'Silk Lined,' Black or

KROEGER

2!

School of Music

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS

Atlanta Conservatory of Music

Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Materiel
MONTREAT, N. C.

THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal to Thote Found Anywhere
Students may enter at any time. Send for
Catalog.
GEO. F. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

ESTABLISHED 1857

1
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1
BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
WARREN, OHIO

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
Address LYNN B. DANA, Presiden

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Desk E, WARREN, OHIO
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MUSICAL JEWELRY NOVELTIES FOR GIFT PURPOSES
LADIES’ COLLAR or CUFF PINS STICKPINS IN THREE SENTIMENTS

TWO VERY ATTRACTIVE PINS

•-
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4525 Oi

PFAROTW CONSERVATORY
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BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY?.’.^,
One of the oldest and best Mnsic Schools in the United States

progressive European conservatories

Elocution—MUSIC—Languages

SPECIAL VIOLIN OUTFITS

"photogravure PICTURES of MUSICAL
ART SUBJECTS - Holiday CashcPrke, Postpaid, 25 cents

MEDAL OR BADGE PIN

A SELECTED LISTING OF OTHER UNIQUE MUSICAL JEWELRY NOVELTIES

N°. 64-^Okc(soHdcgoU)bo

Lyre_Breast| cuffQrclubpin.$0.30

Lyre Stickpin.

Lyre, Harps or Mandolin as a pendant or charm .50
Banjo, Mandolin or Drum as a pendant or ch,arm 1.00
Banjo or Mandolin as a breastpin. 1.00
Violin as a pendant or breastpin. 2.50

Cuff-button and Pin Set. Gold finish, per set..
Sterling silver, per set...
Rolled Gold-filled Bangle Bracelet. Bangles
three sentiments, enamel finish: dark blue, light
blue, red, white or black.$0.50 and .75
Sterling silver, silver finish.1.25 and 1.50

Sterling silver, silver finish...... $0*30

N°oXiS

A PRETTY BROOCH
No. 63—10k (solid gold).
Price, each $4.00
No. 63S —Sterling silver,
oxidized finish.
Price, each $1.50

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Mail Order Music Supply House
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

PHII ADFLPHIA
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Munsing

1 \a/ pad
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Munsing Union Suits for Men, Women and Children are popular because satisfactory. They are fine
m quality. They give unusual service. There is a right size for everybody; also a style and fabric
to suit every taste.

For sale by one or more leading merchants in every town and city of im¬

portance in the United States.

It is worth while to locate the. Munsingwear stores in your town.

